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Resumen
Este trabajo final de carrera (TFC) es un studio y validación de una plataforma 
inercial (IMU) doble para un rover lunar Pico-Rover. 
El primer capítulo es una revisión del mercado actual en material de 
plataformas inerciales IMU de bajo coste basado en componentes COTS 
(Commercial off-the-shelf components). 
El segundo capítulo es un estudio de las especificaciones de la plataforma 
inercial MultiWii SE v0.2, la cual tiene un microprocesador Arduino y nueve 
grados de libertad. 
El tercer capítulo es un estudio de las especificaciones de la plataforma 
inercial GY-80 que también tiene nueve grados de libertad. 
El cuarto capítulo es un ejemplo de aplicación de una aplicación para un rover 
lunar Pico-Rover. Comparando los valores entre ambas plataformas el error de 
sesgo es reducido gracias a la información redundante. Este caso de estudio 
valida el uso de doble IMU para una aplicación de navegación lunar. 
El trabajo concluye con una conclusión, la bibliografía y los anexos que con los 
dibujos, hojas de datos y código fuente C. 
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Overview 
This Final Bachelor work is a study and validation of a double Inertial 
Measurement Unit (IMU) for a Lunar Pico-Rover. 
The first chapter is a review of the current market for low-cost IMUs based on 
Commercial off-the-shelf components. 
The second chapter is a study of specifications for the MultiWii SE v0.2 inertial 
platform, having an Arduino computer with nine degrees of freedom. 
The third chapter is a study of specifications for the GY-80 inertial platform with 
also nine degrees of freedom. 
The fourth chapter is an example of application for a lunar Pico-Rover where 
each IMU is inside the rover. Comparing values between both, the Bias error is 
reduced thanks to the redundant information. This case study validates the use 
of double IMU for a lunar navigation application. 
The work ends with the conclusions and bibliography. Annexes have drawings, 
datasheets and C source. 
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CHAPTER 1. MEMS. STATE OF THE ART 
The first chapter is a review of the current market for low-cost IMUs based on 
Commercial off-the-shelf components and MEMS. 
1.1 Commercial off-the-shelf components 
1.1.1 Introduction
Commercial off-the-shelf components (COTS) are Items that are commercially 
available to the general public and which require no special modification or 
maintenance over its life cycle. 
In the United States, Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) is a Federal Acquisition 
Regulation (FAR) term defining a non-developmental item (NDI) of supply that 
is both commercial and sold in substantial quantities in the commercial 
marketplace, and that can be procured or utilised under government contract in 
the same precise form as available to the general public. For example, 
technology related items, such as computer software, hardware systems or free 
software with commercial support, and construction materials qualify, but bulk 
cargo, such as agricultural or petroleum products, do not. 
COTS purchases are alternatives to in-house developments or one-off 
government-funded developments. COTS typically requires configuration that is 
tailored for specific uses. The use of COTS has been mandated across many 
government and business programs; as such products may offer significant 
savings in procurement, development, and maintenance. 
1.1.2 COTS and Components 
Component is a term now widely used, and probably as ambiguous as COTS. 
The relationship with COTS is strict, but COTS and components should be 
intended as two different concepts. 
Components have evolved in the object-oriented community to mean relatively 
large pieces of software (typically comprising many classes and functions). In 
one meaning components are (similarly to subsystems) a tool for decomposing 
a system. 
A characteristic often associated with components is “independence from the 
context”, where context means programming language, operating system, user 
interface, networking services, database and transaction services. A container 
is charged with hiding the implementation of these services while offering them 
to components in a standardized way. Ideally, a component can be plugged and 
work in any container. While this is more a target than the current situation, the 
concept of clear interfaces and defined dependencies from the context is 
shaping both industrial and research proposals. 
On the other hand COTS are not usually expected to have the independence 
from the context that components should have. In summary, not all COTS are 
components, while some components are COTS (i.e., they are produced by 
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third parties). Some examples of COTS are electronic component such as the 
MultiWii and the GY-80 boards that we will use in Chapter 2 and 3 respectively. 
1.1.3 Considerations 
Motivations for using COTS components include hopes for reduction of overall 
system-development and costs (as components can be bought or licensed 
instead of being developed from scratch) and reduced long-term maintenance 
costs. In software development, many regarded COTS as a silver bullet (to 
reduce cost/time) during the 1990s, but COTS development came with many 
not-so-obvious tradeoffs—initial cost and development time can definitely be 
reduced, but often at the expense of an increase in software component-
integration work and a dependency on third-party component vendors.  
COTS are intended for a domestic market with latest technology components, 
but in turn, very cheap since they are sold in large amounts. Although COTS 
were not initially designed for spatial world, through a validation process, we 
may select the components that are useful in outer space with concrete but less 
demanding conditions for our mission. 
In the specific case of PicoRover [3], we will ensure that these components are 
able to resist lunar conditions such as high vacuum, high radiation, wide 
temperature range (-150 ºC a 120 ºC), high thermal request (abrupt 
temperature changes), high accelerations (roughly 100 g). The reason, by 
which we are doing this, is that we are applying the known Space Payload 
Paradigm [4], that is, designing everything around the payload. Nonetheless, 
this type of design is not completely possible because we must go through 
Aerospace Market, a monopolistic Market that imposes high prices, plus 
complex and cliquish rules, in a manner of speaking. If those absurd rules had 
not to be accomplished, a very much efficient mission would be designed 
utilizing synergies as well. Therefore, we take advantage all possible synergies 
that are not used because of the existing conservative laws in the current 
Aerospace Market. 
Furthermore, the current market is not competitive but rather about monopoly 
where Space Agencies set the price. This model is about to change due to 
arising of private companies as SpaceX [5] which brings into Space payloads 
not only the governmental ones. Commercial Aviation is an example that 
dovetails with our context. Commercial Aviation from 70’s was totally 
governmental, being the private model illegal, until 90’s when it finally 
liberalises. Then, from the years 2000 until 2010, the low cost model extends in 
general terms. In contrast, Space Sector has not evolved so swiftly. Although its 
beginnings date back to 50’s, from 70’s Aerospace Sector has been somehow 
frozen and therefore still being governmental nowadays. 
A role model is the computers which never were governmental. They were 
devised in the 50’s, in the 70’s the private market arose, in the 80’s the market 
was already widely exploited and in the 90’s the clonal computers were 
released. Therefore, the computers not only got into the homes but nowadays 
along with the communications revolutions, we all carry computers with us. 
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The current monopolistic situation is both Government’s fault (Agencies are not 
to blame) and Laws that they impose, without allowing any private enterprise to 
do what only Agencies can do. In the case of Spain the legislation Real Decreto 
57/2002 – Reglamento de circulación aérea [6] is applied. A way of eluding this 
legislation is carrying out the space launch from international waters thus not 
violating any law, although this denotes a lack about the current Governments’ 
legislation which should be regulated on behalf of a competitive Market without 
being legally punished. Moreover, since we start from a market that is by 
definition Low-Cost, this philosophy might be applied. 
An actual and typical example is that there is a Law in Spain A06766-06767 
BOE 112 de 9 de mayo 1968 [7] which says that any private enterprise can 
launch something into Space although this ground launch must be executed 
under supervision of the Instituto Nacional de Técnica Aeroespacial (INTA).
Currently, the certification of a private shuttle is not possible unless a great 
economic investment be carried out through INTA. The only alternative (which 
was in fact the one Pedro Duque [8] chose) is launching from abroad, which 
notably impedes the access to this sector 
1.2 Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems 
Figure 1 – Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems components 
1.2.1 Introduction to MEMS 
Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems, or MEMS, is a technology that in its most 
general form can be defined as miniaturized mechanical and electro-mechanical 
elements (i.e., devices and structures) that are made using the techniques of 
micro-fabrication. The critical physical dimensions of MEMS devices can vary 
from well below one micron on the lower end of the dimensional spectrum, all 
the way to several millimetres. Likewise, the types of MEMS devices can vary 
from relatively simple structures having no moving elements, to extremely 
complex electromechanical systems with multiple moving elements under the 
control of integrated microelectronics.
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While the functional elements of MEMS are miniaturized structures, sensors, 
actuators, and microelectronics, the most notable (and perhaps most 
interesting) elements are the micro-sensors and micro-actuators (See Figure 1). 
Micro-sensors and micro-actuators are appropriately categorized as 
“transducers”, which are defined as devices that convert energy from one form 
to another. In the case of micro-sensors, the device typically converts a 
measured mechanical signal into an electrical signal. 
The term MEMS was thought up in 1987 after several techniques as Integrated 
Circuit (1958 by Jack Kilby from Texas Instruments) had been developed as 
well as the manufacture of silicon micro-sensors in 1982. This term MEMS 
varies in different parts of the world. In the United States they are predominantly 
called MEMS, while in Europe they are called “Microsystems Technology” or 
“micro-machined devices” in Japan. 
1.2.2 Applications of MEMS 
There are numerous possible applications for MEMS and Nanotechnology. As a 
breakthrough technology, allowing unparalleled synergy between previously 
unrelated fields such as biology and microelectronics, many new MEMS and 
Nanotechnology applications will emerge, expanding beyond that which is 
currently identified or known. Here are a few applications of current interest: 
? Biotechnology. MEMS and Nanotechnology is enabling new discoveries 
in science and engineering such as the Polymerase Chain Reaction 
(PCR) microsystems for DNA amplification and identification, enzyme 
linked immune-sorbent assay (ELISA), capillary electrophoresis, 
electroporation, micro-machined Scanning Tunneling Microscopes 
(STMs), biochips for detection of hazardous chemical and biological 
agents, and microsystems for high-throughput drug screening and 
selection.
? Medicine. There are a wide variety of applications for MEMS in medicine. 
The first and by far the most successful application of MEMS in medicine 
(at least in terms of number of devices and market size) are MEMS 
pressure sensors, which have been in use for several decades. The 
market for these pressure sensors is extremely diverse and highly 
fragmented, with a few high-volume markets and many lower volume 
ones.
? Communications. High frequency circuits are benefiting considerably 
from the advent of RF-MEMS technology. Electrical components such as 
inductors and tunable capacitors can be improved significantly compared 
to their integrated counterparts if they are made using MEMS and 
Nanotechnology. With the integration of such components, the 
performance of communication circuits will improve, while the total circuit 
area, power consumption and cost will be reduced. In addition, the 
mechanical switch, as developed by several research groups, is a key 
component with huge potential in various RF and microwave circuits. The 
demonstrated samples of mechanical switches have quality factors much 
higher than anything previously available. Another successful application 
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of RF-MEMS is in resonators as mechanical filters for communication 
circuits.
? Inertial Sensing. MEMS inertial sensors, specifically accelerometers and 
gyroscopes, are quickly gaining market acceptance (See section 1.4). 
For example, MEMS accelerometers have displaced conventional 
accelerometers for crash air-bag deployment systems in automobiles. 
The previous technology approach used several bulky accelerometers 
made of discrete components mounted in the front of the car with 
separate electronics near the air-bag and cost more than $50 per device. 
MEMS technology has made it possible to integrate the accelerometer 
and electronics onto a single silicon chip at a cost of only a few dollars. 
These MEMS accelerometers are much smaller, more functional, lighter, 
more reliable, and are produced for a fraction of the cost of the 
conventional macro-scale accelerometer elements. More recently, 
MEMS gyroscopes (i.e., rate sensors) have been developed for both 
automobile and consumer electronics applications. MEMS inertial 
sensors are now being used in every car sold as well as notable 
customer electronic handhelds such as Apple iPhones and the Nintendo 
Wii.
1.2.3 Current Challenges 
Some of the obstacles facing organizations in the development of MEMS and 
Nanotechnology devices include: 
? Access to Fabrication. Most organizations who wish to explore the 
potential of MEMS and Nanotechnology have little or no internal 
resources for designing, prototyping, or manufacturing devices, as well 
as little to no expertise among their staff in developing these 
technologies. Few organizations will build their own fabrication facilities 
or establish technical development teams because of the prohibitive cost. 
? Packaging. MEMS packaging is more challenging than Integrated 
Circuits (IC) packaging due to the diversity of MEMS devices and the 
requirement that many of these devices need to be simultaneously in 
contact with their environment as well as protected from the environment. 
Frequently, many MEMS and Nano device development efforts must 
develop a new and specialised package for the device to meet the 
application requirements. As a result, packaging can often be one of the 
single most expensive and time consuming tasks in an overall product 
development program.
? Fabrication Knowledge Required. MEMS device developers must have a 
high level of fabrication knowledge and practical experience coupled with 
a significant amount of innovative engineering skill in order to create and 
implement successful device designs. Often the development of even the 
most mundane MEMS device requires a very specialised skills. Without 
this expertise and knowledge, at best device development projects can 
cost far more and take much longer. At worst, they can result in failure 
1.2.4 Considerations 
Use of MEMS is one the pillars of the Space Payload Paradigm, by several 
reasons.
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? It allows designers to be in State of the Art. An example is that a new 
technology takes until 30 years in being approved within Aerospace 
Industry. With MEMS, this process takes 6 months such as happened 
with the Wii’s inertial sensors technology which has involved a great 
success since these sensors have become smaller and with best 
performance. The MEMS market evolves very fast because there is a 
competitive market condition, that is, several equivalent very powerful 
companies struggle for providing best performances. They do not longer 
seek for having lower prices since the production is not massive; in fact, 
the price is reaching the minimum (a few cents). 
? Along with the cost, as discussed earlier, the mass of the component is 
almost negligible. A current inertial platform of a shuttle can weigh about 
4 kilograms. In contrast, a Wii inertial platform, which, by the way has 
better performances, weighs a few grams and resists higher thermal 
loads and higher accelerations with much less power consumption. Each 
MEMS device is able to support 10,000 g without damage. 
? Because of the low consumption, on the order of micro-amperes, the 
batteries can be very small, making the Lithium Polymer Batteries 
suitable for these conditions since these batteries allow high 
simultaneous discharges whereas they weigh little, given a capacity. 
Another important feature is possibility of unifying the electricity feed. 
Every sensor works at the same voltage than the battery and hence we 
avoid having voltage converters and even dimmers which are included in 
the MEMS. The advantage of not using converter does not only make the 
battery capacity more efficient, but with a sole battery, all sensors can be 
fed.
? Due to their small size and use of Surface Mounting Device (SMD), 
MEMS can be directly welded on a board, being only the board design 
required and therefore, a very high integration factor is achieved. In a 
manner of speaking, it is as if everyone spoke a same language so that 
starting from a CAD design of the board and reels, the boards 
manufacturer builds the satellite in a week for 60€ [10]. For example, 
once the satellite is designed, Astrium [11] takes one or two years to 
deliver it to Space Agency. In our case, the satellite would be ready to be 
launched counting one month since it was designed. This high 
integration level considerably reduces the calibrating costs and specially 
the complexity in systems design. For example, a sensor merely reads a 
voltage that is later converted into digital and a modulator sends this 
digital information through a digital port. Today, as a result of competition 
among companies for providing the best performances, all these systems 
are integrated in MEMS so that there is no need to neither calibrate nor 
validate the extra complexity that it would exist if we had to implement it 
on our own. This in turn increases the reliability since using redundancies 
is possible to reach the current aerospace levels. 
? The advantage of unifying the bus in a I2C [12] or SPI is that every 
sensor is directly connected through two or four cables to the 
MultiPurpose Computer Unit (MCU, See Chapter 2) which increases 
even more the degree of integration and does not only enable to place 
every chips in a board, but also enables to place them very close (within 
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2 centimetres). If there was only a board, the connectors would almost 
disappear as well as their failures.
1.3 MEMS market study for inertial platforms 
The current competitors in MEMS Market on inertial platforms are strong and 
are extended worldwide, such as InvenseSense, STMicrosystems,
AnalogDevices, Atmel, Honeyewell, Bosch, Texas Instruments, among others. 
Another outstanding factor is that MEMS Market is global and therefore, the 
economic crisis in a country does not hit the massive production of these 
components that are in constant development.
An existing inconvenience about MEMS Market is that customs charge a very 
high price compared to the component price. This leads to buy at a local store if 
it were not because the cost is much higher than the one of customs.
This has somehow helped promote the existence of great components delivery 
companies as RS (in United Kingdom), DigiKey, Mouser, Allied Electronics (in 
United States), etc. These great distributors deal equally with every MEMS 
company without any discrimination or preference, which promotes the product 
development.
View to make a Market study focused on feasibility of a project or product that 
uses MEMS sensors as low cost IMU (See section 1.4), we shall take into 
account some particular factors as: 
? The newest sensors do have not why to be the ones with best 
performances and price 
? This is a very changing world due to a high performances sensor might 
be replaced by another one even much better in a term of one or two 
years
? Being a low cost IMU, the sensors price has to be relevant as long as 
these meet the operational requirements as: accelerations, size, mass, 
etc.
In order to homogenize the search parameters, we will base on our two IMU’s 
sensors parameters (See chapter 2 and 3). Among these parameters, we can 
highlight: acceleration range (roughly ±16g), size (roughly 3x3x1 mm), number 
of axes (3), price (less than 10 USD). 
Because of the large amount of MEMS suppliers, we will choose a few of them, 
perhaps, the most known ones within the IMU’s world: InvenSense, Bosch,
AnalogDevices and STMicroelectronics.
The following tables show the performance of some accelerometers and 
gyroscopes as well as their average price and release date. Therefore, every 
row stands for: 
- Component (COM): Sensor Reference. 
- Output (Out): Sensor output signal, analogical or digital. 
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- Acceleration Range (RANG): Acceleration range measured in units ‘g’ for 
accelerometers and ‘g/s’ for gyroscopes. 1 g is equal to the earth's 
gravity at sea level. 
- Bandwidth (BW): a measure of the width of a range of frequencies, 
measured in Hz. 
- Resolution (RES): Resolution or number of bits, determines how many 
discrete items can be represented. 
- Sensitivity (SEN): Is the smallest change it can detect in the quantity that 
it is measuring. Its units can be either LBS/g, LSB/(º/s) or mg/digit, being 
LSB, “Least Significant Bit”. 
- Size (SIZE): Is the size in millimetres of every sensor dimension, length, 
width and height. 
- Release Date (DATE): It is the date (dd/mmm/yy) in which the sensor 
was released. 
- Average Price (COST): It is the average price of the sensor (Price/unit) 
according to several MEMS distributors as Aliexpress, Digikey among 
others. This average price is given in United States Dollar (USD). 
COM BMA140 BMA150 BMA180 BMA250 
OUT Analogical Digital Digital Digital 
RANG
[g]
±4 ±2/4/8 ±1/1.5/ 
2/3/4/
8/16
±2/4/
8/16
BW
[Hz]
1,500 25-1,500 10/20/40/ 
75/150/
300/600/
1,200
8/17/31/
63/125/
250/500/
1,000
RES  10 bit 12/14 
bit
10 bit 
SEN
[LSB/g]
300 mV/g 256 
128
64
8,192±2%
5,460±2%
4,096±1.5%
2,730±2%
2,048±2%
1,024±2.5%
512±3%
256
128
64
32
SIZE
[mm]
3x3x0.9 3x3x0.9 3x3x0.9 2x2x0.95 
DATE 04/Jun/08 29/May/08 10/Dec/09 31/May/12 
COST
[USD]
$3.00 $2.26 $3.63 $0.70 
Table 1– Bosch 3-Axis Accelerometers 
We can see that only BMA180 and BMA250 meet our specific requirements. 
We can also see that except for the resolution, BMA250 has best performances, 
is newer but however is cheaper. Therefore the BMA250 is the one with best 
expectations here despite its low maturity in the Market. 
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COM LIS2DM LIS3DH LIS3DSH 
OUT Digital Digital Digital 
RANG
[g]
±2/4/8/16 ±2/4/8/16 ±2/4/6/8/16 
BW
[Hz]
2,500 2,500 800 
RES 8 bit 16 bit 16 bit 
SEN 16/32/64/192
mg/digit
1/2/4/12
mg/digit0.06/0.12/0.18/
0.24/0.73/ mg/digit 
0.06/0.12/0.18/0.24/0.73/
mg/digit
SIZE
[mm]
2x2x1 3x3x1 3x3x1 
DATE 25/Nov/11 21/May/10 26/Oct/11 
COST
[USD]
$0.98 $1.08 $1.05 
Table 2 – STMicroelectronics 3-Axis Accelerometers 
In this case, LIS3DH and LIS3DSH share similar features and have best 
performances than LIS2DM except for their size (2x2x1 mm vs. 3x3x1 mm). 
The price difference is not relevant here. 
COM ADXL346 ADXL312 
OUT Digital Digital 
RANG [g] ±2/4/8/16 ±1.5/3/6/12 
BW [Hz] 1,600 1,600 
RES 10/11/12/13 bit 10/11/12/13 bit 
SEN 32/64/128/256 LSB/g 43/86/172/345 LSB/g 
SIZE [mm] 3x3x0.95 5x5x1.45 
DATE 2011 210 
COST [USD] $4.00 $6.36 
Table 3 – AnalogDevices 3-Axis Accelerometers 
Here, ADX312 is not within our operational requirements because of its size 
(5x5x1.45). Therefore, ADXL346 is the most interesting AnalogDevices’s
accelerometer.
COM A3G4250D L3G3200D L3G4200 
OUT Digital Digital Digital 
RANG [º/s] ±245 ±250/500/2,000 ±250/500/2,000 
RES 16 bit 16 bit 16 bit 
SEN 8.75 mdps/digit 8:75/17.50/70 
mdps/digit
8:75/17.50/70 
mdps/digit
SIZE [mm] 4x4x1.1 3x3.5x1 4x4x1.1 
DATE 02/Feb/12 02/Feb/12 01/Apr/10 
COST
[USD]
$8.32 $2.53 (purchasing 
1,000 units) 
$2.94
Table 4 – STMicroelectronics 3-Axis Gyroscopes 
Although the angular velocity range has not been exposed here, given a 16 bit 
resolution, it would be interesting that the gyroscope had a wide range. 
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L3G3200D and L3G4200D have the same range; however, L3G3200 is smaller, 
newer and cheaper. 
COM MPU-3050 ITG-3200 
OUT Digital Digital 
RANG [º/s] ±250/500/1,000/2,000 ±2,000 
RES 16 bit 16 bit 
SEN 16.4/32.8/65.6/131 LSB/(º/s) 14.375 LSB/(º/s) 
SIZE [mm] 4x4x0.9 4x4x0.9 
DATE 25/Jun/09 06/Jun/11 
COST [USD] 3.30 $ $2.70 
Table 5 – InvenSense 3-Axis Gyroscopes 
Programmable range is something useful, since it enables IMU to work in 
various scenarios, therefore MPU-3050 would be a better choice although is a 
little more expensive than ITG3200. 
COM ADXRS646 ADXRS649 
OUT Analogical Analogical 
RANG [º/s] ±250 ±20,000 
SEN 9 mV/(º/s) 0.1 mv/(º/s) 
SIZE [mm] 7x7x3 7x7x3 
Table 6 – AnalogDevices 3-Axis Gyroscopes 
In this case AnalogDevices does not satisfy our requirements due to: size 
(larger than 3x3x1 mm), very narrow range (±250 g) or very wide range 
(±20,000 g). 
1.3.1 Current Market Perspectives 
Once we have analysed certain features of a specific sensors according to 
theirs manufacturers, we will go beyond in order to know at large scale how the 
MEMS Market is characterised, what its trends are and how this Market is 
shared among the principal companies in this world. 
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Figure 2 – Top MEMS Companies Ranking – 2010 Revenues 
Figure 3 – Top MEMS Companies Ranking – 2011 Revenues 
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View to make an analysis about the companies’ revenues growth, two graphics 
(Figure 2 and Figure 3) corresponding to years 2010 and 2011 are shown 
above.
A veracious source at all, known in all over the MEMS world is Yole 
Développement [15], which is a market research and strategy consulting 
company, founded in 1998 and deeply involved in MEMS field plus others. 
According to Yole Développement’ latest Market analysis, the Market for micro-
electronic mechanical systems (MEMS) grew 17% to $10.2 billion in 2011. The 
top 2 suppliers, Texas Instruments (TXN, TI) and STMicroelectronics (STM, ST)
neared $1 billion in sales each. The top 30 companies account for nearly 80% 
of total MEMS packaged device sales worldwide. 
Despite its wide diversity of players and products, MEMS is a very concentrated 
industry. The four leading integrated device manufacturers (IDMs): TI, ST,
Hewlett Packard and Robert Bosch; together sell some $3.3 billion worth of 
MEMS devices, accounting for around a third of all MEMS sales worldwide. 
The #1 MEMS supplier, Texas Instruments, is the traditional sector leader. TI's 
more mature micro-mirror MEMS business saw modest, single-digit growth. 
STMicroelectronics' motion processing products made gains from the explosive 
rise in mobile phones. Smart phone demand drove 40% or better growth across 
a range of sensor suppliers. ST had a 42% jump in MEMS sales last year, 
taking the #2 spot with more than $900 million in revenues. 
Bosch, the #4 supplier in Yole's top-30 MEMS Company ranking, grew in 
automotive and consumer electronics. Bosch and STMicroelectronics are now 
the main manufacturers of accelerometers for consumer electronics. 
Knowles Electronics moved up to #5 ($362 million) on 40% growth in MEMS 
microphones.
Magnetometer supplier AKM jumped 46%, to $279 million and #8. Though most 
magnetometers are not a purely MEMS technology, they are now so closely 
integrated with accelerometers that Yole tracks them with the MEMS industry.
Fabless InvenSense jumped 67% to $144 million on gyroscope and motion 
sensing sales. TSMC manufactures the company's products. 
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Figure 4 – Annual Growth Rate in Revenues 2010/2011 
Such as shown in Figure 4, Texas Instruments (TI), although continues being 
the company with most sales, has barely experienced a 7% growth. 
STMicroelectronics (ST), in turn, has experienced a 51%. 
As important growth, Knowles Electronics is doubtlessly the winner, with 159% 
followed by InvenSense (5%) which jumped from position #22 to #18 in just one 
year. In contrast, Hewlett Packard (HP) who was the third supplier in 2011, has 
decreased throughout that year a 6% which implies that the Market is not easy 
at all. 
1.3.2 MEMS Market Trends 
? A highlighting fact by which MEMS sales have increased is the growing 
Smartphones and Tablets Market (roughly a 60% in 2011 according to 
Yole Développement). Accelerometers and gyroscopes are the most 
demanded MEMS by Smartphones manufacturers such as shown in 
Figure 5. 
? Given the narrow leeway, no wonder that in order to compete, each 
MEMS supplier tends to specialise in one area, either accelerometers or 
gyroscopes for example. STMicroelectronics (ST) is the proof of the 
existence of this trend. ST is the #2 supplier in Yole's top-30 MEMS 
Company ranking 2011, whereas it is #3 supplier that most grew in 2011. 
As Shown in Figure 6, ST is quite specialised in gyroscopes and 
accelerometers as well. AMK only with magnetometers manufacture has 
reached the second position in TOP MEMS Suppliers in the smartphones 
Market. Therefore, we cannot see in this kind of graph any MEMS 
company that manufactures more than two types of sensors. 
? Suppliers will move from making separate components to combination 
sensors and modules as sensor fusion software transforms the sensor 
data into easy-to-use functions. Growth is now coming from combos of 
accelerometers and magnetometers and from combos of 
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accelerometers and gyros, which started to ship in volume last year. 
Nonetheless, this trend will pay off within the next years, reason by which 
is not still noticeable in the previous graphic. 
? Another highlighting trend is to minimise the size of the component. This 
obviously has repercussions in the total mass and volume of the IMU, for 
example. The next graph (Figure 7) shows how ST has evolved in order 
to be competitive to this day, reducing both size and price of the 
component. 
Once, we have seen how the MEMS Market is characterised and what its 
trends are, we can see finally how this Market, relating to motion sensors, is 
now shared. 
Figure 5 – Inertial MEMS 2002-2011 Market evolution ($M) 
Figure 6 – Top MEMS Suppliers in the Mobile Phone and Tablet Market 
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Figure 7 – Accelerometer MEMS size evolution 
The most outstanding remark in this graphic (Figure 8) is that, despite Texas
Instruments (TI) is #1 in Revenues, does not appear here mainly due to its 
MEMS Market is not focused on Motion Sensors. 
Figure 8 – Consumer Motion Sensors sharing 
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1.4 Inertial Measurement Platforms 
Putting the IMU’s Market aside, we will focus on the most technical issue about 
IMUs.
1.4.1 What is an Inertial Measurement Unit? 
An Inertial Measurement Unit, or IMU, is an electronic device that measures 
and reports on a craft's velocity, orientation, and gravitational forces, using a 
combination of accelerometers [17] and gyroscopes [18], sometimes also 
magnetometers [19] and barometers [20].
The IMU is the main component of inertial navigation systems used in aircraft, 
spacecraft, watercraft, and guided missiles among others. In this capacity, the 
data collected from the IMU's sensors allows a computer to track a craft's 
position, using a method known as dead reckoning. 
1.4.2 How do IMUs work? 
An IMU works by detecting the current rate of acceleration using one or more 
accelerometers, and detects changes in rotational attributes like pitch, roll and 
yaw using one or more gyroscopes. Figure 9 shows an example of rotations 
measurement by a Gyroscope with 3 Degrees of Freedom (DoF), roll pitch and 
yaw.
Figure 9 – Rotation angles roll, pitch and yaw [16] 
1.4.3 Configuration 
The term IMU is widely used to refer to a box containing three accelerometers 
and three gyroscopes and optionally three magnetometers. The accelerometers 
are placed such that their measuring axes are orthogonal to each other. They 
measure inertial acceleration, also known as g-forces (1 g = 9.80665 m/s2)
Three gyroscopes are placed in a similar orthogonal pattern, measuring 
rotational position in reference to an arbitrarily chosen coordinate system. 
Recently, more and more manufacturers also include three magnetometers, a 
barometer and thermometer in IMUs. This allows better performance for 
dynamic orientation calculation in Attitude and heading reference systems 
which base on IMUs. This lead IMUs to have: 3 DoF (accelerometer) + 3 DoF 
(Gyroscope) + 3 DoF (Magnetometer) +1 DoF (Barometer) +1 DoF 
(Thermometer) = 11 DoF. Nonetheless, these types of IMUs are commonly 
called, within the Marketing world, 9 DoF IMUs. 
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1.4.4 Applications 
IMUs are typically used to manoeuvre aircraft, including unmanned aerial 
vehicles (UAVs), among many others, and spacecraft, including satellites and 
landers. Recent developments allow for the production of IMU-enabled GPS 
devices [21]. An IMU allows a GPS to work when GPS-signals are unavailable, 
such as in tunnels, inside buildings, or when electronic interference is present. 
IMUs can, besides navigational purposes, serve as orientation sensors in the 
human field of motion [22]. They are frequently used for sports technology 
(technique training), and animation applications. 
1.4.5 Disadvantages 
A major disadvantage of using IMUs for navigation is that they typically suffer 
from accumulated error (dead reckoning [23]), including Abbe error [24]. 
Because the guidance system is continually adding detected changes to its 
previously-calculated positions, any errors in measurement, although small, are 
accumulated from point to point. This leads to drift [25], or an ever-increasing 
difference between where the system thinks it is located, and the actual 
location.
IMUs are not normally only one component of a navigation system. Other 
systems are used to correct the inaccuracies that IMUs inevitably suffer, such 
as GPS, gravity sensors (for local vertical), external speed sensors (to 
compensate for velocity drift), a barometric system for altitude correction, and a 
magnetic compass. 
1.5 Arduino and the open hardware philosophy 
1.5.1 Arduino 
Arduino is an open-source electronics prototyping platform based on flexible, 
easy-to-use hardware and software. It is intended for artists, designers, 
hobbyists, and anyone interested in creating interactive objects or 
environments.
1.5.2 Open hardware philosophy 
Arduino hardware is programmed using a Wiring-based language (syntax and 
libraries), similar to C++ [27] with some slight simplifications and modifications, 
and a Processing-based integrated development environment. 
Current versions can be purchased pre-assembled. Besides, both hardware 
design information and plans acquisition are freely available for those who 
would like to assemble an Arduino by hand. Additionally, variations of the 
Italian-made Arduino (with varying levels of compatibility) have been released 
by third parties; some of them are programmed using the Arduino software. 
The open hardware philosophy is oriented to accessibility of this platform to 
anyone, each at professional level or domestic level without any restrictions.
So, the basic steps in order to put into practice this philosophy would merely be: 
1. Download the plans (and even CAD designs) from Arduino Web site [26]. 
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2. This design is sent to a boards manufacturer, the so-called Printed 
Circuit Boards (PCBs), or these PCBs can be directly purchased to some 
distributor as Sparkfun [28]. 
3. Once the hardware support is acquired, the platform application has to 
be conditioned and programmed through the Arduino code based on 
C++ and for which a great amount of examples are shown at Arduino 
Web Site. 
Arduino is within what is known as Multi-purpose Control Unit (MCU), which 
means that various element with different functions are integrated in a chip. 
Prior to this, Peripheral Interface Controller (PIC) was what most used, being 
more powerful but more expensive, consumed more, larger and they were not 
extended into community whereas MCUs are now. 
With all this, is easy to conclude that the Arduino tools have become an 
electronic development standard mostly among amateurs.
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CHAPTER 2. IMU - MULTIWII SE V0.2 
The second chapter is a study of specifications for the MultiWii SE v0.2 inertial 
platform, having an Arduino computer with nine degrees of freedom. 
2.1 IMU specifications 
2.1.1 MultiWii SE v0.2 introduction 
Regardless of whether version is 0.2 or another, MultiWii is a general purpose 
software to control a multirotor RC model. It can now use various sensors but 
was initially developed to support Nintendo Wii console gyroscopes and 
accelerometers. We can find these sensors in the extensions of the Nintendo 
WiiMote: Wii Motion Plus and Wii Nunchuk. The software is mostly used to 
control a tricopter, a quadricopter or a hexacopter. MultiWii uses Arduino 
technology so that it can be programmed and implemented as if it were an 
Arduino board.
2.1.2 MultiWii SE v0.2 specifications 
2.1.2.1 List of board components 
- ATMEGA328P 16MHz 8-bit Microcontroller, 32 kB Flash Memory, 1 kB 
EEPROM, 2 kB SRAM, 6-ch. 8-bit A/D 
- Configuration equivalent to Arduino Pro Mini & FFIMU 0.35 9DoF IMU 
- On-Board 5 V & 3.3 V regulated power supply 
- On-Board 5 V to 3.3 V I²C Logic Level Converter (LLC) 
- On-Board 5 V, 3.3 V and Status LEDs 
- 50x50 mm, standard MK style 45x45 mm mounting holes, 14 g 
2.1.2.2 List of sensors 
- ITG3205 three-axis MEMS gyroscope, I²C, 16-bit ±2000 °/sec, 3.3 V-6.5 
mA
-  BMA180 three-axis accelerometer, I²C, 14-bit, <0.15 ° accuracy, 3.3 V-
800 µA 
- BMP085 pressure sensor, I²C, 0.3 m resolution, 3.3 V-10 µA 
- HMC5883L three-axis digital compass, I²C, 12-bit, 160 Hz, 1-2° 
accuracy, 3.3V-100 µA 
2.1.2.3 List of connectors 
- A0 to A7 pins and power supply. Includes 3x camera outputs (pitch, roll & 
trigger)
- PPM (inputs and outputs) and 2 auxiliary outputs. 5x PPM receiver 
inputs, 6x PPM motor outputs, 2x auxiliary outputs 
- FTDI port. MCU programming and Serial USB port to the PC 
- ISP port. MCU boot programming 
- TTL serial port. Optional LCD, serial Bluetooth transceiver, GPS, etc... 
These connectors and pins are drawn as it follows in Figure 10 and for 
further information about pins and connectors, see Annex A.2 
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Figure 10 – Connectors and pins of MultiWii SE v0.2 
2.1.2.4 List of servo allocation in Arduino 
Servo.attach(0) and Servo.attach(1) source instructions are not use. 
Servo.attach(2) is to acctive THR servo, Servo.attach(3) is D3, 
Servo.attach(4) is ROLL, Servo.attach(5) is  PITCH, Servo.attach(6) is YAW, 
Servo.attach(7) is MODE, Servo.attach(8) is D8, Servo.attach(9) is D9, 
Servo.attach(10) is D10, Servo.attach(11) is D11, Servo.attach(12) is D12 
and Servo.attach(13) is D13. 
Finally, all these items are graphically collected as follows in Figure 11. 
Figure 11 – MultiWii SE v0.2 specifications 
Notes:
- Bluetooth module and FTDI cannot be activated at the same time 
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- GPS is better supported on I²C bus 
- Configuration depends mainly on MultiWii code (g.h config file) 
- Programming through FTDI (with USB-FTDI board) or ISP ports (with ISP 
programmer)
- Compatible with MultiWii 2.0 flight controller firmware 
- Compatible with MultiWiiConf & MultiWiiGUI software utilities for confi 
guration, PID tuning and RT monitoring 
- Compatible with Arduino 1.0 Java environment software 
2.2 MCU. Arduino 
MultiWii SE v0.2 microcontroller or so-called in general terms Multi-purpose 
Control Unit (MCU), is the ATmega328P compatible with “Arduino Duemilanove 
or Nano w/ ATmega328”.
The Arduino Nano is a small, complete, and breadboard-friendly board based 
on the ATmega328 (Arduino Nano 3.0) or ATmega168 (Arduino Nano 2.x). It 
has more or less the same functionality of the Arduino Duemilanove, but in a 
different package. It lacks only a DC power jack, and works with a Mini-B USB 
cable instead of a standard one.
2.2.1 ATmega328P specifications 
? Special specifications 
- Internal Calibrated Oscillator 
- External and Internal Interrupt Sources 
- Six Sleep Modes: Idle, ADC Noise Reduction, Power-save, Power-down, 
Standby, and Extended Standby 
? I/O and Packages 
- 23 Programmable I/O Lines 
- 28-pin PDIP, 32-lead TQFP, 28-pad QFN/MLF and 32-pad QFN/MLF 
- Operating Voltage: 1.8 to 5.5 V 
- Temperature Range: -40 to 85 ºC 
? Power Consumption at 1MHz, 1.8 V, 25 ºC 
- Active Mode: 0.2 mA 
- Power-down Mode: 0.1 µA 
- Power-save Mode: 0.75 µA (Including 32 kHz RTC) 
? Memory 
- Flash 32 kB 
- EEPROM 1 kB 
- RAM 2 kB 
? Clock Speed 16 MHz 
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2.3 BMA180 3 axis accelerometer 
2.3.1 General Description 
The BMA180 is an ultra-high-performance tri-axial low-g acceleration sensor for 
consumer applications designed and manufactured by Bosch in 2009. It allows 
measurements of static as well as dynamic accelerations with very high 
accuracy. Due to its three perpendicular axes it gives the absolute orientation in 
a gravity field. As all other Bosch inertial sensors, it is a two-chip arrangement 
(here in a plastic package). An application-specific IC evaluates the output of a 
three-channel micro mechanical accelerations-sensing element that works 
according to the differential capacitance principle.
Figure 12 shows the configuration and orientation of the BMA180 axes. 
Figure 12 – BMA180 axes 
2.3.2 Specifications
? Resolution. The BMA180 provides a digital full 14 bit output signal via 4-
wire SPI o I2C interface 
? Acceleration Range. With an appropriate command the full measurement 
range can be chosen between 1 g and 16 g 
? Filtering. A second-order Butterworth filter with switchable pole-
frequencies between 10 Hz and 600 Hz is included to provide pre-
conditioning of the measured acceleration signal 
? Noise Level. Typical noise level and quantization lead (in 2 g mode) to an 
accuracy of typically 0.25 mg which corresponds to an angular resolution 
of below 0.15 º in an inclination sensing application, respectively 
? Consumption. The current consumption is typically 575 µA at a supply 
voltage of 2.4 V in standard mode. Furthermore, the sensor can be 
switched into a very low power mode where it informs the host system 
about an acceleration change via an interrupt pin. This feature can be 
used to wake-up the host system from a sleep mode 
? Voltage. +1.8 up to +3.6 V for and +1.2 up to +3.6 V for 
? Operating Temperature Range. From -40 up to +85 ºC 
? Dimensions. The sensor is available in a standard SMD LGA package 
with a footprint of 3 x 3 mm and height of 0.9 mm 
? Degrees of Freedom (DoF). BMA180 measures 3 magnitudes, that is, 3 
DoF. These 3 magnitudes are: acceleration X, acceleration Y and 
acceleration Z 
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2.3.3 Applications 
- Navigation devices (INS/Dead Reckoning) 
- Robotics 
- Gesture recognition 
- Pointing devices 
- E-compass 
- Cell phones 
- Gaming devices 
- Digital cameras and digital camcorders 
2.3.4 Sensor modeling 
Two tests were done in order to characterise the accelerometer, one in static 
condition and other in dynamic condition. The static condition test has consisted 
of checking that in every axis the earth gravity acceleration (1 g or -1 g 
depending on the board orientation) is detected without fluctuating too much 
this value as shown in Annex B.1. The dynamic condition test has consisted of 
checking that every value in each axis is changing as the board is swiftly 
moving toward different directions. The range switched is ±8 g, therefore the 
measured values are clearly within this limit as shown in annex B.1. 
2.4 BMP085 barometer and thermometer 
2.4.1 General Description 
The BMP085 is a high-precision, ultra-low power barometric pressure sensor for 
use in advanced mobiles applications, designed and manufactured by Bosch in 
2008.
The BMP085 sensor is based on piezo-resistive MEMS technology for EMC 
robustness, high accuracy and linearity as well as long term stability. It comes in 
an ultra-thin, but robust 8-pin ceramic lead-less chip carrier (LCC) package. The 
BMP085 is designed to be connected directly to a micro-controller of a mobile 
device via the I2C.
Figure 13 shows the configuration and orientation of the BMP085. The arrow 
pointed upward indicates the direction to which the pressure decreases as the 
altitude is increased. 
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Figure 13 – BMP085 axes 
2.4.2 Specifications
? Resolution. Resolution of output data is typically 0.01 hPa for pressure 
and 0.1 ºC for temperature 
? Pressure Range. From 300 hPa and 1,100 hPa 
? Noise Level. RMS noise expressed in pressure is typically 0.06 hPa in 
ultra-low power mode and 0.03 hPa in ultra-high resolution mode. On the 
other hand, RMS noise expressed in altitude is typically 0.5 m in ultra-low 
power mode and 0.25 m in ultra-high resolution mode 
? Absolute Accuracy. Maximum accuracy in pressure is ±2.5 hPa for 
values of pressure from 700 hPa up to 1,100 hPa. Maximum accuracy in 
temperature is ±2 ºC for values of temperature from 0 ºC up to +65 ºC 
? Consumption. The average current is typically 3 µA in ultra-low power 
mode and 12 µA in ultra-high resolution mode at supply voltage of 2.5 V 
? Operating Temperature Range. From -40 ºC up to +85 ºC 
? Dimensions. 5 x 5 x 1.2 mm 
? Voltage. +1.62 up to +3.6 V for  and +1.2 V up to +3.6 V for 
? Tolerances. ±0.1 ºC for temperature and ±0.5 hPa for pressure under 
conditions of 0 ºC to 65 ºC 
2.4.3 Calculus Method 
With the measured pressure p and the pressure at sea level  e.g. 1,013.25 
hPa, the altitude in meters can be calculated with the international barometric 
formula:
Thus, a pressure change of = 1 hPa corresponds to 8.43 m at sea level 
according to Figure 14. 
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Figure 14 – Altitude as a function of Pressure [32] 
Finally, pressure at sea level can be calculated: 
Thus, a difference in altitude of  corresponds to 1.2 hPa 
pressure change at sea level.
2.4.4 Applications 
- Enhancement of GPS navigation (dead reckoning, slope detection, etc.) 
- In- and out-door navigation 
- Leisure and sports 
- Weather forecast 
- Vertical velocity indication (rise/sink speed) 
2.4.5 Sensor modeling 
Three parameters were analysed: Temperature, pressure and altitude. The 
Temperature has a tolerance lower than ±0.1 ºC as shown in the Annex B.2. 
The pressure has a tolerance lower than ±0.5 hPa. In order to convert pressure 
into barometric altitude, a reference pressure is required in addition to using a 
formula provided by Bosch. The fluctuations of altitude are around ±0.32 m, but 
local changes in the atmospheric pressure generate a fluctuation up to 1.76 
meters in our test. A plausible solution to this altitude variation is through 
filtering process. 
2.5 HMC5883L 3 axis magnetometer 
2.5.1 General Description 
The Honeywell HMC5883L is a surface-mount, multi-chip module designed for 
low-field magnetic sensing with a digital interface (I2C) for applications such as 
low-cost compassing and magnetometry.
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The HMC5883L utilizes Anisotropic Magneto-resistive (AMR) Honeywell 
technology that provides advantages over the other magnetic sensors 
technologies. These anisotropic, directional sensors feature precision in-axis 
sensitivity and linearity. These sensors solid-state construction with very low 
cross-axis sensitivity is designed to measure both direction and the magnitude 
of Earth’s magnetic fields, from milli-gauss to 8 gauss. 
Figure 15 shows the configuration and orientation of the HMC5883L axes. 
Figure 15 – HMC5883L axes 
2.5.2 Specifications
? Resolution. 12 bit ADC coupled with low noise AMR sensors achieves 5 
milli-gauss resolution in ±8 gauss fields 
? Magnetic Field Range. Wide Magnetic Field Range of ±8 gauss 
? Accuracy. 1º to 2º degree compass heading accuracy 
? Consumption. The average current is typically 2 µA in idle mode and 100
µA in measurement mode at supply voltage of 2.5 V 
? Voltage. +2.16 V up to +3.6 V for  and +1.71 up to +1 for 
? Dimensions. The HMC5883L is a 3 mm x 3 mm x 3 mm surface mount 
16-pin leadless chip carrier (LCC) 
2.5.3 Applications 
- Mobiles Phones 
- Netbooks 
- Consumer Electronics 
- Auto Navigation Systems 
- Personal Navigation Devices 
2.5.4 Sensor modeling 
The modeling of the magnetometer consists of measuring a complete turn in 
each axis in order to see the magnetic field fluctuations in each axis. The setup 
was a support with a bearing that allows a complete turn as shown in Figure 16 
while remains connected to the USB computer port through the FTDI board 
(Color in red). Each graph should be a perfect circumference. A slight curling is 
clearly visible along the circumference (See Annex B.3) because of two main 
reasons:
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- There was a certain shakiness during the test because of the support 
- The random noise itself of the sensor 
Figure 16 – Support to model HMC5883L 
Furthermore, an application has been programmed to implement a compass 
(For further information see Annex B.3). The results show that the actual 
compass heading accuracy is within the theoretical one (from 1º to 2 º) as 
specified in the manufacturer datasheet. 
2.6 ITG3205 3 axis gyroscope 
2.6.1 General Description 
The ITG-3205 is the first single-chip in the world, digital-output, 3-axis MEMS 
gyro IC optimized for gamming, 3D mice, and 3D remote control applications 
designed and manufactured by InvenSense. The part features enhanced bias 
and sensitivity temperature stability, reducing the need for user calibration. This 
breakthrough in gyroscope technology provides a dramatic 67% package size 
reduction, delivers a 50% power reduction, and has inherent cost advantages 
compared to competing multi-chip gyro solutions. 
Figure 17 shows the configuration and orientation of the ITG-3205 axes. 
Figure 17 – ITG-3205 axes 
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2.6.2 Specifications
? Sensitivity and Range. Digital-output X-Axis, Y-Axis and Z-Axis angular 
rate sensors (gyros) on one integrated circuit with a sensitivity of 14.375 
LSB/º/s and a full-scale range of ±2,000º/s 
? Resolution. Three integrated 16 bit ADCs provide simultaneous sampling 
of gyros while requiring no external multiplexer 
? Filtering. Digitally programmable low pass filter, no high pass filter 
needed
? Consumption. Low 6.5 mA operating current consumption for long battery 
life. Standby current is typically 5 µA
? Voltage. Wide VDD supply voltage range of 2.1 to 3.6 V 
? Operating Temperature Range. From -30 ºC up to theoretical +5,585 ºC 
? Serial Interface. Fast Mode I2C (400 kHz) serial interface 
? Dimensions. Smallest and thinnest package for portable devices (4 mm x 
4 mm x 0.9 mm QFN encapsulation) 
? Tolerances. ±10% of Gyro Zero-Rate Output (ZRO) measure under 
conditions of 0 ºC to 55 ºC and with the board static 
2.6.3 Applications 
- Motion-enabled game controllers 
- Motion-based portable gaming 
- Motion-based 3D mice and 3D remote controls 
- “No Touch” UI 
- Health and sports monitoring 
2.6.4 Sensor modeling 
The ideal test is to turn the board with a constant known speed. To perform this 
test, a wireless connection is required, which we do not have at this stage of the 
project. For this reason, we have made a static test in order to see a null 
rotation in each axis. 
Such as shown in Annex B.4, the three axes (roll, pitch and yaw) apparently 
have a different behaviour, that is, sensitivity. The roll and yaw axes are within 
the manufacturer tolerance, while the pitch axis slightly goes outward. This may 
be due to a different behaviour among axes in terms of sensitivity and scale; 
nonetheless, since we had no any wireless device to make a dynamic test, it 
has not been possible to go beyond these remarks. 
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CHAPTER 3. IMU - GY-80 
The third chapter is a study of specifications for the GY-80 inertial platform with 
also nine degrees of freedom. 
3.1 IMU specifications 
3.1.1 GY-80 introduction 
This is a Chinese board and there is no much information about the 
specification. The board is connected to any 3.3 V Arduino through the I2C bus 
[34]. The GY-80 inertial platform has four sensors connected to the I2C through 
the SCL and SDA wires and feed by a 3.3 volts pin (See Fig. 18). The I2C
needs a Pull-up resistor of 2.2 k? in every wire; in Fig. 18 right our setup is 
showed connected to the computer. There is additional information in this blog 
[35] and schematics are also available in Annex A.1. 
Figure 18 – GY-80 IMU connection to an Arduino board and Pull-up resistors 
3.1.2 GY-80 specifications 
The GY-80 inertial Measurement Platform has 4 sensors and one connector 
detailed in the following sections.
3.1.2.1 List of sensors 
- L3G4200D three-axis MEMS gyroscope, I²C, 16-bit (±250, ±500 , ±2000 ) 
°/sec, 3 V - 6 mA 
- ADXL345 three-axis accelerometer, I²C, 13-bit, <1 ° accuracy, 2.5 V - 
140 µA 
- BMP085 pressure sensor, I²C, 0.3 m resolution, 3.3 V-10 µA 
- HMC5883L three-axis digital compass, I²C, 12-bit, 160 Hz, 1-2° 
accuracy, 3.3V-100 µA 
3.1.2.2 List of connectors 
- VCC_IN is a raw feed line. The voltage is converted to 3.3 V through a 
regulator located in the GY-80 board 
- VCC_3.3V is a direct feed line 
- GND is the ground line 
- SCL is the clock line for the I2C 
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- SDA is the data line for the i2C 
- M_DRDY digital pin 
- A_INT1 digital pin 
- T_INT1 digital pin 
- P_XCLR digital pin 
- P_EOC digital pin 
3.2 ADXL345 3 axis accelerometer 
3.2.1 General Description 
The ADXL345 is a small, thin, low power, three axis accelerometer with high 
resolution designed and manufactured by AnalogDevices. Digital output data is 
formatted as 16 bit twos complement and is accessible through either a SPI (3 
or 4 wire) or I2C digital interface. It measures the static acceleration of gravity in 
tilt-sensing applications, as well as dynamic acceleration resulting from motion 
or shock. 
Several special sensing functions are provided. Activity and inactivity sensing 
detect the presence or lack of motion and if the acceleration on any axis 
exceeds a user-set level. Tap sensing detects single and double taps. Free-Fall 
sensing detects if the device is falling. These functions can be mapped to 
interrupt output pins. An integrated 32 level FIFO can be used to store data to 
minimize host processor intervention. 
Low power modes enable intelligent motion-based power management with 
threshold sensing and active acceleration measurement at extremely low power 
dissipation. 
Figure 19 shows the configuration and orientation of the ADXL345 axes. 
Figure 19 – ADXL345 axes 
3.2.2 Specifications
? Acceleration Range. Programmable Range of ±2, ±4, ±8, ±16 g 
? Operating Temperature Range. From -40 up to +85 ºC 
? Resolution. User selectable fixed 10 bit resolution or 4 mg/LSB scale 
factor in all g-ranges, up to 13 bit resolution at ±16 g 
? Consumption. Ultra low consumption: 25 to 130 µA at typically  =2.5 
V
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? Voltage. Supply and I/O voltage range: 1.8 to 3.6 V 
? Dimensions. The ADXL345 is supplied in a small, thin 3 x 5 x 1 mm, 14-
lead, plastic package 
3.2.3 Applications 
- Handsets 
- Gaming and pointing devices 
- Personal navigation devices 
- HDD protection 
- Fitness equipment 
- Digital cameras 
3.2.4 Sensor modeling 
- Same tests as Chapter 2.3.4 were done. Measured values were clearly 
within the manufacturer limit. 
3.3 BMP085 barometer and thermometer 
See Chapter 2.4 for details. Figure 20 shows the configuration and orientation 
of the BMP085. The arrow pointed upward indicates the direction to which the 
pressure decreases as the altitude is increased. 
Figure 20 – BMP085 axes 
3.4 HMC5883L 3 axis magnetometer 
See Chapter 2.5 for details. Figure 21 shows the configuration and orientation 
of the HMC5883L axes. 
Figure 21 – HMC5883L axes 
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3.5 L3G4200D 3 axis gyroscope 
3.5.1 General Description 
The L3G4200D is a low power three-axis angular rate sensor able to provide 
unprecedented stability of zero rate level and sensitivity over temperature and 
time. It includes a sensing element and an IC interface capable of providing the 
measured angular rate to the external world through a digital interface (I2C/SPI).
The sensing element is manufactured using a dedicated micro-machining 
process developed by STMicroelectronics to produce inertial sensors and 
actuators on silicon wafers. 
Figure 22 shows the configuration and orientation of the L3G4200D axes. 
Figure 22 – L3G4200D axes 
3.5.2 Specifications
? Angular Rate Range. Three selectable full scales (250/500/2,000 º/s) 
? Resolution. 16 bit for angular acceleration and 8 bit for temperature 
? Filtering. Integrated low- and high-pass filters with use-selectable
bandwidth
? Voltage. Wide supply voltage: 2.4 V to 3.6 V 
? Operating Temperature Range. From -40 ºC up to +85 ºC 
? Dimensions. 4 x 4 x 1 mm 
? Sensitivity. 70 mº/s/digit at full scale 
3.5.3 Applications 
- Gaming and virtual reality input devices 
- Motion control with MMI (man-machine interface) 
- GPS navigation systems 
- Appliances and robotics 
3.5.4 Sensor modeling 
- Same tests as Chapter 2.6.4 were done. Measured values were clearly 
within the manufacturer limit. 
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CHAPTER 4. PICOROVER. AN EXAMPLE OF 
APPLICATION 
In this chapter we will carry out an example of application for a lunar PicoRover
where each IMU is inside the rover. 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Up to this point, we have been characterising, sketching, and therefore 
assessing both performances and behaviour of every sensor separately.
An example of application for a lunar PicoRover where each IMU is inside the 
rover is presented. Comparing values between both sensors, the Bias error is 
reduced thanks to the redundant information. Bias Error is also known as 
Systematic Error and represents how much measurements differ significantly 
from the actual value of the measured attribute thus evoking the concept of 
accuracy, while Random Error evokes the concept of 
repeatability/reproducibility as shown in Figure 23. [25] 
Figure 23 – Systematic Error (Bias) and random Error Concept [38] 
On one hand, the experiment will consist of acquiring data from two 3-axis 
accelerometers BMA180 from a pair of MultiWii SE v0.2 so that we will obtain 
one data array from each sensor. On the other hand, we will assess the 
behavior of each sensor separately (such as made in Chapter 3) to contrast that 
result with the double-sensor behavior result. 
4.2 APPLICATION EXPERIMENT 
4.2.1 Conditions of the Experiment 
The conditions of this experiment are described as follows: 
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? The temperature in the room where the experiment took place was about 
18 ºC 
? The MultiWii utilised boards are the same version as the one utilised in 
chapter 3 although these have calibration errors completely different 
between each other. Same test was done with a Wii and a GY-80 
? The analysed acceleration data (in g units) are uploaded with Arduino 
and taken to PC through two serial ports. These data arrays are 
processed with the MATLAB tool [39], which allows to draw them in a 
clear way, thus being able to extract both quantitative and qualitative 
conclusions 
? During the experiment, the boards remained statically in horizontal 
position, the far away enough to avoid any sort of perturbation. To 
ensure this, the use of two supports was needed such as shown in 
Figure 24. 
Figure 24 – Supports to test the Double-IMU (Device 1 and Device 2) 
4.2.2 Results analysis  
4.2.2.1 Measured acceleration values representation 
? X values 
Figure 25 shows how far the values from devices 1 and 2 are because of their 
different calibration. With regard to their behaviour, the device 2 has scarcely a 
smoother plotting than the device 1 has. In this case, the expected value is 0 g. 
The value -0.3 g from the device 1 is a systematic error due to a different 
positioning with respect to the device 2. Moreover, each sensor has a 
calibration error specified by the manufacturer which is roughly -0.1 g. 
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Figure 25 – X Acceleration Values 
? Y values
In Figure 26 we can see the amplitude in g of the three curves is about 10 
mg. The double-device curve does not reduce the amplitude (difference 
between maximum and minimum value) of the oscillation, however, the 
standard deviation of this curve is less than the two others. A low standard 
deviation indicates that the data points tend to be very close to the mean, 
that is, the actual value, as long as the sensors be previously calibrated. 
Figure 26 – Y Acceleration Values 
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? Z values 
Figure 27 shows how the curves have the same amplitude of oscillation like the 
previous case, that is, 10 mg as well as a standard deviation improvement. In 
addition, both the previous graph (Y values representation) and this one (Z 
values representation) have the singularity that the double-device values are 
closer to expected value; in this case about 1 g, which is quite truthful since the 
boards were statically in horizontal position during the measurements 
obtainment. 
Figure 27 – Z Acceleration Values 
4.2.2.2 Mean value of each axis and magnitude of each sensor 
Figure 28 shows from left/up to right/down the acceleration mean values (1st,
2nd and 3rd) and the acceleration mean magnitude (4th). The blue colour 
represents the single mean value from device 1; the red colour from device 2. 
The green colour represents the single mean value between the mean of the 
two devices. 
From these 4 graphs, we can state the green line is closer to the expected 
value, which decreases markedly the bias error. 
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Figure 28 – (X, Y, Z) Acceleration Mean Values and Magnitude 
Next Table 7 summarises the results analysis  
Measured 
value [g] 
(device 1 
and 2) 
Mean
value
[g]
(double
-device)
 Expected 
value [g] 
Standard
deviation
[g] (device 
1 and 2) 
Standard
deviation
[g]
(double-
device)
Measured
X values 
--- --- --- 
10-3 and 
5.6x10-17
5.0x10-4
Measured
Y values 
--- --- --- 
3.8x10-3
and
4.5x10-3
3.0x10-3
Measured
Z values 
--- --- --- 
5.0x10-3
and
4.6x10-3
3.5x10-3
X mean 
value
-3.2x10-1
and
-8.0x10-2 
-2.x10-1 0 --- --- 
Y mean 
value
-5.2x10-2
and
7.3x10-2
1.1x10-2 0 --- --- 
Z mean 
value
9.0x10-1
and
1.087
9.9x10-1 1.0 --- --- 
Mean
magnitude
9.6x10-1
and
1.09
1.02 1.0 --- --- 
Table 7 – Experiment Results 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS 
This Chapter has general conclusions and future work. 
5.1 General conclusions 
This final Bachelor work has aimed to study and validate the use of a double-
IMU for a concrete space application (PicoRover) basing on both technical and 
no-technical arguments. 
From a technical point of view, The IMUs, and more specifically the MEMS 
sensors, have behaved during the experiments such as expected, that is, 
according to manufacturer technical data. Furthermore, through the use of the 
double-sensor technique, we have proved and demonstrated that the values 
resulting from both sensors are closer to expected value, that is, the final value 
(mean between two sensors) is better than the worst measurement and 
therefore closer to the actual value, which markedly increases the reliability and 
certainty in measurements obtainment. This BIAS error can be known from the 
calibration process when it is related to manufacturer systematic error but some 
physical magnitudes, such as the magnetic field, the BIAS error changes with 
the location. This is the case of the PicoRover where the systematic error 
induced by the magnetic field is not known. The use of two magnetic sensors 
allows reducing this changing systematic error. 
From a no-technical point of view, the fact of using items based on the COTS 
concept (i.e. anybody can purchase them) and of being able to implement them 
through the open Code tools as Arduino, makes possible the design of many 
type of projects thus fulfilling their more strict requirements. In the case of 
PicoRover project, could be also carried out by going through the Space 
Agencies and their somehow cliquish rules. The main difference here is that in 
this latter case, we could accomplish the same objectives than the first one, but 
disbursing much more funds and taking us much more time. 
Given these arguments, we can conclude that the aims of this project have 
been successfully accomplished. 
5.2 Future work 
A double-IMU was implemented as a part of the PicoRover although the 
autonomous algorithm should be improved in order to take advantage the 
aspects explained in this work thus utilizing the synergies. 
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ANNEX A. DRAWINGS FOR INERTIAL 
MEASUREMENTS UNITS 
A.1 Connectors and pins of IMU GY-80 
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A.2 Connectors and pins of IMU MultiWii 
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ANNEX B. TESTS FOR MULTIWII SENSORS MODELING 
Through the Arduino code has been possible to communicate successfully the 
MultiWii with a PC and then processing the data obtained with MATLAB 
B.1 BMA180 3-axis accelerometer tests
Two conditions have been necessary to test the measured values respect to 
theoretical values. 
- Static condition.  This test has consisted of checking that in every axis 
the earth gravity acceleration (1 g or -1 g depending on the board 
orientation) is detected without fluctuating too much this value. This test 
has been successful as shown in the following screen-shots. 
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- Dynamic condition. This test has consisted of checking that every value 
in each axis is changing as the board is swiftly moving toward different 
directions. The range switched is ±8 g, therefore the measured values is 
clearly within this limit as shown in the following screen-shot 
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B.2 BMP085 barometer tests
In order to characterise the measured data respect to theoretical data, the test 
has consisted of acquiring data with the board horizontally resting. The three 
types of data extracted are:
- Temperature. The measured tolerance is clearly within the manufacturer 
tolerance (±1.0 ºC) as seen in this screen-shot: 
- Pressure. The measured tolerance is clearly within the manufacturer 
tolerance (±0.5 hPa) such as seen in the following picture: 
-
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- Altitude. The altitude measurement has originated a maximum variation 
of 1.76 m (from minimum value to maximum value), being in a static 
position, due to the small variation in the atmospheric reference pressure 
shown in the following graph. However its standard deviation shows a 
variation of ±0.32 m, 0.25 m of this 0.32 m is because of RMS noise in 
ultra-high resolution mode according to datasheet. 
B.3 HMC5883L 3-axis magnetometer tests
In order to acquire correctly data from the magnetometer HMC5883L and then 
analyse them, a support such as the following picture shows has been utilised.  
In order to compare the values acquired during the test with the ones of the 
manufacturer, three cases have been taken into account. 
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- Making the board rotate around Z axis 
- Making the board rotate around X axis 
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- Making the board rotate around Y axis 
The three previous graphs show, as expected, a circumference although its 
centre is not placed at (0, 0) since the magnetic field vector does not have the 
same tilt throughout the different points on earth. 
On the other hand, a slight curling is clearly visible along the circumference 
because of two main reasons: 
- There was a certain shakiness during the test because of the support 
- The random noise itself of the sensor 
Furthermore, an application combining C++ and Arduino has been programmed 
to implement a compass so that we can see not only the magnitude of the 
magnetic field but also its direction respect to geographic north. 
Although the essence of the code is the same as the code used to the previous 
test, there are two remarkable differences: 
- The datum of the heading, both in degrees and in radians, has been 
added. This heading is calibrated so that the compass shows the 
heading respect to geographic north and not the magnetic north since we 
have taken into account the magnetic declination in Barcelona 
[http://magnetic-declination.com/]
- The values of magnetic field have been calibrated so that the behaviour 
throughout the range is as linear as possible 
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The next graph shows the calibration line due to the sensor perturbations for 
every range. 
Finally, the data obtained through Arduino software (with the board placed 
horizontally and resting) are shown as it follows: 
As seen in previous screen-shot, the nearly 20 samples are enough to 
demonstrate that the real compass heading accuracy is within the theoretical 
one (from 1º to 2 º) as specified in the manufacture datasheet. 
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B.4 ITG3205 3-axis gyroscope tests 
At first sight, a slight offset on X axis (ROLL) comes up in measurements. A 
hypothesis could be that this offset is caused by Earth rotation, nevertheless, 
that is not a valid hypothesis because the earth rotation is much smaller than 
the ITG3205 can measure.
If earth rotates 360º in roughly 24 hours, in a second, earth would rotate about 
4.2x10-3 º, that is, 4.2x10-3 º/s. On the other hand, ITG3205 has a 16 bit 
resolution and range of ± 2,000, thus the minimum quantity it can measure is 
roughly 6.1x10-2 º/s. Consequently, we can confirm that this is an offset we can 
clear by adding a single line of code.
With validation purposes, this offset on X Axis, meets the expectations about 
Gyro Zero-Rate Tolerance. This term is referred to the output data when the 
gyro is stationary. The specified value in datasheet is ±40 º/s in conditions of 0 
ºC to 55 ºC. Our measured offset is clearly smaller, roughly -5 º/s. 
With regard to assessing the tolerance, the measured values have been 
contrasted with the theoretical ones. The results are shown in the following 
screen-shots.
- Roll. The measured values is within the manufacturer tolerance (±10% of 
the mean value) 
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- Pitch. The values are not within the manufacturer tolerance (±10 % of 
mean value) during 26% of time. 
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- Yaw. The measured values is within the manufacturer tolerance (±10% of 
the mean value) 
-
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ANNEX C. ARDUINO AND C++ CODES 
C.1 Wire Library to read sensors output through Arduino 
// Wire.h
#ifndef TwoWire_h 
#define TwoWire_h 
#include <inttypes.h>
#include "Stream.h"
#define BUFFER_LENGTH 32 
class TwoWire : public Stream 
{
private:
static uint8_t rxBuffer[]; 
static uint8_t rxBufferIndex; 
static uint8_t rxBufferLength; 
static uint8_t txAddress; 
static uint8_t txBuffer[]; 
static uint8_t txBufferIndex; 
static uint8_t txBufferLength; 
static uint8_t transmitting; 
static void (*user_onRequest)(void); 
static void (*user_onReceive)(int);
static void onRequestService(void);
static void onReceiveService(uint8_t*, int); 
public:
    TwoWire(); 
void begin(); 
void begin(uint8_t); 
void begin(int); 
void beginTransmission(uint8_t); 
void beginTransmission(int);
    uint8_t endTransmission(void);
    uint8_t endTransmission(uint8_t); 
    uint8_t requestFrom(uint8_t, uint8_t); 
    uint8_t requestFrom(uint8_t, uint8_t, uint8_t); 
    uint8_t requestFrom(int, int);
    uint8_t requestFrom(int, int, int);
virtual size_t write(uint8_t); 
virtual size_t write(const uint8_t *, size_t); 
virtual int available(void);
virtual int read(void);
virtual int peek(void);
virtual void flush(void); 
void onReceive( void (*)(int) ); 
void onRequest( void (*)(void) ); 
inline size_t write(unsigned long n) { return write((uint8_t)n); } 
inline size_t write(long n) { return write((uint8_t)n); } 
inline size_t write(unsigned int n) { return write((uint8_t)n); } 
inline size_t write(int n) { return write((uint8_t)n); } 
using Print::write; 
};
extern TwoWire Wire; 
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#endif 
//Wire.cpp*
extern "C" { 
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <inttypes.h>
#include "twi.h"
}
#include "Wire.h"
// Initialize Class Variables 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////
uint8_t TwoWire::rxBuffer[BUFFER_LENGTH]; 
uint8_t TwoWire::rxBufferIndex = 0; 
uint8_t TwoWire::rxBufferLength = 0; 
uint8_t TwoWire::txAddress = 0; 
uint8_t TwoWire::txBuffer[BUFFER_LENGTH]; 
uint8_t TwoWire::txBufferIndex = 0; 
uint8_t TwoWire::txBufferLength = 0; 
uint8_t TwoWire::transmitting = 0; 
void (*TwoWire::user_onRequest)(void); 
void (*TwoWire::user_onReceive)(int);
// Constructors 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
TwoWire::TwoWire() 
{
}
// Public Methods 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void TwoWire::begin(void)
{
  rxBufferIndex = 0; 
  rxBufferLength = 0; 
  txBufferIndex = 0; 
  txBufferLength = 0; 
  twi_init(); 
}
void TwoWire::begin(uint8_t address) 
{
  twi_setAddress(address); 
  twi_attachSlaveTxEvent(onRequestService); 
  twi_attachSlaveRxEvent(onReceiveService); 
  begin(); 
}
void TwoWire::begin(int address) 
{
  begin((uint8_t)address); 
}
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uint8_t TwoWire::requestFrom(uint8_t address, uint8_t quantity, uint8_t 
sendStop) 
{
// clamp to buffer length
if(quantity > BUFFER_LENGTH){ 
    quantity = BUFFER_LENGTH; 
  } 
// perform blocking read into buffer
  uint8_t read = twi_readFrom(address, rxBuffer, quantity, sendStop); 
// set rx buffer iterator vars
  rxBufferIndex = 0; 
  rxBufferLength = read; 
return read; 
}
uint8_t TwoWire::requestFrom(uint8_t address, uint8_t quantity) 
{
return requestFrom((uint8_t)address, (uint8_t)quantity, (uint8_t)true);
}
uint8_t TwoWire::requestFrom(int address, int quantity) 
{
return requestFrom((uint8_t)address, (uint8_t)quantity, (uint8_t)true);
}
uint8_t TwoWire::requestFrom(int address, int quantity, int sendStop) 
{
return requestFrom((uint8_t)address, (uint8_t)quantity, 
(uint8_t)sendStop); 
}
void TwoWire::beginTransmission(uint8_t address) 
{
// indicate that we are transmitting
  transmitting = 1; 
// set address of targeted slave
  txAddress = address; 
// reset tx buffer iterator vars
  txBufferIndex = 0; 
  txBufferLength = 0; 
}
void TwoWire::beginTransmission(int address) 
{
  beginTransmission((uint8_t)address); 
}
//
// Originally, 'endTransmission' was an f(void) function.
// It has been modified to take one parameter indicating
// whether or not a STOP should be performed on the bus.
// Calling endTransmission(false) allows a sketch to 
// perform a repeated start. 
//
// WARNING: Nothing in the library keeps track of whether
// the bus tenure has been properly ended with a STOP. It
// is very possible to leave the bus in a hung state if
// no call to endTransmission(true) is made. Some I2C
// devices will behave oddly if they do not see a STOP.
//
uint8_t TwoWire::endTransmission(uint8_t sendStop) 
{
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// transmit buffer (blocking)
  int8_t ret = twi_writeTo(txAddress, txBuffer, txBufferLength, 1, 
sendStop); 
// reset tx buffer iterator vars
  txBufferIndex = 0; 
  txBufferLength = 0; 
// indicate that we are done transmitting
  transmitting = 0; 
return ret; 
}
// This provides backwards compatibility with the original
// definition, and expected behaviour, of endTransmission
//
uint8_t TwoWire::endTransmission(void)
{
return endTransmission(true); 
}
// must be called in:
// slave tx event callback
// or after beginTransmission(address)
size_t TwoWire::write(uint8_t data) 
{
if(transmitting){ 
// in master transmitter mode
// don't bother if buffer is full
if(txBufferLength >= BUFFER_LENGTH){ 
      setWriteError(); 
      return 0; 
    } 
// put byte in tx buffer
    txBuffer[txBufferIndex] = data; 
    ++txBufferIndex; 
// update amount in buffer   
    txBufferLength = txBufferIndex; 
  }else{
// in slave send mode
// reply to master
    twi_transmit(&data, 1); 
  } 
return 1; 
}
// must be called in:
// slave tx event callback
// or after beginTransmission(address)
size_t TwoWire::write(const uint8_t *data, size_t quantity) 
{
if(transmitting){ 
// in master transmitter mode
for(size_t i = 0; i < quantity; ++i){ 
      write(data[i]); 
    } 
  }else{
// in slave send mode
// reply to master
    twi_transmit(data, quantity); 
  } 
return quantity; 
}
// must be called in:
// slave rx event callback
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// or after requestFrom(address, numBytes)
int TwoWire::available(void)
{
return rxBufferLength - rxBufferIndex; 
}
// must be called in:
// slave rx event callback
// or after requestFrom(address, numBytes)
int TwoWire::read(void)
{
int value = -1; 
// get each successive byte on each call
if(rxBufferIndex < rxBufferLength){ 
    value = rxBuffer[rxBufferIndex]; 
    ++rxBufferIndex; 
  } 
return value; 
}
// must be called in:
// slave rx event callback
// or after requestFrom(address, numBytes)
int TwoWire::peek(void)
{
int value = -1; 
if(rxBufferIndex < rxBufferLength){ 
    value = rxBuffer[rxBufferIndex]; 
  } 
return value; 
}
void TwoWire::flush(void)
{
// XXX: to be implemented.
}
// behind the scenes function that is called when data is received
void TwoWire::onReceiveService(uint8_t* inBytes, int numBytes) 
{
// don't bother if user hasn't registered a callback
if(!user_onReceive){ 
return;
  } 
// don't bother if rx buffer is in use by a master requestFrom() op
// i know this drops data, but it allows for slight stupidity
// meaning, they may not have read all the master requestFrom() data yet
if(rxBufferIndex < rxBufferLength){ 
return;
  } 
// copy twi rx buffer into local read buffer
// this enables new reads to happen in parallel
for(uint8_t i = 0; i < numBytes; ++i){ 
    rxBuffer[i] = inBytes[i];     
  } 
// set rx iterator vars
  rxBufferIndex = 0; 
  rxBufferLength = numBytes; 
// alert user program
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  user_onReceive(numBytes); 
}
// behind the scenes function that is called when data is requested
void TwoWire::onRequestService(void)
{
// don't bother if user hasn't registered a callback
if(!user_onRequest){ 
return;
  } 
// reset tx buffer iterator vars
// !!! this will kill any pending pre-master sendTo() activity
  txBufferIndex = 0; 
  txBufferLength = 0; 
// alert user program
  user_onRequest(); 
}
// sets function called on slave write
void TwoWire::onReceive( void (*function)(int) ) 
{
  user_onReceive = function; 
}
// sets function called on slave read
void TwoWire::onRequest( void (*function)(void) ) 
{
  user_onRequest = function; 
}
// Preinstantiate Objects 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
TwoWire Wire = TwoWire();
C.2 BMA180 3-axis accelerometer Arduino Code 
// BMA180 accelerometer code 
  #define BMA180_ADDRESS 0x80 
  #define BMP085_ADDRESS 0xEE 
#define I2C_SPEED 100000L     //100kHz normal mode, this value must be 
used for a genuine WMP 
//#define I2C_SPEED 400000L   //400kHz fast mode, it works only with some 
WMP clones 
//
*******************************************************************************************
*****************
// I2C general functions 
//
*******************************************************************************************
*****************
void i2c_rep_start(uint8_t address) 
{
  TWCR = (1<<TWINT) | (1<<TWSTA) | (1<<TWEN) ; // send REPEAT START 
condition
  waitTransmissionI2C();                 // wait until transmission completed 
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  TWDR = address;      // send device address 
  TWCR = (1<<TWINT) | (1<<TWEN); 
  waitTransmissionI2C(); // wail until transmission completed 
}
void i2c_stop(void) 
{
  TWCR = (1 << TWINT) | (1 << TWEN) | (1 << TWSTO); 
  //  while(TWCR & (1<<TWSTO)); // <- can produce a blocking state with some 
WMP clonesE 
}
void i2c_write(uint8_t data ) 
{
  TWDR = data; // send data to the previously addressed device 
  TWCR = (1<<TWINT) | (1<<TWEN); 
  waitTransmissionI2C(); 
}
uint8_t i2c_readAck() 
{
  TWCR = (1<<TWINT) | (1<<TWEN) | (1<<TWEA); 
  waitTransmissionI2C(); 
  return TWDR; 
}
uint8_t i2c_readNak(void) 
{
  TWCR = (1<<TWINT) | (1<<TWEN); 
  waitTransmissionI2C(); 
  uint8_t r = TWDR; 
  i2c_stop(); 
  return r; 
}
void waitTransmissionI2C() 
{
  uint16_t count = 255; 
  while (!(TWCR & (1<<TWINT))) { 
    count--; 
    if (count==0) {         //we are in a blocking state => we don't insist 
      TWCR = 0;             //and we force a reset on TWINT register 
      break; 
    } 
  } 
}
void i2c_writeReg(uint8_t add, uint8_t reg, uint8_t val)// 
{
  i2c_rep_start(add+0); // I2C write direction 
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  i2c_write(reg);   // register selection 
  i2c_write(val); // value to write in register 
  i2c_stop(); 
}
uint8_t i2c_readReg(uint8_t add, uint8_t reg) // 
{
  i2c_rep_start(add+0); // I2C write direction 
  i2c_write(reg);   // register selection 
  i2c_rep_start(add+1); // I2C read direction 
  return i2c_readNak();  // Read single register and return value 
}
int toINT(uint8_t LSByte, uint8_t MSByte)//unint8_t crea un entero unsigned de 
9 bytes 
{
  return ((unsigned int)(MSByte)<<8) + LSByte; 
}
uint8_t add; 
uint8_t reg; 
uint8_t rawADC[7]; 
void setup()
{
  Serial.begin(4800); 
  // i2c.init 
  PORTC |= 1<<4; PORTC |= 1<<5;     // PIN A4&A5 (SDA&SCL) 
  TWSR = 0;              // no prescaler => prescaler = 1 
  TWBR = ((16000000L / I2C_SPEED) - 16) / 2;   // change the I2C clock rate 
  TWCR = 1<<TWEN;         // enable twi module, no interrupt 
  // ACC_init 
  delay(10); 
  //default range 2G: 1G = 4096 unit. 
  i2c_writeReg(BMA180_ADDRESS,0x10,0xB6); // RESET 
  delay(5); 
  i2c_writeReg(BMA180_ADDRESS,0x0D,1<<4); // register: ctrl_reg0  -- value: 
set bit ee_w to 1 to enable writing  //dirección del registo, qué registro, valor a 
escribir en el registro 
  delay(5); 
  uint8_t control = i2c_readReg(BMA180_ADDRESS, 0x20); 
  control = control & 0x0F;      // save tcs register 
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  control = control | (0x01 << 4); // register: bw_tcs reg: bits 4-7 to set bw -- 
value: set low pass filter to 20Hz 
  i2c_writeReg(BMA180_ADDRESS, 0x20, control); 
  delay(5); 
  control = i2c_readReg(BMA180_ADDRESS, 0x30);//dirección del registro, qué 
registro
  control = control & 0xFC;        // save tco_z register 
  control = control | 0x00;      // set mode_config to 0 
  i2c_writeReg(BMA180_ADDRESS, 0x30, control); 
  delay(5);
  control = i2c_readReg(BMA180_ADDRESS, 0x35); 
  control = control & 0xF1;  // save offset_x and smp_skip register 
  control = control | (0x05 << 1); // set range to 8G 
  i2c_writeReg(BMA180_ADDRESS, 0x35, control); 
  delay(5);
  // this speeds up analogRead without loosing too much resolution: 
http://www.arduino.cc/cgi-bin/yabb2/YaBB.pl?num=1208715493/11 
  ADCSRA |= _BV(ADPS2) ; ADCSRA &= ~_BV(ADPS1); ADCSRA &= 
~_BV(ADPS0);
}
float offx=-0.3588e3;  //valor en dec 
float offy=-0.4689e3;  //valor en dec 
float offz=1.8276e3;  //valor en dec 
void loop() 
{
  TWBR = ((16000000L / 400000L) - 16) / 2;  // Optional line.  Sensor is good for 
it in the spec. 
  add=BMA180_ADDRESS; 
  reg=0x02; // 0x02:ACCXLSB 
  i2c_rep_start(add); 
  i2c_write(reg); // Start multiple read at the reg register 
  i2c_rep_start(add+1); // I2C read direction => I2C address + 1 
  rawADC[0] = i2c_readAck(); // 0x02:ACCXLSB 
  rawADC[1] = i2c_readAck(); // 0x03:ACCXMSB 
  rawADC[2] = i2c_readAck(); // 0x04:ACCYLSB 
  rawADC[3] = i2c_readAck(); // 0x05:ACCYMSB 
  rawADC[4] = i2c_readAck(); // 0x06:ACCZLSB 
  rawADC[5] = i2c_readAck(); // 0x07:ACCZMSB 
  rawADC[6] = i2c_readNak(); // 0x08:ACCTEMP 
  Serial.print("X= "); 
  Serial.print((float)(static_cast<float>(toINT(rawADC[0],rawADC[1])-
offx)/static_cast<float>(4096))); // 
  Serial.print(" g  "); 
  Serial.print("Y= "); 
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  Serial.print((float)(static_cast<float>(toINT(rawADC[2],rawADC[3])-
offy)/static_cast<float>(4096)));  // 
  Serial.print(" g  "); 
  Serial.print("Z= "); 
  Serial.print((float)(static_cast<float>(toINT(rawADC[4],rawADC[5])-
offz)/static_cast<float>(4096))); // 
  Serial.println(" g"); 
  delay(250); 
}
C.3 BMP085 barometer Arduino Code
// BMP085 Code 
#include "Wire.h" 
#include <math.h> 
#define I2C_ADDRESS 0x77
const unsigned char oversampling_setting = 3; //oversamplig for measurement 
const unsigned char pressure_waittime[4] = { 5, 8, 14, 26 }; 
//just taken from the BMP085 datasheet 
int ac1; 
int ac2; 
int ac3; 
unsigned int ac4; 
unsigned int ac5; 
unsigned int ac6; 
int b1; 
int b2; 
int mb; 
int mc; 
int md; 
void setup() 
{
Serial.begin(4800); // start serial for output 
//Serial.println("Setting up BMP085"); 
Wire.begin(); 
bmp085_get_cal_data(); 
}
void bmp085_read_temperature_and_pressure(int& temperature, long& 
pressure);
void loop() 
{
int temperature = 0; 
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long pressure = 0; 
long p0=101325; // Pressure at sea level in hPa 
double altitude = 0; // Altitude in metres 
bmp085_read_temperature_and_pressure(&temperature,&pressure);
//******************************Data
Output**********************************************
altitude=44330*(1-pow((double)pressure/p0,(double)1/5.255));
//altitude=pressure*2;
Serial.print("Temperature = "); 
Serial.print(temperature*0.1); // Temperature output in ºC 
Serial.print("  "); 
Serial.print("Pressure = "); 
Serial.print(pressure*0.01); // Pressure output in hPa 
Serial.print("  "); 
Serial.print("Altitude = "); 
Serial.print(altitude); // Altitude output in m 
Serial.println(" "); 
delay(100); 
//******************************Data
Output**********************************************
}
void bmp085_read_temperature_and_pressure(int* temperature, long* 
pressure) { 
int ut= bmp085_read_ut(); 
long up = bmp085_read_up(); 
long x1, x2, x3, b3, b5, b6, p; 
unsigned long b4, b7; 
//calculate the temperature 
x1 = ((long)ut - ac6) * ac5 >> 15; 
x2 = ((long) mc << 11) / (x1 + md); 
b5 = x1 + x2; 
*temperature = (b5 + 8) >> 4; 
//calculate the pressure 
b6 = b5 - 4000; 
x1 = (b2 * (b6 * b6 >> 12)) >> 11; 
x2 = ac2 * b6 >> 11; 
x3 = x1 + x2; 
//b3 = (((int32_t) ac1 * 4 + x3)<> 2; 
if (oversampling_setting == 3) b3 = ((int32_t) ac1 * 4 + x3 + 2) << 1; 
if (oversampling_setting == 2) b3 = ((int32_t) ac1 * 4 + x3 + 2); 
if (oversampling_setting == 1) b3 = ((int32_t) ac1 * 4 + x3 + 2) >> 1; 
if (oversampling_setting == 0) b3 = ((int32_t) ac1 * 4 + x3 + 2) >> 2; 
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x1 = ac3 * b6 >> 13; 
x2 = (b1 * (b6 * b6 >> 12)) >> 16; 
x3 = ((x1 + x2) + 2) >> 2; 
b4 = (ac4 * (uint32_t) (x3 + 32768)) >> 15; 
b7 = ((uint32_t) up - b3) * (50000 >> oversampling_setting); 
p = b7 < 0x80000000 ? (b7 * 2) / b4 : (b7 / b4) * 2; 
x1 = (p >> 8) * (p >> 8); 
x1 = (x1 * 3038) >> 16; 
x2 = (-7357 * p) >> 16; 
*pressure = p + ((x1 + x2 + 3791) >> 4); 
}
unsigned int bmp085_read_ut() { 
write_register(0xf4,0x2e); 
delay(5); //longer than 4.5 ms 
return read_int_register(0xf6); 
}
//printing calibration data 
void bmp085_get_cal_data() { 
Serial.println("Reading Calibration Data"); 
ac1 = read_int_register(0xAA); 
Serial.print("AC1: "); 
Serial.println(ac1,DEC);
ac2 = read_int_register(0xAC); 
Serial.print("AC2: "); 
Serial.println(ac2,DEC);
ac3 = read_int_register(0xAE); 
Serial.print("AC3: "); 
Serial.println(ac3,DEC);
ac4 = read_int_register(0xB0); 
Serial.print("AC4: "); 
Serial.println(ac4,DEC);
ac5 = read_int_register(0xB2); 
Serial.print("AC5: "); 
Serial.println(ac5,DEC);
ac6 = read_int_register(0xB4); 
Serial.print("AC6: "); 
Serial.println(ac6,DEC);
b1 = read_int_register(0xB6); 
Serial.print("B1: "); 
Serial.println(b1,DEC);
b2 = read_int_register(0xB8); 
Serial.print("B2: "); 
Serial.println(b1,DEC);
mb = read_int_register(0xBA); 
Serial.print("MB: "); 
Serial.println(mb,DEC);
mc = read_int_register(0xBC); 
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Serial.print("MC: "); 
Serial.println(mc,DEC);
md = read_int_register(0xBE); 
Serial.print("MD: "); 
Serial.println(md,DEC);
}
long bmp085_read_up() { 
write_register(0xf4,0x34+(oversampling_setting<<6)); 
delay(pressure_waittime[oversampling_setting]); 
unsigned char msb, lsb, xlsb; 
Wire.beginTransmission(I2C_ADDRESS);
Wire.write(0xf6); // register to read 
Wire.endTransmission();
Wire.requestFrom(I2C_ADDRESS, 3); // read a byte 
while(!Wire.available()) { 
// waiting 
}
msb = Wire.read(); 
while(!Wire.available()) { 
// waiting 
}
lsb |= Wire.read(); 
while(!Wire.available()) { 
// waiting 
}
xlsb |= Wire.read(); 
return (((long)msb<<16) | ((long)lsb<<8) | ((long)xlsb)) >>(8-
oversampling_setting); 
}
void write_register(unsigned char r, unsigned char v) 
{
Wire.beginTransmission(I2C_ADDRESS);
Wire.write(r);
Wire.write(v);
Wire.endTransmission();
}
char read_register(unsigned char r) 
{
unsigned char v; 
Wire.beginTransmission(I2C_ADDRESS);
Wire.write(r); // register to read 
Wire.endTransmission();
Wire.requestFrom(I2C_ADDRESS, 1); // read a byte 
while(!Wire.available()) { 
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// waiting 
}
v = Wire.read(); 
return v; 
}
int read_int_register(unsigned char r) 
{
unsigned char msb, lsb; 
Wire.beginTransmission(I2C_ADDRESS);
Wire.write(r); // register to read 
Wire.endTransmission();
Wire.requestFrom(I2C_ADDRESS, 2); // read a byte 
while(!Wire.available()) { 
// waiting 
}
msb = Wire.read(); 
while(!Wire.available()) { 
// waiting 
}
lsb = Wire.read(); 
return (((int)msb<<8) | ((int)lsb)); 
}
C.4 HMC5883L 3-axis magnetometer Arduino and C++ Code 
//HMC5883L Compass Code
// Reference the I2C Library 
#include <Wire.h> 
// Reference the HMC5883L Compass Library 
#include <HMC5883L.h> 
// Store our compass as a variable. 
HMC5883L compass; 
// Record any errors that may occur in the compass. 
int error = 0; 
int Gain=1; 
// Out setup routine, here we will configure the microcontroller and compass. 
void setup() 
{
  // Initialize the serial port. 
  Serial.begin(4800); 
  Serial.println("Starting the I2C interface."); 
  Wire.begin(); // Start the I2C interface. 
  Serial.println("Constructing new HMC5883L"); 
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  compass = HMC5883L(); // Construct a new HMC5883 compass. 
  Serial.println("Setting scale to +/- 1.3 Ga"); 
  error = compass.SetScale(1.3); // Set the scale of the compass. 
  if(error != 0) // If there is an error, print it out. 
   Serial.println(compass.GetErrorText(error)); 
  Serial.println("Setting measurement mode to continous."); 
  error = compass.SetMeasurementMode(Measurement_Continuous); // Set the 
measurement mode to Continuous 
  if(error != 0) // If there is an error, print it out. 
    Serial.println(compass.GetErrorText(error)); 
    Gain=compass.Count_to_Gauss(1.3); //this value in LSB/Gauss will turn the 
values(counts) into values( gauss) 
}
// Our main program loop. 
void loop() 
{
  // Retrive the raw values from the compass (not scaled). 
  MagnetometerRaw raw = compass.ReadRawAxis();
  // Retrived the scaled values from the compass (scaled to the configured 
scale).
  MagnetometerScaled scaled = compass.ReadScaledAxis();
  // Values are accessed like so: 
  int MilliGauss_OnThe_XAxis = scaled.XAxis;// (or YAxis, or ZAxis) 
  // Calculate heading when the magnetometer is level, then correct for signs of 
axis.
  float heading = atan2(scaled.YAxis, scaled.XAxis); 
  // Once we have our heading, we must then add our 'Declination Angle', which 
is the 'Error' of the magnetic field in our location (Barcelona in this case). 
  // we can fin the Declination angle here: http://www.magnetic-declination.com/ 
  // Magnetic declination in Barcelona is: 0º 12' E, which is 0.2 Degrees, or 
(which we need) 3.490658504e-3 radians, we will use 3.49e-3 
  float declinationAngle = 3.49e-3; 
  heading -= declinationAngle; 
  // Correct for when signs are reversed. 
  if(heading < 0) 
    heading += 2*PI; 
  // Check for wrap due to addition of declination. 
  if(heading > 2*PI) 
    heading -= 2*PI; 
  // Convert radians to degrees for readability. 
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  float headingDegrees = heading * 180/M_PI;  
  // Output the data via the serial port. 
  Output(raw, scaled, heading, headingDegrees); 
  // Normally we would delay the application by 66ms to allow the loop 
  // to run at 15Hz (default bandwidth for the HMC5883L). 
  // However since we have a long serial out (104ms at 4800) we will let 
  // it run at its natural speed. 
  // delay(66); 
}
// Output the data down the serial port. 
void Output(MagnetometerRaw raw, MagnetometerScaled scaled, float 
heading, float headingDegrees) 
{
   Serial.print("Raw:\t"); 
   Serial.print(raw.XAxis); 
   Serial.print("   ");    
   Serial.print(raw.YAxis); 
   Serial.print("   ");    
   Serial.print(raw.ZAxis); 
   Serial.print("   \tScaled [Gauss]:\t"); 
   Serial.print(scaled.XAxis/Gain); //we divided the scaled output by Gain in 
order to turn the units into Gauss. 
   Serial.print("   ");    
   Serial.print(scaled.YAxis/Gain); 
   Serial.print("   ");    
   Serial.print(scaled.ZAxis/Gain); 
   Serial.print("   \tHeading:\t"); 
   Serial.print(heading); 
   Serial.print(" Radians   \t"); 
   Serial.print(headingDegrees); 
   Serial.println(" Degrees   \t"); 
}
/*
HMC5883L.h - Header file for the HMC5883L Triple Axis Magnetometer Arduino 
Library.
*/
//
#ifndef HMC5883L_h 
#define HMC5883L_h 
#include <Arduino.h>
#include <Wire.h>
#define HMC5883L_Address 0x1E //7 bit address
#define ConfigurationRegisterA 0x00 
#define ConfigurationRegisterB 0x01 
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#define ModeRegister 0x02 
#define DataRegisterBegin 0x03 
#define Measurement_Continuous 0x00 
#define Measurement_SingleShot 0x01 
#define Measurement_Idle 0x03 
#define ErrorCode_1 "Entered scale was not valid, valid gauss values are: 
0.88, 1.3, 1.9, 2.5, 4.0, 4.7, 5.6, 8.1" //values of scaled in +/- gauss 
to set the sensor range
#define ErrorCode_1_Num 1 
struct MagnetometerScaled // Values without calibrating
{
float XAxis; 
float YAxis; 
float ZAxis; 
};
struct MagnetometerRaw // Values calibrated
{
float XAxis; 
float YAxis; 
float ZAxis; 
};
class HMC5883L 
{
public:
   HMC5883L(); 
   MagnetometerRaw ReadRawAxis(); 
   MagnetometerScaled ReadScaledAxis(); 
   int SetMeasurementMode(uint8_t mode); 
   int SetScale(float gauss); 
   int Count_to_Gauss(float gauss); 
   char* GetErrorText(int errorCode); 
protected:
   void Write(int address, int byte); 
   uint8_t* Read(int address, int length); 
private:
   float m_Scale; 
};
#endif 
/*
HMC5883L.cpp - Class file for the HMC5883L Triple Axis Magnetometer 
Arduino Library.
*/
#include <Arduino.h>
#include "HMC5883L.h"
// Constructor to initialize the value of the scale
HMC5883L::HMC5883L() 
{
  m_Scale = 1; 
}
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MagnetometerRaw HMC5883L::ReadRawAxis() 
{
  uint8_t* buffer = Read(DataRegisterBegin, 6); 
  MagnetometerRaw raw = MagnetometerRaw(); 
  raw.XAxis = (buffer[0] << 8) | buffer[1]; 
  raw.ZAxis = (buffer[2] << 8) | buffer[3]; 
  raw.YAxis = (buffer[4] << 8) | buffer[5]; 
return raw; 
}
MagnetometerScaled HMC5883L::ReadScaledAxis() 
{
  MagnetometerRaw raw = ReadRawAxis(); 
  MagnetometerScaled scaled = MagnetometerScaled(); 
  scaled.XAxis = raw.XAxis * m_Scale; 
  scaled.ZAxis = raw.ZAxis * m_Scale; 
  scaled.YAxis = raw.YAxis * m_Scale; 
return scaled; 
}
int HMC5883L::Count_to_Gauss(float gauss) 
{
if (gauss==0.88) 
 { 
return 1370; 
 } 
else if(gauss==1.3) 
 { 
return 1090; //value by default
 } 
else if(gauss==1.9) 
 { 
return 820; 
 } 
else if(gauss==2.5) 
 { 
return 660; 
 } 
else if(gauss==4.0) 
 { 
return 440; 
 } 
else if(gauss==4.7) 
 { 
return 390; 
 } 
else if(gauss==5.6) 
 { 
return 330; 
 } 
else if(gauss==8.1) 
 { 
return 230; 
 } 
else
return ErrorCode_1_Num; 
}
int HMC5883L::SetScale(float gauss) 
{
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 uint8_t regValue = 0x00; 
if(gauss == 0.88) 
 { 
  regValue = 0x00; 
  m_Scale = 0.73; 
 } 
else if(gauss == 1.3) 
 { 
  regValue = 0x01; 
  m_Scale = 0.92; 
 } 
else if(gauss == 1.9) 
 { 
  regValue = 0x02; 
  m_Scale = 1.22; 
 } 
else if(gauss == 2.5) 
 { 
  regValue = 0x03; 
  m_Scale = 1.52; 
 } 
else if(gauss == 4.0) 
 { 
  regValue = 0x04; 
  m_Scale = 2.27; 
 } 
else if(gauss == 4.7) 
 { 
  regValue = 0x05; 
  m_Scale = 2.56; 
 } 
else if(gauss == 5.6) 
 { 
  regValue = 0x06; 
  m_Scale = 3.03; 
 } 
else if(gauss == 8.1) 
 { 
  regValue = 0x07; 
  m_Scale = 4.35; 
 } 
else
return ErrorCode_1_Num; 
// Setting is in the top 3 bits of the register.
 regValue = regValue << 5; 
 Write(ConfigurationRegisterB, regValue); 
}
int HMC5883L::SetMeasurementMode(uint8_t mode) 
{
 Write(ModeRegister, mode); 
}
void HMC5883L::Write(int address, int data) 
{
  Wire.beginTransmission(HMC5883L_Address); 
  Wire.write(address); 
  Wire.write(data); 
  Wire.endTransmission(); 
}
uint8_t* HMC5883L::Read(int address, int length) 
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{
  Wire.beginTransmission(HMC5883L_Address); 
  Wire.write(address); 
  Wire.endTransmission(); 
  Wire.beginTransmission(HMC5883L_Address); 
  Wire.requestFrom(HMC5883L_Address, length); 
  uint8_t buffer[length]; 
if(Wire.available() == length) 
  { 
   for(uint8_t i = 0; i < length; i++) 
   { 
    buffer[i] = Wire.read(); 
   } 
  } 
  Wire.endTransmission(); 
return buffer; 
}
char* HMC5883L::GetErrorText(int errorCode) 
{
if(ErrorCode_1_Num == 1) 
return ErrorCode_1; 
return "Error not defined.";
}
C.5 ITG3205 3-axis Arduino Code 
#include <Wire.h> // I2C library, gyroscope 
// Gyroscope ITG3205
#define GYRO 0x68 // gyro address, binary = 11101001 when AD0 is 
connected to GND
#define G_SMPLRT_DIV 0x15 
#define G_DLPF_FS 0x16 
#define G_INT_CFG 0x17 
#define G_PWR_MGM 0x3E 
#define G_TO_READ 8 // 2 bytes for each axis x, y, z 
double hx, hy, hz, turetemp; 
//initialises the gyroscope 
void initGyro() 
{
 /*****************************************
 * ITG 3205 
 * power management set to: 
 * clock select = internal oscillator 
 * no reset, no sleep mode 
 * no standby mode 
 * sample rate to = 125Hz 
 * parameter to +/- 2000 degrees/sec 
 * low pass filter = 5Hz 
 * no interrupt 
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 ******************************************/
 writeTo(GYRO, G_PWR_MGM, 0x00); 
 writeTo(GYRO, G_SMPLRT_DIV, 0x07); // EB, 50, 80, 7F, DE, 23, 20, FF 
 writeTo(GYRO, G_DLPF_FS, 0x1E); // +/- 2000 dgrs/sec, 1KHz, 1E, 19 
 writeTo(GYRO, G_INT_CFG, 0x00); 
}
void getGyroscopeData(double * result) 
{
 /**************************************
 Gyro ITG-3205 I2C 
 registers: 
 temp MSB = 1B, temp LSB = 1C 
 x axis MSB = 1D, x axis LSB = 1E 
 y axis MSB = 1F, y axis LSB = 20 
 z axis MSB = 21, z axis LSB = 22 
 *************************************/
 int regAddress = 0x1B; 
 int temp, x, y, z; 
 byte buff[G_TO_READ]; 
 readFrom(GYRO, regAddress, G_TO_READ, buff); //read the gyro data from 
the ITG3205 
 result[0] = ((buff[2] << 8) | buff[3]);  
 result[1] = ((buff[4] << 8) | buff[5]); 
 result[2] = ((buff[6] << 8) | buff[7]); 
 result[3] = (buff[0] << 8) | buff[1]; // temperature 
 } 
 // 
void setup() 
{
 Serial.begin(4800); 
 Wire.begin(); 
 initGyro(); 
}
//
void loop() 
{
 byte addr; 
 double gyro[4]; 
 getGyroscopeData(gyro); 
 hx = gyro[0] / 14.375;// 14.375 LSB/(º/s) to pass data into º/s units according to 
datasheet
 hy = gyro[1] / 14.375;// 14.375 LSB/(º/s) to pass data into º/s units according to 
datasheet
 hz = gyro[2] / 14.375;// 14.375 LSB/(º/s) to pass data into º/s units according to 
datasheet
 turetemp = 35+ ((double) (gyro[3] + 13200)) / 280; //Formula to pass data into 
ºC units according to datasheet 
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 Serial.print("  ROLL = "); 
 Serial.print(hx); 
 Serial.print("  PITCH = "); 
 Serial.print(hy); 
 Serial.print("  YAW = "); 
 Serial.print(hz); 
 Serial.print("  TEMP = "); 
 Serial.println(turetemp); 
 delay(250);  
}
//---------------- Functions 
//Writes val to address register on ACC 
void writeTo(int DEVICE, byte address, byte val) { 
  Wire.beginTransmission(DEVICE); //start transmission to ACC
  Wire.write(address);        // send register address 
  Wire.write(val);        // send value to write 
  Wire.endTransmission(); //end transmission 
}
//reads num bytes starting from address register on ACC in to buff array 
 void readFrom(int DEVICE, byte address, int num, byte buff[]) { 
 Wire.beginTransmission(DEVICE); //start transmission to ACC
 Wire.write(address);   //sends address to read from 
 Wire.endTransmission(); //end transmission 
 Wire.beginTransmission(DEVICE); //start transmission to ACC 
 Wire.requestFrom(DEVICE, num);    // request 6 bytes from ACC 
 int i = 0; 
 while(Wire.available())    //ACC may send less than requested (abnormal) 
 {
   buff[i] = Wire.read(); // receive a byte 
   i++; 
 } 
 Wire.endTransmission(); //end transmission 
}

















                                      
 
 
Three-Axis Digital Compass IC 
HMC5883L 
 
 
The Honeywell HMC5883L is a surface-mount, multi-chip module designed for 
low-field magnetic sensing with a digital interface for applications such as low-
cost compassing and magnetometry. The HMC5883L includes our state-of-the-
art, high-resolution HMC118X series magneto-resistive sensors plus an ASIC 
containing amplification, automatic degaussing strap drivers, offset cancellation, 
and a 12-bit ADC that enables 1° to 2° compass heading accuracy.  The I
2
C 
serial bus allows for easy interface. The HMC5883L is a 3.0x3.0x0.9mm surface 
mount 16-pin leadless chip carrier (LCC). Applications for the HMC5883L 
include Mobile Phones, Netbooks, Consumer Electronics, Auto Navigation 
Systems, and Personal Navigation Devices. 
 
The HMC5883L ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????at provides advantages over other 
magnetic sensor technologies. These anisotropic, directional sensors feature precision in-axis sensitivity and linearity.  
?????????????? solid-state construction with very low cross-axis sensitivity is designed to measure both the direction and 
the ???????????????????s magnetic fields, from milli-gauss to 8 g??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
sensitive and reliable low-field sensors in the industry. 
 
 FEATURES                                   BENEFITS 
 
? Three-Axis Magnetoresistive Sensors 
and 
ASIC in a 3.0x3.0x0.9mm LCC Surface 
Mount Package 
? Small Size for Highly Integrated Products. Just Add a Micro- 
Controller Interface, Plus Two External SMT Capacitors 
Designed for High Volume, Cost Sensitive OEM Designs 
Easy to Assemble & Compatible with High Speed SMT Assembly 
    
? 12-Bit ADC Coupled with Low Noise 
AMR Sensors Achieves 5 milli-gauss 
Resolution in ±8 Gauss Fields 
? Enables 1° to 2° Degree Compass Heading Accuracy  
    
? Built-In Self Test ? Enables Low-Cost Functionality Test after Assembly in Production 
    
? Low Voltage Operations (2.16 to 3.6V) 
and Low Power Consumption (100 ?A) 
? Compatible for Battery Powered Applications 
    
? Built-In Strap Drive Circuits ? Set/Reset and Offset Strap Drivers for Degaussing, Self Test, and 
Offset Compensation 
    
? I
2
C Digital Interface ? Popular Two-Wire Serial Data Interface for Consumer Electronics 
    
? Lead Free Package Construction ? RoHS Compliance 
    
? Wide Magnetic Field Range (+/-8 Oe) ? Sensors Can Be Used in Strong Magnetic Field Environments with a 
1° to 2° Degree Compass Heading Accuracy 
    
? Software and Algorithm Support 
Available 
? Compassing Heading, Hard Iron, Soft Iron, and Auto Calibration 
Libraries Available 
    
? Fast 160 Hz Maximum Output Rate ? Enables Pedestrian Navigation and LBS Applications 
Advanced Information 
HMC5883L 
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SPECIFICATIONS (* Tested and specified at 25°C except stated otherwise.) 
Characteristics Conditions* Min Typ Max Units 
Power Supply      
   Supply Voltage VDD Referenced to AGND 
VDDIO Referenced to DGND 
2.16 
1.71 
 
1.8 
3.6 
VDD+0.1 
Volts 
Volts 
   Average Current Draw Idle Mode 
Measurement Mode (7.5 Hz ODR; 
No measurement average, MA1:MA0 = 00) 
Specified at: VDD = 2.5V, VDDIO = 1.8V 
- 
- 
 
2 
100 
 
6 
- 
 
?A 
?A 
 
Performance      
   Field Range Full scale (FS) ? total applied field (Typical) -8  +8 gauss  
   Mag Dynamic Range 3-bit gain control ±1  ±8 gauss 
   Resolution VDD=3.0V, GN=2  5  milli-gauss 
   Linearity ±2.0 gauss input range   0.1 ±% FS 
   Hysteresis ±2.0 gauss input range  ±25  ppm 
   Cross-Axis Sensitivity Test Conditions: Cross field = 0.5 gauss,  
Happlied = ±3 gauss 
 ±0.2%  %FS/gauss 
   Output Rate (ODR) Continuous Measurment Mode 
Single Measurement Mode 
0.75  75 
160 
Hz 
Hz 
   Measurement Period From receiving command to data ready  6  msec 
   Turn-on Time Ready for I2C commands  200  ?s 
   Gain Tolerance All gain/dynamic range settings  ±5  % 
   I
2
C Address 7-bit address 
8-bit read address 
8-bit write address 
 0x1E 
0x3D 
0x3C 
 hex 
hex 
hex 
   I
2
C Rate Controlled by I
2
C Master   400 kHz 
   I
2
C Hysteresis Hysteresis of Schmitt trigger inputs on SCL 
and SDA  -  Fall (VDDIO=1.8V) 
Rise (VDDIO=1.8V) 
  
0.2*VDDIO 
0.8*VDDIO 
  
Volts 
Volts 
   Self Test X & Y Axes 
Z Axis 
 ±1.16 
±1.08 
 gauss 
X & Y Axes (GN=100) 
Z Axis (GN=100) 
 440  LSb 
General      
   ESD Voltage Human Body Model (all pins) 
CDM 
  2000 
750 
Volts 
   Operating Temperature Ambient -30  85 °C 
   Storage Temperature Ambient, unbiased  -40  125 °C 
   Reflow Classification MSL 3, 260 C Peak Temperature     
   Package Size Length and Width 2.85 3.00 3.15 mm 
   Package Height  0.8 0.9 1.0 mm 
   Package Weight   18  mg 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (* Tested at 25°C except stated otherwise.) 
Characteristics Min Max Units 
    Supply Voltage VDD -0.3 4.8 Volts 
    Supply Voltage VDDIO -0.3 4.8 Volts 
 
PIN CONFIGURATIONS  
Pin Name Description 
1 SCL Serial Clock ? I2C Master/Slave Clock 
2 VDD Power Supply (2.16V to 3.6V) 
3 NC Not to be Connected 
4 S1 Tie to VDDIO 
5 NC Not to be Connected 
6 NC Not to be Connected 
7 NC Not to be Connected 
8 SETP Set/Reset Strap Positive ? S/R Capacitor (C2) Connection 
9 GND Supply Ground 
10 C1 Reservoir Capacitor (C1) Connection 
11 GND Supply Ground 
12 SETC S/R Capacitor (C2) Connection ? Driver Side 
13 VDDIO IO Power Supply (1.71V to VDD) 
14 NC Not to be Connected 
15 DRDY 
Data Ready, Interrupt Pin.  Internally pulled high.  Optional connection.  Low for 250 
µsec when data is placed in the data output registers. 
16 SDA Serial Data ? I2C Master/Slave Data 
 
Table 1: Pin Configurations 
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Arrow indicates direction of magnetic field that generates a positive output reading in Normal Measurement configuration. 
 
PACKAGE OUTLINES 
 
PACKAGE DRAWING HMC5883L (16-PIN LPCC, dimensions in millimeters) 
 
 
MOUNTING CONSIDERATIONS 
 
The following is the recommend printed circuit board (PCB) footprint for the HMC5883L.  
 
HMC5883L 
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0.100
1.275
1.275
0.500
3.000
3.000
0.450
0.300
x 8
x 12
HMC5883 Land Pad Pattern
(All dimensions are in mm)
 
PCB Pad Definition and Traces 
The HMC5883L is a fine pitch LCC package.  Refer to previous figure for recommended PCB footprint for proper package 
centering. Size the traces between the HMC5883L and the external capacitors (C1 and C2) to handle the 1 ampere peak 
current pulses with low voltage drop on the traces. 
Stencil Design and Solder Paste 
A 4 mil stencil and 100% paste coverage is recommended for the electrical contact pads.  
Reflow Assembly 
This device is classified as MSL 3 with 260 C peak reflow temperature. A baking process (125 C, 24 hrs) is required if 
device is not kept continuously in a dry (< 10% RH) environment before assembly. No special reflow profile is required for 
HMC5883L, which is compatible with lead eutectic and lead-free solder paste reflow profiles. Honeywell recommends 
adherence to solder paste manufac???????????????????  
INTERNAL SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 
HMC5883L 
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DUAL SUPPLY REFERENCE DESIGN 
 
 
 
 
SINGLE SUPPLY REFERENCE DESIGN 
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PERFORMANCE 
The following graph(s) highlight HMC5883L?? performance. 
Typical Resolution 
  
Typical Measurement Period in Single-Measurement Mode 
 
* Monitoring of the DRDY Interrupt pin is only required if maximum output rate is desired.
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BASIC DEVICE OPERATION 
 
Anisotropic Magneto-Resistive Sensors 
 
The Honeywell HMC5883L magnetoresistive sensor circuit is a trio of sensors and application specific support circuits to 
measure magnetic fields. With power supply applied, the sensor converts any incident magnetic field in the sensitive axis 
directions to a differential voltage output. The magnetoresistive sensors are made of a nickel-iron (Permalloy) thin-film and 
patterned as a resistive strip element. In the presence of a magnetic field, a change in the bridge resistive elements 
causes a corresponding change in voltage across the bridge outputs. 
 
These resistive elements are aligned together to have a common sensitive axis (indicated by arrows in the pinout 
diagram) that will provide positive voltage change with magnetic fields increasing in the sensitive direction. Because the 
output is only proportional to the magnetic field component along its axis, additional sensor bridges are placed at 
orthogonal directions to permit accurate measurement of magnetic field in any orientation.  
 
Self Test 
 
To check the HMC5883L for proper operation, a self test feature in incorporated in which the sensor is internally excited 
with a nominal magnetic field (in either positive or negative bias configuration).  This field is then measured and reported. 
This function is enabled and the polarity is set by bits MS[n] in the configuration register A. An internal current source 
generates DC current (about 10 mA) from the VDD supply.  This DC current is applied to the offset straps of the magneto-
resistive sensor, which creates an artificial magnetic field bias on the sensor.   
 
See SELF TEST OPERATION section later in this datasheet for additional details. 
 
Power Management 
 
This device has two different domains of power supply. The first one is VDD that is the power supply for internal 
operations and the second one is VDDIO that is dedicated to IO interface. It is possible to work with VDDIO equal to VDD;  
Single Supply mode, or with VDDIO lower than VDD allowing HMC5883L to be compatible with other devices on board.  
 
I2C Interface 
 
Control of this device is carried out via the I
2
C bus.  This device will be connected to this bus as a slave device under the 
control of a master device, such as the processor. 
 
This device is compliant with I
2
C-Bus Specification, document number:  9398 393 40011.  As an I
2
C compatible device, 
this device has a 7-bit serial address and supports I
2
C protocols.  This device supports standard and fast modes, 100kHz 
and 400kHz, respectively, but does not support the high speed mode (Hs). External pull-up resistors are required to 
support these standard and fast speed modes.  
 
Activities required by the master (register read and write) have priority over internal activities, such as the measurement.  
The purpose of this priority is to not keep the master waiting and the I
2
C bus engaged for longer than necessary. 
 
Internal Clock  
 
The device has an internal clock for internal digital logic functions and timing management. 
 
H-Bridge for Set/Reset Strap Drive 
 
The ASIC contains large switching FETs capable of delivering a large but brief pulse to the Set / Reset strap of the 
sensor.  This strap is largely a resistive load.  There is no need for an external Set/Reset circuit. The controlling of the 
Set/Reset function is done automatically by the ASIC for each measurement. One half of the difference from the 
measurements taken after a set pulse and after a reset pulse will be put in the data output register for each of the three 
axes. By doing so, the senso???? ????????? ?????? and its temperature dependence is removed/cancelled for all 
measurements. 
 
Charge Current Limit 
 
The current that reservoir capacitor (C1) can draw when charging is limited for both single supply and dual supply 
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configurations. This prevents drawing down the supply voltage (VDD). 
 
MODES OF OPERATION 
 
This device has several operating modes whose primary purpose is power management and is controlled by the Mode 
Register.  This section describes these modes. 
 
Continuous-Measurement Mode 
 
During continuous-measurement mode, the device continuously makes measurements, at user selectable rate, and 
places measured data in data output registers.  Data can be re-read from the data output registers if necessary; however, 
if the master does not ensure that the data register is accessed before the completion of the next measurement, the data 
output registers are updated with the new measurement.  To conserve current between measurements, the device is 
placed in a state similar to idle mode, but the Mode Register is not changed to Idle Mode.  That is, MD[n] bits are 
unchanged.  Settings in the Configuration Register A affect the data output rate (bits DO[n]), the measurement 
configuration (bits MS[n]), when in continuous-measurement mode.    All registers maintain values while in continuous-
measurement mode.  The I
2
C bus is enabled for use by other devices on the network in while continuous-measurement 
mode. 
 
Single-Measurement Mode 
 
This is the default power-up mode. During single-measurement mode, the device makes a single measurement and 
places the measured data in data output registers.  After the measurement is complete and output data registers are 
updated, the device is placed in idle mode, and the Mode Register is changed to idle mode by setting MD[n] bits. Settings 
in the configuration register affect the measurement configuration (bits MS[n])when in single-measurement mode.    All 
registers maintain values while in single-measurement mode.  The I
2
C bus is enabled for use by other devices on the 
network while in single-measurement mode.  
 
Idle Mode 
 
During this mode the device is accessible through the I
2
C bus, but major sources of power consumption are disabled, 
such as, but not limited to, the ADC, the amplifier, and the sensor bias current.  All registers maintain values while in idle 
mode.  The I
2
C bus is enabled for use by other devices on the network while in idle mode.   
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REGISTERS 
 
This device is controlled and configured via a number of on-chip registers, which are described in this section.  In the 
following descriptions, set implies a logic 1, and reset or clear implies a logic 0, unless stated otherwise.   
 
Register List 
The table below lists the registers and their access.  All address locations are 8 bits. 
 
Address Location Name Access 
00 Configuration Register A  Read/Write 
01 Configuration Register B  Read/Write 
02 Mode Register Read/Write 
03 Data Output X MSB Register Read 
04 Data Output X LSB Register Read 
05 Data Output Z MSB Register Read 
06 Data Output Z LSB Register Read 
07 Data Output Y MSB Register Read 
08 Data Output Y LSB Register Read 
09 Status Register Read 
10 Identification Register A Read 
11 Identification Register B Read 
12 Identification Register C Read 
 
Table2: Register List 
 
Register Access 
 
This section describes the process of reading from and writing to this device.  The devices uses an address pointer to 
indicate which register location is to be read from or written to.  These pointer locations are sent from the master to this 
slave device and succeed the 7-bit address plus 1 bit read/write identifier. 
 
To minimize the communication between the master and this device, the address pointer updated automatically without 
master intervention.  This automatic address pointer update has two additional features.  First when address 12 or higher 
is accessed the pointer updates to address 00 and secondly when address 08 is reached, the pointer rolls back to 
address 03.  Logically, the address pointer operation functions as shown below. 
 
If (address pointer = 08) then address pointer = 03 
Else if (address pointer >= 12) then address pointer = 0 
Else (address pointer) = (address pointer) + 1 
 
The address pointer value itself cannot be read via the I
2
C bus.  
Any attempt to read an invalid address location returns ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
within a valid address location is ignored by this device.   
 
To move the address pointer to a random register location, ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
following the commend. For example, to move the address pointer to register 10, send 0x3C 0x0A.
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Configuration Register A 
 
The configuration register is used to configure the device for setting the data output rate and measurement configuration.  
CRA0 through CRA7 indicate bit locations, with CRA denoting the bits that are in the configuration register. CRA7 denotes 
the first bit of the data stream.  The number in parenthesis indicates the default value of that bit.   
 
CRA7 CRA6 CRA5 CRA4 CRA3 CRA2 CRA1 CRA0 
(1) MA1(1) MA0(1) DO2 (1) DO1 (0) DO0 (0) MS1 (0) MS0 (0) 
Table 3: Configuration Register A 
 
Location Name Description 
CRA7 CRA7 This bit must be cleared for correct operation. 
CRA6 to CRA5 MA1 to MA0 
Select number of samples averaged (1 to 8) per 
measurement output. 
00 = 1; 01 = 2; 10 = 4; 11 = 8 (Default) 
CRA4 to CRA2 DO2 to DO0 
Data Output Rate Bits.  These bits set the rate at which data 
is written to all three data output registers.   
CRA1 to CRA0 MS1 to MS0 
Measurement Configuration Bits.  These bits define the 
measurement flow of the device, specifically whether or not 
to incorporate an applied bias into the measurement. 
Table 4: Configuration Register A Bit Designations 
 
The Table below shows all selectable output rates in continuous measurement mode.  All three channels shall be 
measured within a given output rate. Other output rates with maximum rate of 160 Hz can be achieved by monitoring 
DRDY interrupt pin in single measurement mode. 
 
DO2 DO1 DO0 Typical Data Output Rate (Hz) 
0 0 0 0.75 
0 0 1 1.5 
0 1 0 3 
0 1 1 7.5 
1 0 0 15 (Default) 
1 0 1 30 
1 1 0 75 
1 1 1 Not used 
Table 5: Data Output Rates 
 
MS1  MS0 Measurement Mode 
0 0 
Normal measurement configuration (Default).  In normal measurement 
configuration the device follows normal measurement flow.  The positive and 
negative pins of the resistive load are left floating and high impedance.  
0 1 
Positive bias configuration for X, Y, and Z axes. In this configuration, a positive 
current is forced across the resistive load for all three axes. 
1 0 
Negative bias configuration for X, Y and Z axes. In this configuration, a negative 
current is forced across the resistive load for all three axes.. 
1 1 This configuration is reserved. 
Table 6: Measurement Modes 
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Configuration Register B 
 
The configuration register B for setting the device gain.  CRB0 through CRB7 indicate bit locations, with CRB denoting the 
bits that are in the configuration register. CRB7 denotes the first bit of the data stream.  The number in parenthesis 
indicates the default value of that bit.   
 
CRB7 CRB6 CRB5 CRB4 CRB3 CRB2 CRB1 CRB0 
GN2 (0) GN1 (0) GN0 (1) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) 
Table 7:  Configuration B Register 
 
Location Name Description 
CRB7 to CRB5 GN2 to GN0 
Gain Configuration Bits.  These bits configure the gain for 
the device.  The gain configuration is common for all 
channels. 
CRB4 to CRB0 0 These bits must be cleared for correct operation. 
Table 8:  Configuration Register B Bit Designations 
 
The table below shows nominal gain settings. ???????????????????????? convert counts to Gauss. Choose a lower gain 
value (higher GN#) when total field strength causes overflow in one of the data output registers (saturation). 
 
GN2 GN1 GN0 Recommended 
Sensor Field Range 
Gain 
(LSB/ 
Gauss) 
Output Range 
0 0 0 ± 0.88 Ga 1370 
0xF800?0x07FF 
(-2048?2047 ) 
0 0 1 ± 1.3 Ga 1090 (default) 
0xF800?0x07FF 
(-2048?2047 ) 
0 1 0 ± 1.9 Ga 820 
0xF800?0x07FF 
(-2048?2047 ) 
0 1 1 ± 2.5 Ga 660 
0xF800?0x07FF 
(-2048?2047 ) 
1 0 0 ± 4.0 Ga 440 
0xF800?0x07FF 
(-2048?2047 ) 
1 0 1 ± 4.7 Ga 390 
0xF800?0x07FF 
(-2048?2047 ) 
1 1 0 ± 5.6 Ga 330 
0xF800?0x07FF 
(-2048?2047 ) 
1 1 1 ± 8.1 Ga 230 
0xF800?0x07FF 
(-2048?2047 ) 
Table 9:  Gain Settings 
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Mode Register 
 
The mode register is an 8-bit register from which data can be read or to which data can be written.  This register is used to 
select the operating mode of the device.  MR0 through MR7 indicate bit locations, with MR denoting the bits that are in the 
mode register. MR7 denotes the first bit of the data stream.  The number in parenthesis indicates the default value of that 
bit.  
 
MR7 MR6 MR5 MR4 MR3 MR2 MR1 MR0 
(1) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) MD1 (0) MD0 (1) 
Table 10:  Mode Register 
 
Location Name Description 
MR7 to 
MR2 
0 
These bits must be cleared for correct operation. Bit MR7 
bit is set internally after each single-measurement 
operation. 
MR1 to 
MR0 
MD1 to 
MD0 
Mode Select Bits.  These bits select the operation mode of 
this device. 
Table 11:  Mode Register Bit Designations 
 
MD1 MD0 Operating Mode 
0 0 
Continuous-Measurement Mode.  In continuous-measurement mode, 
the device continuously performs measurements and places the 
result in the data register.  RDY goes high when new data is placed 
in all three registers.  After a power-on or a write to the mode or 
configuration register, the first measurement set is available from all 
three data output registers after a period of 2/fDO and subsequent 
measurements are available at a frequency of fDO, where fDO is the 
frequency of data output. 
0 1 
Single-Measurement Mode (Default).  When single-measurement 
mode is selected, device performs a single measurement, sets RDY 
high and returned to idle mode.  Mode register returns to idle mode 
bit values.  The measurement remains in the data output register and 
RDY remains high until the data output register is read or another 
measurement is performed.   
1 0 Idle Mode.  Device is placed in idle mode. 
1 1 Idle Mode.  Device is placed in idle mode. 
Table 12:  Operating Modes 
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Data Output X Registers A and B 
 
The data output X registers are two 8-bit registers, data output register A and data output register B.  These registers 
store the measurement result from channel X.  Data output X register A contains the MSB from the measurement result, 
and data output X register B contains the LSB from the measurement result.  The value stored in these two registers is a 
16-?????????? ???????????????????????????????????? ?????????? ??????????? ???????????????????????????????????????
DXRB7 indicate bit locations, with DXRA and DXRB denoting the bits that are in the data output X registers. DXRA7 and 
DXRB7 denote the first bit of the data stream.  The number in parenthesis indicates the default value of that bit.   
 
In the event the ADC reading overflows or underflows for the given channel, or if there is a math overflow during the bias 
measurement, this data register will contain the value -4096. This register value will clear when after the next valid 
measurement is made.   
   
DXRA7 DXRA6 DXRA5 DXRA4 DXRA3 DXRA2 DXRA1 DXRA0 
(0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) 
DXRB7 DXRB6 DXRB5 DXRB4 DXRB3 DXRB2 DXRB1 DXRB0 
(0) (0)  (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) 
Table 13:  Data Output X Registers A and B 
 
Data Output Y Registers A and B 
 
The data output Y registers are two 8-bit registers, data output register A and data output register B.  These registers 
store the measurement result from channel Y.  Data output Y register A contains the MSB from the measurement result, 
and data output Y register B contains the LSB from the measurement result.  The value stored in these two registers is a 
16-?????????? ????????????????? form, whose range is 0xF800 to 0x07FF.  DYRA0 through DYRA7 and DYRB0 through 
DYRB7 indicate bit locations, with DYRA and DYRB denoting the bits that are in the data output Y registers. DYRA7 and 
DYRB7 denote the first bit of the data stream.  The number in parenthesis indicates the default value of that bit.     
 
In the event the ADC reading overflows or underflows for the given channel, or if there is a math overflow during the bias 
measurement, this data register will contain the value -4096. This register value will clear when after the next valid 
measurement is made.   
 
DYRA7 DYRA6 DYRA5 DYRA4 DYRA3 DYRA2 DYRA1 DYRA0 
(0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) 
DYRB7 DYRB6 DYRB5 DYRB4 DYRB3 DYRB2 DYRB1 DYRB0 
(0) (0)  (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) 
Table 14:  Data Output Y Registers A and B 
 
Data Output Z Registers A and B 
 
The data output Z registers are two 8-bit registers, data output register A and data output register B.  These registers 
store the measurement result from channel Z.  Data output Z register A contains the MSB from the measurement result, 
and data output Z register B contains the LSB from the measurement result.  The value stored in these two registers is a 
16-???? ?????? ?????????????????? ???????????? ?????? ?????????? ??????????? ??????? ???????????????????ZRB0 through 
DZRB7 indicate bit locations, with DZRA and DZRB denoting the bits that are in the data output Z registers. DZRA7 and 
DZRB7 denote the first bit of the data stream.  The number in parenthesis indicates the default value of that bit.   
 
In the event the ADC reading overflows or underflows for the given channel, or if there is a math overflow during the bias 
measurement, this data register will contain the value -4096. This register value will clear when after the next valid 
measurement is made.   
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DZRA7 DZRA6 DZRA5 DZRA4 DZRA3 DZRA2 DZRA1 DZRA0 
(0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) 
DZRB7 DZRB6 DZRB5 DZRB4 DZRB3 DZRB2 DZRB1 DZRB0 
(0) (0)  (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) 
Table 15:  Data Output Z Registers A and B 
 
Data Output Register Operation 
 
When one or more of the output registers are read, new data cannot be placed in any of the output data registers until all 
six data output registers are read.  This requirement also impacts DRDY and RDY, which cannot be cleared until new 
data is placed in all the output registers.   
 
 
Status Register 
 
The status register is an 8-bit read-only register.  This register is used to indicate device status.  SR0 through SR7 
indicate bit locations, with SR denoting the bits that are in the status register. SR7 denotes the first bit of the data stream.   
 
SR7 SR6 SR5 SR4 SR3 SR2 SR1 SR0 
(0) (0) (0) (x) (0)  (0) LOCK (0) RDY(0) 
Table 16:  Status Register 
 
Location Name Description 
SR7 to 
SR2 
0 
These bits are reserved. SR4 may be 0 or 1 depending on 
internal activity.  Disregard activity on this bit. 
SR1 LOCK 
Data output register lock.  This bit is set when this some but 
not all for of the six data output registers have been read.  
When this bit is set, the six data output registers are locked 
and any new data will not be placed in these register until 
one of three conditions are met:  one, all six bytes have 
been read or the mode changed, two, the mode is 
changed, or three, the measurement configuration is 
changed. 
SR0 RDY 
Ready Bit.  Set when data is written to all six data registers.  
Cleared when device initiates a write to the data output 
registers and after one or more of the data output registers 
are written to.  When RDY bit is clear it shall remain cleared 
for a 250 ???????????????????????????????????????????????
the status register for monitoring the device for 
measurement data. 
Table 17:  Status Register Bit Designations 
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Identification Register A 
 
The identification register A is used to identify the device.  IRA0 through IRA7 indicate bit locations, with IRA denoting the 
bits that are in the identification register A. IRA7 denotes the first bit of the data stream.  The number in parenthesis 
indicates the default value of that bit.   
 
The identification value for this device is stored in this register.  This is a read-only register. 
Register values.  ASCII value H 
 
IRA7 IRA6 IRA5 IRA4 IRA3 IRA2 IRA1 IRA0 
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Table 18:  Identification Register A Default Values 
 
Identification Register B 
 
The identification register B is used to identify the device.  IRB0 through IRB7 indicate bit locations, with IRB denoting the 
bits that are in the identification register A. IRB7 denotes the first bit of the data stream.    
  
Register values.  ASCII value 4  
 
 
Table 19:  Identification Register B Default Values 
 
Identification Register C 
 
The identification register C is used to identify the device.  IRC0 through IRC7 indicate bit locations, with IRC denoting the 
bits that are in the identification register A. IRC7 denotes the first bit of the data stream.     
 
Register values.  ASCII value 3  
 
 
Table 20:  Identification Register C Default Values 
 
I2C COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL 
 
The HMC5883L communicates via a two-wire I
2
C bus system as a slave device. The HMC5883L uses a simple protocol 
with the interface protocol defined by the I
2
C bus specification, and by this document. The data rate is at the standard-
mode 100kbps or 400kbps rates as defined in the I
2
C Bus Specifications. The bus bit format is an 8-bit Data/Address 
send and a 1-bit acknowledge bit. The format of the data bytes (payload) shall be case sensitive ASCII characters or 
binary data to the HMC5883L s?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????rm. 
The default (factory) HMC5883L 8-bit slave address is 0x3C for write operations, or 0x3D for read operations. 
 
The HMC5883L Serial Clock (SCL) and Serial Data (SDA) lines require resistive pull-ups (Rp) between the master device 
(usually a host microprocessor) and the HMC5883L. Pull-up resistance values of about 2.2K to 10K ohms are 
recommended with a nominal VDDIO voltage. Other resistor values may be used as defined in the I
2
C Bus Specifications 
that can be tied to VDDIO. 
 
The SCL and SDA lines in this bus specification may be connected to multiple devices. The bus can be a single master to 
multiple slaves, or it can be a multiple master configuration. All data transfers are initiated by the master device, which is 
responsible for generating the clock signal, and the data transfers are 8 bit long. All devices are addressed by I
2????
IRB7 IRB6 IRB5 IRB4 IRB3 IRB2 IRB1 IRB0 
0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 
IRC7 IRC6 IRC5 IRC4 IRC3 IRC2 IRC1 IRC0 
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 
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unique 7-bit address. After each 8-bit transfer, the master device generates a 9
th
 clock pulse, and releases the SDA line. 
The receiving device (addressed slave) will pull the SDA line low to acknowledge (ACK) the successful transfer or leave 
the SDA high to negative acknowledge (NACK). 
 
Per the I
2
C spec, all transitions in the SDA line must occur when SCL is low.  This requirement leads to two unique 
conditions on the bus associated with the SDA transitions when SCL is high. Master device pulling the SDA line low while 
the SCL line is high indicates the Start (S) condition, and the Stop (P) condition is when the SDA line is pulled high while 
the SCL line is high. The I
2
C protocol also allows for the Restart condition in which the master device issues a second 
start condition without issuing a stop. 
 
All bus transactions begin with the master device issuing the start sequence followed by the slave address byte.  The 
address byte contains the slave address; the upper 7 bits (bits7-1), and the Least Significant bit (LSb).  The LSb of the 
address byte designates if the operation is a read (LSb=1) or a write (LSb=0).  At the 9
th
 clock pulse, the receiving slave 
device will issue the ACK (or NACK).  Following these bus events, the master will send data bytes for a write operation, or 
the slave will clock out data with a read operation. All bus transactions are terminated with the master issuing a stop 
sequence. 
 
I
2
C bus control can be implemented with either hardware logic or in software. Typical hardware designs will release the 
SDA and SCL lines as appropriate to allow the slave device to manipulate these lines.  In a software implementation, care 
must be taken to perform these tasks in code. 
 
 
OPERATIONAL EXAMPLES 
 
The HMC5883L has a fairly quick stabilization time from no voltage to stable and ready for data retrieval. The nominal 6 
milli-seconds with the factory default single measurement mode means that the six bytes of magnetic data registers 
(DXRA, DXRB, DZRA, DZRB, DYRA, and DYRB) are filled with a valid first measurement. 
 
To change the measurement mode to continuous measurement mode, after the power-up time send the three bytes: 
 
0x3C 0x02 0x00 
 
This writes the 00 into the second register or mode register to switch from single to continuous measurement mode 
setting. With the data rate at the factory default of 15Hz updates, a 67 milli-second typical delay should be allowed by the 
I
2
C master before querying the HMC5883L data registers for new measurements. To clock out the new data, send: 
 
0x3D, and clock out DXRA, DXRB, DZRA, DZRB, DYRA, and DYRB located in registers 3 through 8. The HMC5883L will 
automatically re-point back to register 3 for the next 0x3D query. All six data registers must be read properly before new 
data can be placed in any of these data registers. 
 
SELF TEST OPERATION 
 
To check the HMC5883L for proper operation, a self test feature in incorporated in which the sensor offset straps are 
excited to create a nominal field strength (bias field) to be measured. To implement self test, the least significant bits (MS1 
and MS0) of configuration register A are changed from 00 to 01 (positive bias) or 10 (negetive bias), e.g. 0x11 or 0x12. 
 
Then, by placing the mode register into single-measurement mode (0x01), two data acquisition cycles will be made on 
each magnetic vector. The first acquisition will be a set pulse followed shortly by measurement data of the external field. 
The second acquisition will have the offset strap excited (about 10 mA) in the positive bias mode for X, Y, and Z axes to 
create about a ±1.1 gauss self test field plus the external field. The first acquisition values will be subtracted from the 
second acquisition, and the net measurement will be placed into the data output registers.  
 
Since self test adds ~1.1 Gauss additional field to the existing field strength, using a reduced gain setting prevents sensor 
from being saturated and data registers overflowed. For example, if the configuration register B is set to 0x60 (Gain=3), 
values around +766 LSB (1.16 Ga * 660 LSB/Ga) will be placed in the X and Y data output registers and around +713 
(1.08 Ga * 660 LSB/Ga) will be placed in Z data output register. To leave the self test mode, change MS1 and MS0 bit of 
the configuration register A back to 00 (Normal Measurement Mode), e.g. 0x10.  
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SCALE FACTOR CALIBRATION 
 
Using the self test method described above, the user can scale sensor?????????????? to match each other.  Since placing 
device in positive bias mode (or alternatively negative bias mode) applies a known artificial field on all three axes, the 
resulting ADC measurements in data output registers can be used to scale the sensors. For example, if the expected self 
test value for X-axis is 766 and the actual value is 750 then a scale factor of (766/750) should be multiplied to all future 
readings of X-axis. Doing so for all three axes will ensure their sensitivity are well matched, 
 
The built-in self test can also be used to periodically compensate the scaling errors due to temperature variations. A 
compensation factor can be found by comparing the self test outputs with the ones obtained at a known temperature. For 
example, if the self test output is 750 at room temperature and 700 at the current temperature then a compensation factor 
of (750/700) should be applied to all current magnetic readings. A temperature sensor is not required using this method. 
 
 
EXTERNAL CAPACITORS 
 
The two external capacitors should be ceramic type construction with low ESR characteristics. The exact ESR values are 
not critical but values less than 200 milli-ohms are recommended. Reservoir capacitor C1 is nominally 4.7 µF in 
capacitance, with the set/reset capacitor C2 nominally 0.22 µF in capacitance. Low ESR characteristics may not be in 
many small SMT ceramic capacitors (0402), so be prepared to up-size the capacitors to gain Low ESR characteristics. 
 
 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
 
Ordering Number Product 
 
HMC5883L-TR  
 
HMC5883L-demo 
 
HMC5883L-eval 
 
 
Tape and Reel 4k pieces/reel 
 
Development Kit  
 
Evaluation Board 
  
FIND OUT MORE 
 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????www.magneticsensors.com or contact us at 800-
323-8295 (763-954-2474 internationally). 
 
The application circuits herein constitute typical usage and interface of Honeywell product. Honeywell does not warranty or assume liability of customer-
designed circuits derived from this description or depiction. 
 
Honeywell reserves the right to make changes to improve reliability, function or design. Honeywell does not assume any liability arising out of the 
application or use of any product or circuit described herein; neither does it convey any license under its patent rights nor the rights of others.  
 
U.S. Patents 4,441,072, 4,533,872, 4,569,742, 4,681,812, 4,847,584 and 6,529,114 apply to the technology described 
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1.2 Purpose and Scope 
This document is a preliminary product specification, providing a description, specifications, and design related 
information for the ITG-3205TM.  Electrical characteristics are based upon simulation results and limited 
characterization data of advanced samples only.  Specifications are subject to change without notice.  Final 
specifications will be updated based upon characterization of final silicon. 
1.3 Product Overview 
The ITG-3205 is the world’s first single-chip, digital-output, 3-axis MEMS gyro IC optimized for gaming, 3D mice, 
and 3D remote control applications.  The part features enhanced bias and sensitivity temperature stability, reducing the 
need for user calibration.  Low frequency noise is lower than previous generation devices, simplifying application 
development and making for more-responsive remote controls. 
The ITG-3205 features three 16-bit analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) for digitizing the gyro outputs, a user-selectable 
internal low-pass filter bandwidth, and a Fast-Mode I2C (400kHz) interface.  Additional features include an embedded 
temperature sensor and a 2% accurate internal oscillator.  This breakthrough in gyroscope technology provides a 
dramatic 67% package size reduction, delivers a 50% power reduction, and has inherent cost advantages compared to 
competing multi-chip gyro solutions. 
By leveraging its patented and volume-proven Nasiri-Fabrication platform, which integrates MEMS wafers with 
companion CMOS electronics through wafer-level bonding, InvenSense has driven the ITG-3205 package size down to 
a revolutionary footprint of 4x4x0.9mm (QFN), while providing the highest performance, lowest noise, and the lowest 
cost semiconductor packaging required for handheld consumer electronic devices.  The part features a robust 10,000g
shock tolerance, as required by portable consumer equipment.   
For power supply flexibility, the ITG-3205 has a separate VLOGIC reference pin, in addition to its analog supply pin, 
VDD, which sets the logic levels of its I2C interface.  The VLOGIC voltage may be anywhere from 1.71V min to VDD 
max.   
1.4 Applications 
? Motion-enabled game controllers 
? Motion-based portable gaming 
? Motion-based 3D mice and 3D remote controls 
?  “No Touch” UI 
? Health and sports monitoring 
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2 Features  
The ITG-3205 triple-axis MEMS gyroscope includes a wide range of features: 
? Digital-output X-, Y-, and Z-Axis angular rate sensors (gyros) on one integrated circuit with a sensitivity of 
14.375  LSBs per °/sec and a full-scale range of ±2000°/sec 
? Three  integrated 16-bit ADCs provide simultaneous sampling of gyros while requiring no external multiplexer 
? Enhanced bias and sensitivity temperature stability reduces the need for user calibration 
? Low frequency noise lower than previous generation devices, simplifying application development and making 
for more-responsive motion processing 
? Digitally-programmable low-pass filter  
? Low 6.5mA operating current consumption for long battery life 
? Wide VDD supply voltage range of 2.1V to 3.6V 
? Flexible VLOGIC reference voltage allows for I2C interface voltages from 1.71V to VDD 
? Standby current: 5µA 
? Smallest and thinnest package for portable devices (4x4x0.9mm QFN) 
? No high pass filter needed 
? Turn on time: 50ms 
? Digital-output temperature sensor  
? Factory calibrated scale factor 
? 10,000 g shock tolerant  
? Fast Mode I2C (400kHz) serial interface 
? On-chip timing generator clock frequency is accurate to +/-2% over full temperature range 
? Optional external clock inputs of 32.768kHz or 19.2MHz to synchronize with system clock 
? MEMS structure hermetically sealed and bonded at wafer level 
? RoHS and Green compliant 
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3 Electrical Characteristics  
3.1 Sensor Specifications 
Typical Operating Circuit of Section 4.2, VDD = 2.5V, VLOGIC = 1.71V to VDD, TA=25°C.
Parameter Conditions Min Typical Max Unit Note 
GYRO SENSITIVITY       
Full-Scale Range FS_SEL=3  ±2000  º/s 4 
Gyro ADC Word Length   16  Bits 3 
Sensitivity Scale Factor FS_SEL=3  14.375  LSB/(º/s) 3 
Sensitivity Scale Factor Tolerance 25°C -6  +6 % 1 
Sensitivity Scale Factor Variation Over 
Temperature 
0°C to 55°C  ±10  % 2 
Nonlinearity Best fit straight line; 25°C  0.2  % 6 
Cross-Axis Sensitivity   2  % 6 
GYRO ZERO-RATE OUTPUT (ZRO)       
Initial ZRO Tolerance   ±60  º/s 1 
ZRO Variation Over Temperature 0°C to 55°C  ±40  º/s 2 
Power-Supply Sensitivity (1-10Hz) Sine wave, 100mVpp; VDD=2.2V  0.2  º/s 5 
Power-Supply Sensitivity (10 - 250Hz) Sine wave, 100mVpp; VDD=2.2V  0.2  º/s 5 
Power-Supply Sensitivity (250Hz - 100kHz) Sine wave, 100mVpp; VDD=2.2V  4  º/s 5 
Linear Acceleration Sensitivity Static  0.1  º/s/g 6
GYRO NOISE PERFORMANCE FS_SEL=3      
Total RMS noise 100Hz LPF (DLPFCFG=2) 0.7 º/s-rms 1
GYRO MECHANICAL FREQUENCIES       
X-Axis  30 33 36 kHz 1 
Y-Axis  27 30 33 kHz 1 
Z-Axis  24 27 30 kHz 1 
Frequency Separation Between any two axes 1.7   kHz 1 
GYRO START-UP TIME DLPFCFG=0      
ZRO Settling to ±1º/s of Final  50  ms 6 
TEMPERATURE SENSOR       
Range   -30 to 
+5585 
 ºC 2 
Sensitivity   280  LSB/ºC 2 
Temperature Offset 35oC  -13,200  LSB 1 
Initial Accuracy 35oC  TBD  °C  
Linearity Best fit straight line (-30°C to 
+585°C) 
 ±1  °C 2, 5 
TEMPERATURE RANGE 
Specified Temperature Range 0-40 585 ºC 
       
Notes: 
1. Tested in production 
2. Based on characterization of 30 pieces over temperature on evaluation board or in socket 
3. Based on design, through modeling and simulation across PVT 
4. Typical. Randomly selected part measured at room temperature on evaluation board or in socket 
5. Based on characterization of 5 pieces over temperature 
6. Tested on 5 parts at room temperature 
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3.2 Electrical Specifications 
Typical Operating Circuit of Section 4.2, VDD = 2.5V, VLOGIC = 1.71V to VDD, TA=25°C.
Parameters Conditions Min Typical Max Units Notes 
VDD POWER SUPPLY 
Operating Voltage Range   2.1  3.6 V 2 
Power-Supply Ramp Rate Monotonic ramp.  Ramp rate 
is 10% to 90% of the final 
value (see Figure in Section 
4.4) 
0  5 ms 2 
Normal Operating Current  6.5  mA 1 
Sleep Mode Current  5  µA 5 
VLOGIC REFERENCE 
VOLTAGE      
Voltage Range VLOGIC must be ?VDD at all 
times 
1.71  VDD V  
VLOGIC Ramp Rate Monotonic ramp. Ramp rate is 
10% to 90% of the final value 
(see Figure in Section 4.4) 
  1 ms 6 
Normal Operating Current 100 µA  
START-UP TIME FOR 
REGISTER  READ/WRITE 
20 ms 5 
I2C ADDRESS AD0 = 0  1101000   6 
AD0 = 1  1101001   6 
 DIGITAL INPUTS (AD0, 
CLKIN)      
VIH, High Level Input Voltage 0.9*VLOGIC V 5 
VIL, Low Level Input Voltage   0.1*VLOGIC V 5 
CI, Input Capacitance   5 pF 7 
DIGITAL OUTPUT (INT) 
VOH, High Level Output Voltage OPEN=0, Rload=1M? 0.9*VLOGIC V 2 
VOL, Low Level Output Voltage OPEN=0, Rload=1M? 0.1*VLOGIC V 2 
VOL.INT1, INT Low-Level Output 
Voltage
OPEN=1, 0.3mA sink current 0.1 V 2 
Output Leakage Current OPEN=1 100 nA 4 
tINT, INT Pulse Width LATCH_INT_EN=0 50 µs 4 
Notes: 
1. Tested in production 
2. Based on characterization of 30 pieces over temperature on evaluation board or in socket 
4. Typical. Randomly selected part measured at room temperature on evaluation board or in socket 
5. Based on characterization of 5 pieces over temperature 
6. Guaranteed by design 
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3.3 Electrical Specifications, continued 
Typical Operating Circuit of Section 4.2, VDD = 2.5V, VLOGIC = 1.71V to VDD, TA=25°C.
Parameters Conditions Typical Units Notes 
I2C I/O (SCL, SDA) 
VIL, LOW-Level Input Voltage   -0.5 to 0.3*VLOGIC V 2 
VIH, HIGH-Level Input Voltage   0.7*VLOGIC to VLOGIC + 0.5V V 2 
Vhys, Hysteresis   0.1*VLOGIC  V 2 
VOL1, LOW-Level Output Voltage 3mA sink current 0 to 0.4 V 2 
IOL, LOW-Level Output Current VOL = 0.4V 
VOL = 0.6V 
3
6
mA 
mA 
2
2
Output Leakage Current 100 nA 4 
tof, Output Fall Time from VIHmax to 
VILmax
 Cb bus cap. in pF 20+0.1Cb to 250 ns 2 
CI, Capacitance for Each I/O pin   10 pF 5 
Notes: 
2. Based on characterization of 5 pieces over temperature. 
4. Typical. Randomly selected part measured at room temperature on evaluation board or in socket 
5. Guaranteed by design 
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3.4 Electrical Specifications, continued 
Typical Operating Circuit of Section 4.2, VDD = 2.5V, VLOGIC = 1.71V to VDD, TA=25°C.
Parameters Conditions Min Typical Max Units Notes 
INTERNAL CLOCK SOURCE CLKSEL=0, 1, 2, or 3      
Sample Rate, Fast DLPFCFG=0 
SAMPLERATEDIV = 0 
 8  kHz 4 
Sample Rate, Slow DLPFCFG=1,2,3,4,5, or 6 
SAMPLERATEDIV = 0 
 1  kHz 4 
Clock Frequency Initial Tolerance   CLKSEL=0, 25°C -5  +5 % 1 
  CLKSEL=1,2,3; 25°C -1  +1 % 1 
Frequency Variation over Temperature CLKSEL=0  -15 to +10  % 2 
  CLKSEL=1,2,3  +/-1  % 2 
PLL Settling Time CLKSEL=1,2,3  1  ms 3 
EXTERNAL 32.768kHz CLOCK CLKSEL=4      
External Clock Frequency    32.768  kHz 3 
External Clock Jitter Cycle-to-cycle rms  1 to 2  µs 3 
Sample Rate, Fast DLPFCFG=0 
SAMPLERATEDIV = 0 
 8.192  kHz 3 
Sample Rate, Slow DLPFCFG=1,2,3,4,5, or 6 
SAMPLERATEDIV = 0 
 1.024  kHz 3 
PLL Settling Time    1  ms 3 
EXTERNAL 19.2MHz CLOCK CLKSEL=5      
External Clock Frequency    19.2  MHz 3 
Sample Rate, Fast DLPFCFG=0 
SAMPLERATEDIV = 0 
 8  kHz 3 
Sample Rate, Slow DLPFCFG=1,2,3,4,5, or 6 
SAMPLERATEDIV = 0 
 1  kHz 3 
PLL Settling Time    1  ms 3 
Charge Pump Clock Frequency       
Frequency 1st Stage,  25°C  8.5  MHz 5 
 2nd Stage, 25°C  68  MHz 5 
 Over temperature  +/-15  % 5 
Notes: 
1. Tested in production 
2. Based on characterization of 30 pieces over temperature on evaluation board or in socket 
3. Based on design, through modeling and simulation across PVT 
4. Typical. Randomly selected part measured at room temperature on evaluation board or in socket 
5. Based on characterization of 5 pieces over temperature. 
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3.5 I2C Timing Characterization 
Typical Operating Circuit of Section 4.2, VDD = 2.5V, VLOGIC = 1.8V±5%, 2.5V±5%, 3.0V±5%, or 3.3V±5%, 
TA=25°C.
Parameters Conditions Min Typical Max Units Notes 
I2C TIMING I2C FAST-MODE      
fSCL, SCL Clock Frequency  0  400 kHz 1 
tHD.STA, (Repeated) START Condition Hold Time  0.6   us 1 
tLOW, SCL Low Period  1.3   us 1 
tHIGH, SCL High Period  0.6   us 1 
tSU.STA, Repeated START Condition Setup Time  0.6   us 1 
tHD.DAT, SDA Data Hold Time  0   us 1 
tSU.DAT, SDA Data Setup Time  100   ns 1 
tr, SDA and SCL Rise Time Cb bus cap. from 10 to 400pF 20+0.1Cb  300 ns 1 
tf, SDA and SCL Fall Time Cb bus cap. from 10 to 400pF 20+0.1Cb  300 ns 1 
tSU.STO, STOP Condition Setup Time  0.6   us 1 
tBUF, Bus Free Time Between STOP and START 
Condition 
 1.3   us 1 
Cb, Capacitive Load for each Bus Line    400 pF 2 
tVD.DAT, Data Valid Time    0.9 us 1 
tVD.ACK, Data Valid Acknowledge Time    0.9 us 1 
Notes: 
1. Based on characterization of 5 pieces over temperature on evaluation board or in socket 
2. Guaranteed by design 
I
2
C Bus Timing Diagram 
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3.6 Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Stresses above those listed as “Absolute Maximum Ratings” may cause permanent damage to the device. These are 
stress ratings only and functional operation of the device at these conditions is not implied.  Exposure to the absolute 
maximum ratings conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.  
Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Parameter Rating 
Supply Voltage, VDD -0.5V to +6V 
VLOGIC Input Voltage Level -0.5V to VDD + 0.5V 
REGOUT -0.5V to 2V 
Input Voltage Level (CLKIN, AD0) -0.5V to VDD + 0.5V 
SCL, SDA, INT -0.5V to VLOGIC + 0.5V 
CPOUT (2.1V ? VDD ? 3.6V ) -0.5V to 30V 
Acceleration (Any Axis, unpowered) 10,000g for 0.3ms 
Operating Temperature Range 0°C to +55°C 
Storage Temperature Range -40°C to +125°C 
Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) Protection 
1.5kV (HBM);  
200V (MM) 
Latch-up 
±60mA @ 125°C 
JEDEC Condition “B” 
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4 Applications Information 
4.1 Pin Out and Signal Description    
Number Pin Pin Description
1 CLKIN Optional external reference clock input.  Connect to GND if unused. 
8 VLOGIC Digital IO supply voltage.  VLOGIC must be ? VDD at all times.   
9 AD0 I2C Slave Address LSB 
10 REGOUT Regulator filter capacitor connection 
12 INT Interrupt digital output (totem pole or open-drain) 
13 VDD Power supply voltage 
18 GND Power supply ground 
11 RESV-G Reserved - Connect to ground. 
6, 7, 19, 21, 22 RESV Reserved. Do not connect.  
20 CPOUT Charge pump capacitor connection 
23 SCL I2C serial clock 
24 SDA I2C serial data 
2, 3, 4, 5, 14, 15, 16, 17 NC Not internally connected. May be used for PCB trace routing. 
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4.2 Typical Operating Circuit  
4.3 Bill of Materials for External Components 
Component Label Specification Quantity 
Charge Pump Capacitor  C1 Ceramic, X7R, 2.2nF ±10%, 50V 1 
VDD Bypass Capacitor C2 Ceramic, X7R, 0.1µF ±10%, 4V 1 
Regulator Filter Capacitor  C3 Ceramic, X7R, 0.1µF ±10%, 2V 1 
VLOGIC Bypass Capacitor C4 Ceramic, X7R, 10nF ±10%, 4V 1 
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4.4 Recommended Power-On Procedure 
TVLGR
VLOGIC
VDD
TVDDR
Power-Up Sequencing
1.??TVDDR is?VDD?rise?time:?Time?for?VDD?to?
rise?from?10%?to?90%?of?its?final?value
2. TVDDR is??5msec
3.??TVLGR is?VLOGIC?rise?time:?Time?for?
VLOGIC?to?rise?from?10%?to?90%?of?its?
final?value?
4. TVLGR is??1msec
5.??TVLG-VDD is?the?delay?from?the?start?of?
VDD?ramp?to?the?start?of?VLOGIC?rise
6. TVLG-VDD is?0?to?20msec?but?VLOGIC?
amplitude?must?always?be??VDD?
amplitude
7.??VDD?and?VLOGIC?must?be?monotonic?
ramps
90%
10%
90%
10%
TVLG?- VDD
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5 Functional Overview 
5.1 Block Diagram 
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Temp 
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ADCY Gyro
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8
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5.2 Overview 
The ITG-3205 consists of the following key blocks and functions: 
? Three-axis MEMS rate gyroscope sensors with individual 16-bit ADCs and signal conditioning 
? I2C serial communications interface 
? Clocking 
? Sensor Data Registers 
? Interrupts 
? Digital-Output Temperature Sensor  
? Bias and LDO 
? Charge Pump 
5.3 Three-Axis MEMS Gyroscope with 16-bit ADCs and Signal Conditioning 
The ITG-3205 consists of three independent vibratory MEMS gyroscopes, which detect rotational rate about the X 
(roll), Y (pitch), and Z (yaw) axes.  When the gyros are rotated about any of the sense axes, the Coriolis Effect causes a 
deflection that is detected by a capacitive pickoff. The resulting signal is amplified, demodulated, and filtered to 
produce a voltage that is proportional to the angular rate.  This voltage is digitized using individual on-chip 16-bit 
Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs) to sample each axis. 
The full-scale range of the gyro sensors is preset to ±2000 degrees per second (°/s).  The ADC output rate is 
programmable up to a maximum of 8,000 samples per second down to 3.9 samples per second, and user-selectable low-
pass filters enable a wide range of cut-off frequencies. 
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5.4 I2C Serial Communications Interface 
The ITG-3205 communicates to a system processor using the I2C serial interface, and the device always acts as a slave 
when communicating to the system processor.  The logic level for communications to the master is set by the 
voltage on the VLOGIC pin.  The LSB of the of the I2C slave address is set by pin 9 (AD0).   
5.5 Clocking 
The ITG-3205 has a flexible clocking scheme, allowing for a variety of internal or external clock sources for the 
internal synchronous circuitry.  This synchronous circuitry includes the signal conditioning, ADCs, and various control 
circuits and registers.  An on-chip PLL provides flexibility in the allowable inputs for generating this clock. 
Allowable internal sources for generating the internal clock are: 
? An internal relaxation oscillator (less accurate) 
? Any of the X, Y, or Z gyros’ MEMS oscillators (with an accuracy of ±2% over temperature) 
Allowable external clocking sources are:  
? 32.768kHz square wave  
? 19.2MHz square wave 
Which source to select for generating the internal synchronous clock depends on the availability of external sources and 
the requirements for clock accuracy.  There are also start-up conditions to consider.  When the ITG-3205 first starts up, 
the device operates off of its internal clock until programmed to operate from another source.  This allows the user, for 
example, to wait for the MEMS oscillators to stabilize before they are selected as the clock source. 
5.6 Sensor Data Registers  
The sensor data registers contain the latest gyro and temperature data.  They are read-only registers, and are accessed 
via the Serial Interface.  Data from these registers may be read at any time, however, the interrupt function may be used 
to determine when new data is available.   
   
5.7 Interrupts 
Interrupt functionality is configured via the Interrupt Configuration register.  Items that are configurable include the INT 
pin configuration, the interrupt latching and clearing method, and triggers for the interrupt.  Items that can trigger an 
interrupt are (1) Clock generator locked to new reference oscillator (used when switching clock sources); and (2) new 
data is available to be read from the Data registers.  The interrupt status can be read from the Interrupt Status register. 
5.8 Digital-Output Temperature Sensor 
An on-chip temperature sensor and ADC are used to measure the ITG-3205 die temperature.  The readings from the 
ADC can be read from the Sensor Data registers. 
5.9 Bias and LDO 
The bias and LDO sections take in an unregulated VDD supply from 2.1V to 3.6V and generate the internal supply and 
the references voltages and currents required by the ITG-3205.  The LDO output is bypassed by a capacitor at 
REGOUT.  Additionally, the part has a VLOGIC reference voltage which sets the logic levels for its I2C interface.   
5.10 Charge Pump 
An on-board charge pump generates the high voltage (25V) required to drive the MEMS oscillators.  Its output is 
bypassed by a capacitor at CPOUT. 
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6 Digital Interface 
6.1 I2C Serial Interface 
The internal registers and memory of the ITG-3205 can be accessed using I2C at up to 400kHz.  
Serial Interface
Pin Number Pin Name Pin Description 
8 VLOGIC Digital IO supply voltage.  VLOGIC must be ? VDD at all times.   
9 AD0 I2C Slave Address LSB 
23 SCL I2C serial clock 
24 SDA I2C serial data 
6.1.1 I2C Interface 
I2C is a two wire interface comprised of the signals serial data (SDA) and serial clock (SCL). In general, the lines are 
open-drain and bi-directional. In a generalized I2C interface implementation, attached devices can be a master or a 
slave. The master device puts the slave address on the bus, and the slave device with the matching address 
acknowledges the master.  
The ITG-3205 always operates as a slave device when communicating to the system processor, which thus acts as the 
master.  SDA and SCL lines typically need pull-up resistors to VDD. The maximum bus speed is 400kHz.  
The slave address of the ITG-3205 devices is b110100X which is 7 bits long. The LSB bit of the 7 bit address is 
determined by the logic level on pin 9. This allows two ITG-3205 devices to be connected to the same I2C bus.  When 
used in this configuration, the address of the one of the devices should be b1101000 (pin 9 is logic low) and the address 
of the other should be b1101001 (pin 9 is logic high). The I2C address is stored in register 0 (WHO_AM_I register). 
I
2
C Communications Protocol 
START (S) and STOP (P) Conditions
Communication on the I2C bus starts when the master puts the START condition (S) on the bus, which is defined as a 
HIGH-to-LOW transition of the SDA line while SCL line is HIGH (see figure below).  The bus is considered to be busy 
until the master puts a STOP condition (P) on the bus, which is defined as a LOW to HIGH transition on the SDA line 
while SCL is HIGH (see figure below). 
Additionally, the bus remains busy if a repeated START (Sr) is generated instead of a STOP condition.  
START and STOP Conditions 
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Data Format / Acknowledge
I2C data bytes are defined to be 8 bits long.  There is no restriction to the number of bytes transmitted per data transfer.  
Each byte transferred must be followed by an acknowledge (ACK) signal.  The clock for the acknowledge signal is 
generated by the master, while the receiver generates the actual acknowledge signal by pulling down SDA and holding 
it low during the HIGH portion of the acknowledge clock pulse.   
If a slave is busy and cannot transmit or receive another byte of data until some other task has been performed, it can 
hold SCL LOW, thus forcing the master into a wait state.  Normal data transfer resumes when the slave is ready, and 
releases the clock line (see figure below). 
Acknowledge on the I
2
C Bus 
Communications
After beginning communications with the START condition (S), the master sends a 7-bit slave address followed by an 
8th bit, the read/write bit. The read/write bit indicates whether the master is receiving data from or is writing to the slave 
device. Then, the master releases the SDA line and waits for the acknowledge signal (ACK) from the slave device.  
Each byte transferred must be followed by an acknowledge bit.  To acknowledge, the slave device pulls the SDA line 
LOW and keeps it LOW for the high period of the SCL line.  Data transmission is always terminated by the master with 
a STOP condition (P), thus freeing the communications line.  However, the master can generate a repeated START 
condition (Sr), and address another slave without first generating a STOP condition (P).  A LOW to HIGH transition on 
the SDA line while SCL is HIGH defines the stop condition. All SDA changes should take place when SCL is low, with 
the exception of start and stop conditions.
Complete I
2
C Data Transfer 
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To write the internal ITG-3205 device registers, the master transmits the start condition (S), followed by the I2C address 
and the write bit (0). At the 9th clock cycle (when the clock is high), the ITG-3205 device acknowledges the transfer. 
Then the master puts the register address (RA) on the bus. After the ITG-3205 acknowledges the reception of the 
register address, the master puts the register data onto the bus.  This is followed by the ACK signal, and data transfer 
may be concluded by the stop condition (P). To write multiple bytes after the last ACK signal, the master can continue 
outputting data rather than transmitting a stop signal. In this case, the ITG-3205 device automatically increments the 
register address and loads the data to the appropriate register. The following figures show single and two-byte write 
sequences.   
Single-Byte Write Sequence 
Burst Write Sequence 
To read the internal ITG-3205 device registers, the master first transmits the start condition (S), followed by the I2C
address and the write bit (0).  At the 9th clock cycle (when clock is high), the ITG acknowledges the transfer. The master 
then writes the register address that is going to be read. Upon receiving the ACK signal from the ITG-3205, the master 
transmits a start signal followed by the slave address and read bit. As a result, the ITG-3205 sends an ACK signal and 
the data. The communication ends with a not acknowledge (NACK) signal and a stop bit from master. The NACK 
condition is defined such that the SDA line remains high at the 9th clock cycle. To read multiple bytes of data, the 
master can output an acknowledge signal (ACK) instead of a not acknowledge (NACK) signal.  In this case, the ITG-
3205 automatically increments the register address and outputs data from the appropriate register.  The following 
figures show single and two-byte read sequences. 
Single-Byte Read Sequence 
Burst  Read Sequence 
Master S AD+W  RA  DATA  P 
Slave   ACK  ACK  ACK  
Master S AD+W  RA  DATA  DATA  P 
Slave   ACK  ACK  ACK  ACK  
Master S AD+W  RA  S AD+R   NACK P 
Slave   ACK  ACK   ACK DATA   
Master S AD+W  RA  S AD+R   ACK  NACK P 
Slave   ACK  ACK   ACK DATA  DATA   
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I
2
C Terms 
Signal Description 
S Start Condition: SDA goes from high to low while SCL is high 
AD Slave I2C address 
W Write bit (0) 
R Read bit (1) 
ACK Acknowledge: SDA line is low while the SCL line is high at the 9th clock cycle 
NACK Not-Acknowledge: SDA line stays high at the 9th clock cycle 
RA ITG-3205 internal register address 
DATA Transmit or received data 
P Stop condition: SDA going from low to high while SCL is high 
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7 Register Map  
Addr
Hex
Addr
Decimal 
Register Name R/W Bit7 Bit6 Bit5 Bit4 Bit3 Bit2 Bit1 Bit0 
0 0 WHO_AM_I R/W 0 ID - 
15 21 SMPLRT_DIV R/W SMPLRT_DIV 
16 22 DLPF_FS R/W - - - FS_SEL DLPF_CFG 
17 23 INT_CFG R/W ACTL OPEN 
LATCH_ 
INT_EN 
INT_
ANYRD_ 
2CLEAR 
-
ITG_RDY
_EN 
-
RAW_ 
RDY_ EN 
1A 26 INT_STATUS R - - - - - 
ITG_RDY 
-
RAW_ 
DATA_ 
RDY
1B 27 TEMP_OUT_H R TEMP_OUT_H 
1C 28 TEMP_OUT_L R TEMP_OUT_L 
1D 29 GYRO_XOUT_H R GYRO_XOUT_H 
1E 30 GYRO_XOUT_L R GYRO_XOUT_L 
1F 31 GYRO_YOUT_H R GYRO_YOUT_H 
20 32 GYRO_YOUT_L R GYRO_YOUT_L 
21 33 GYRO_ZOUT_H R GYRO_ZOUT_H 
22 34 GYRO_ZOUT_L R GYRO_ZOUT_L 
3E 62 PWR_MGM R/W H_RESET SLEEP STBY_XG STBY_YG STBY_ZG CLK_SEL 
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8 Register Description 
This section details each register within the InvenSense ITG-3205 gyroscope. Note that any bit that is not defined 
should be set to zero in order to be compatible with future InvenSense devices.   
The register space allows single-byte reads and writes, as well as burst reads and writes.  When performing burst reads 
or writes, the memory pointer will increment until either (1) reading or writing is terminated by the master, or (2) the 
memory pointer reaches certain reserved registers between registers 33 and 60.
8.1 Register 0 – Who Am I 
 Type: Read/Write 
Register 
(Hex) 
Register 
(Decimal) 
Bit7 Bit6 Bit5 Bit4 Bit3 Bit2 Bit1 Bit0
0 0 0 ID -
Description:
This register is used to verify the identity of the device. 
Parameters:
ID Contains the I2C address of the device, which can also be changed by writing to this register. 
The Bit7 should always be set to “0”. 
The Power-On-Reset value of Bit6: Bit1 is 110 100. 
8.2 Register 21 – Sample Rate Divider  
 Type: Read/Write 
Register 
(Hex) 
Register 
(Decimal) 
Bit7 Bit6 Bit5 Bit4 Bit3 Bit2 Bit1 Bit0
Default 
Value
15 21 SMPLRT_DIV 00h 
Description:
This register determines the sample rate of the ITG-3205 gyros.  The gyros outputs are sampled internally at 
either 1kHz or 8kHz, determined by the DLPF_CFG setting (see register 22).  This sampling is then filtered 
digitally and delivered into the sensor registers after the number of cycles determined by this register.  The 
sample rate is given by the following formula: 
Fsample = Finternal / (divider+1), where Finternal is either 1kHz or 8kHz 
As an example, if the internal sampling is at 1kHz, then setting this register to 7 would give the following: 
Fsample = 1kHz / (7 + 1) = 125Hz, or 8ms per sample 
Parameters:
SMPLRT_DIV Sample rate divider: 0 to 255 
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8.3 Register 22 – DLPF, Full Scale
 Type: Read/Write 
Register 
(Hex) 
Register 
(Decimal) 
Bit7 Bit6 Bit5 Bit4 Bit3 Bit2 Bit1 Bit0
Default 
Value
16 22 - FS_SEL DLPF_CFG 00h 
Description:
This register configures several parameters related to the sensor acquisition. 
The FS_SEL parameter allows setting the full-scale range of the gyro sensors, as described in the table below. 
The power-on-reset value of FS_SEL is 00h.  Set to 03h for proper operation.
FS_SEL 
FS_SEL Gyro Full-Scale Range 
0 Reserved 
1 Reserved 
2 Reserved 
3 ±2000°/sec 
The DLPF_CFG parameter sets the digital low pass filter configuration.  It also determines the internal 
sampling rate used by the device as shown in the table below. 
DLPF_CFG 
DLPF_CFG Low Pass Filter Bandwidth Internal Sample Rate 
0 256Hz 8kHz 
1 188Hz 1kHz 
2 98Hz 1kHz 
3 42Hz 1kHz 
4 20Hz 1kHz 
5 10Hz 1kHz 
6 5Hz 1kHz 
7 Reserved Reserved 
Parameters:
FS_SEL Full scale selection for gyro sensor data     
DLPF_CFG Digital low pass filter configuration and internal sampling rate configuration 
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DLPF Characteristics: The gain and phase responses of the digital low pass filter settings (DLPF_CFG) are 
shown below: 
Gain and Phase vs. Digital Filter Setting 
Gain and Phase vs. Digital Filter Setting, Showing Passband Details
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8.4 Register 23 – Interrupt Configuration 
 Type: Read/Write 
Register 
(Hex) 
Register 
(Decimal) 
Bit7 Bit6 Bit5 Bit4 Bit3 Bit2 Bit1 Bit0
Default 
Value
17 23 ACTL OPEN 
LATCH_ 
INT_EN 
INT_ 
ANYRD_
2CLEAR 
0
ITG_RDY_
EN 
0
RAW_ 
RDY_ EN 
00h 
Description:
This register configures the interrupt operation of the device.  The interrupt output pin (INT) configuration can 
be set, the interrupt latching/clearing method can be set, and the triggers for the interrupt can be set. 
Note that if the application requires reading every sample of data from the ITG-3205 part, it is best to enable 
the raw data ready interrupt (RAW_RDY_EN).  This allows the application to know when new sample data is 
available.
Parameters:
ACTL Logic level for INT output pin – 1=active low, 0=active high  
OPEN Drive type for INT output pin – 1=open drain, 0=push-pull 
LATCH_INT_EN Latch mode – 1=latch until interrupt is cleared, 0=50us pulse 
INT_ANYRD_2CLEAR Latch clear method – 1=any register read, 0=status register read only 
ITG_RDY_EN Enable interrupt when device is ready (PLL ready after changing clock source)  
RAW_RDY_EN Enable interrupt when data is available 
0 Load zeros into Bits 1 and 3 of the Interrupt Configuration register. 
8.5 Register 26 – Interrupt Status 
 Type: Read only 
Register 
(Hex) 
Register 
(Decimal) 
Bit7 Bit6 Bit5 Bit4 Bit3 Bit2 Bit1 Bit0
Default 
Value
1A 26 - - - - - ITG_RDY -
RAW_ 
DATA_
RDY
00h 
Description:
This register is used to determine the status of the ITG-3205 interrupts.  Whenever one of the interrupt sources 
is triggered, the corresponding bit will be set.  The polarity of the interrupt pin (active high/low) and the latch 
type (pulse or latch) has no affect on these status bits. 
Use the Interrupt Configuration register (23) to enable the interrupt triggers.  If the interrupt is not enabled, the 
associated status bit will not get set. 
In normal use, the RAW_DATA_RDY interrupt is used to determine when new sensor data is available in either 
the sensor registers (27 to 32). 
Interrupt Status bits get cleared as determined by INT_ANYRD_2CLEAR in the interrupt configuration 
register (23). 
Parameters:
ITG_RDY PLL ready 
RAW_DATA_RDY Raw data is ready   
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8.6 Registers 27 to 34 – Sensor Registers  
 Type: Read only 
Register 
(Hex) 
Register 
(Decimal) 
Bit7 Bit6 Bit5 Bit4 Bit3 Bit2 Bit1 Bit0
1B 27 TEMP_OUT_H 
1C 28 TEMP_OUT_L 
1D 29 GYRO_XOUT_H 
1E 30 GYRO_XOUT_L 
1F 31 GYRO_YOUT_H 
20 32 GYRO_YOUT_L 
21 33 GYRO_ZOUT_H 
22 34 GYRO_ZOUT_L 
Description:
These registers contain the gyro and temperature sensor data for the ITG-3205 parts.  At any time, these values 
can be read from the device; however it is best to use the interrupt function to determine when new data is 
available.
Parameters:
TEMP_OUT_H/L 16-bit temperature data (2’s complement format)
GYRO_XOUT_H/L 16-bit X gyro output data (2’s complement format) 
GYRO_YOUT_H/L 16-bit Y gyro output data (2’s complement format) 
GYRO_ZOUT_H/L 16-bit Y gyro output data (2’s complement format) 
8.7 Register 62 – Power Management 
 Type: Read/Write 
Register 
(Hex) 
Register 
(Decimal) 
Bit7 Bit6 Bit5 Bit4 Bit3 Bit2 Bit1 Bit0 
Default
Value 
3E 62 H_RESET SLEEP 
STBY
_XG 
STBY     
_YG 
STBY
  _ZG
CLK_SEL 00h 
Description:
This register is used to manage the power control, select the clock source, and to issue a master reset to the 
device. 
Setting the SLEEP bit in the register puts the device into very low power sleep mode.  In this mode, only the 
serial interface and internal registers remain active, allowing for a very low standby current. Clearing this bit 
puts the device back into normal mode.  To save power, the individual standby selections for each of the gyros 
should be used if any gyro axis is not used by the application. 
The CLK_SEL setting determines the device clock source as follows: 
CLK_SEL 
CLK_SEL Clock Source 
0 Internal oscillator 
1 PLL with X Gyro reference 
2 PLL with Y Gyro reference 
3 PLL with Z Gyro reference 
4 PLL with external 32.768kHz reference 
5 PLL with external 19.2MHz reference 
6 Reserved 
7 Reserved 
On power up, the ITG-3205 defaults to the internal oscillator.  It is highly recommended that the device is 
configured to use one of the gyros (or an external clock) as the clock reference, due to the improved stability. 
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Parameters:
H_RESET Reset device and internal registers to the power-up-default settings 
SLEEP Enable low power sleep mode 
STBY_XG Put gyro X in standby mode (1=standby, 0=normal) 
STBY_YG Put gyro Y in standby mode (1=standby, 0=normal) 
STBY_ZG Put gyro Z in standby mode (1=standby, 0=normal) 
CLK_SEL Select device clock source 
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9 Assembly 
9.1 Orientation 
The diagram below shows the orientation of the axes of sensitivity and the polarity of rotation.  
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9.2 Package Dimensions 
Package Dimensions 
Top View Bottom View 
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9.3 Package Marking Specification 
InvenSense
ITG3205
XXXXXX-XX
XX YYWW   X
Lot traceability code
Foundry code
Package Vendor Code
Rev Code
YY = Year Code
WW = Work Week
TOP VIEW
Part number
Package Marking Specification 
9.4 Tape & Reel Specification
Tape Dimensions
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Reel Outline Drawing 
Reel Dimensions and Package Size 
PKG 
SIZE 
REEL (mm) 
L V W Z 
4x4 330 100 13.2 2.2 
Tape and Reel Specification 
Reel Specifications 
Quantity Per Reel 5,000 
Reels per Box 1 
Boxes Per Carton (max) 3 full pizza boxes packed in the center of the carton, 
buffered by two empty pizza boxes (front and back). 
Pcs/Carton (max) 15,000 
Package Orientation 
Pin 1 
User Direction of 
Feed
Cover Tape 
(Anti-Static) 
Carrier Tape 
(Anti-Static) 
Label 
Reel
Terminal Tape 
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9.5 Label  
9.6 Packaging 
Moisture Barrier Bag 
With Labels 
Anti-static Label 
Moisture-Sensitive 
Caution Label 
Tape & Reel Label 
Reel in Box Box with Tape & Reel Label 
Moisture-Sensitive Caution Label 
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9.7 Soldering Exposed Die Pad 
The ITG-3205 has very low active and standby current consumption. The exposed die pad is not required for heat 
sinking, and should not be soldered to the PCB since soldering to it contributes to performance changes due to package 
thermo-mechanical stress. 
9.8 Component Placement 
Testing indicates that there are no specific design considerations other than generally accepted industry design practices 
for component placement near the ITG-3205 multi-axis gyroscope to prevent noise coupling, and thermo-mechanical 
stress.
9.9 PCB Mounting and Cross-Axis Sensitivity 
Orientation errors of the gyroscope mounted to the printed circuit board can cause cross-axis sensitivity in which one 
gyro responds to rotation about another axis, for example, the X-axis gyroscope responding to rotation about the Y or Z 
axes. The orientation mounting errors are illustrated in the figure below. 
 The table below shows the cross-axis sensitivity as a percentage of the specified gyroscope’s sensitivity for a given 
orientation error.  
Cross-Axis Sensitivity vs. Orientation Error 
Orientation Error 
 (? or ?)
Cross-Axis Sensitivity 
(sin? or sin?)
0º 0% 
0.5º 0.87% 
1º 1.75% 
The specification for cross-axis sensitivity in Section 3 includes the effect of the die orientation error with respect to the 
package. 
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9.10  MEMS Handling Instructions 
MEMS (Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems) are a time-proven, robust technology used in hundreds of millions of 
consumer, automotive and industrial products. MEMS devices consist of microscopic moving mechanical structures. 
They differ from conventional IC products even though they can be found in similar packages. Therefore, MEMS 
devices require different handling precautions than conventional ICs prior to mounting onto printed circuit boards 
(PCBs). 
The ITG-3205 gyroscope has a shock tolerance of 10,000g. InvenSense packages its gyroscopes as it deems proper for 
protection against normal handling and shipping. It recommends the following handling precautions to prevent potential 
damage. 
? Individually packaged or trays of gyroscopes should not be dropped onto hard surfaces. Components placed in trays 
could be subject to g-forces in excess of 10,000g if dropped.  
? Printed circuit boards that incorporate mounted gyroscopes should not be separated by manually snapping apart. 
This could also create g-forces in excess of 10,000g. 
9.11 Gyroscope Surface Mount Guidelines 
Any material used in the surface mount assembly process of the MEMS gyroscope should be free of restricted RoHS 
elements or compounds. Pb-free solders should be used for assembly.   
In order to assure gyroscope performance, several industry standard guidelines need to be considered for surface 
mounting. These guidelines are for both printed circuit board (PCB) design and surface mount assembly and are 
available from packaging and assembly houses. 
When using MEMS gyroscope components in plastic packages, package stress due to PCB mounting and assembly 
could affect the output offset and its value over a wide range of temperatures. This is caused by the mismatch between 
the Coefficient of Linear Temperature Expansion (CTE) of the package material and the PCB. Care must be taken to 
avoid package stress due to mounting. 
9.12 Reflow Specification  
The ITG-3205 gyroscope was qualified in accordance with IPC/JEDEC J-STD-020C. This standard classifies proper 
packaging, storage and handling to avoid subsequent thermal and mechanical damage during assembly solder reflow 
attachment. Classification specifies a bake cycle, moisture soak cycle in a temperature humidity oven, followed by three 
solder reflow cycles and functional testing for qualification. All temperatures refer to the topside of the QFN package, 
as measured on the package body surface. The peak solder reflow classification temperature requirement is specified as 
(260 +5/-0°C) for lead-free soldering of components less than 1.6 mm thick.   
Lower Production solder-reflow temperatures are recommended for production assembly.  Check the recommendations 
of your solder manufacturer.  For optimum results, production solder reflow processes should use lower temperatures to 
reduce exposure to high temperatures, and use lower ramp-up and ramp-down rates than those listed in the qualification 
profile shown below.  
Production reflow should never exceed the maximum constraints listed in the table and figure (shown below) that were 
used for the qualification profile, as these represent the maximum tolerable ratings for the device. 
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Maximum Temperature IR / Convection Solder Reflow Curve Used for Qualification 
Temperature Set Points for IR / Convection Reflow Corresponding to Figure Above 
Step Setting 
CONSTRAINTS 
Temp (°C) Time (sec) Rate (°C/sec) 
A Troom 25 
B TSmin 150 
C TSmax 200 60 < tBC < 120 
D TLiquidus 217 r(TLiquidus-TPmax) < 3 
E TPmin [255°C, 260°C] 255 r(TLiquidus-TPmax) < 3 
F TPmax  [ 260°C, 265°C] 260 tAF < 480 r(TLiquidus-TPmax) < 3 
G TPmin   [255°C, 260°C] 255 10< tEG < 30 r(TPmax-TLiquidus) < 4 
H TLiquidus 217 60 < tDH < 120
I Troom 25 
Note: For users TPmax must not exceed the Classification temperature (260°C). For suppliers TPmax
must equal or exceed the Classification temperature. 
9.13 Storage Specifications 
The storage specification of the ITG-3205 gyroscope conforms to IPC/JEDEC J-STD-020C Moisture Sensitivity Level 
(MSL) 3. 
Storage Specifications for ITG-3205 
Calculated shelf-life in moisture-sealed bag 12 months -- Storage conditions: <40°C and <90% RH 
After opening moisture-sealed bag 168 hours -- Storage conditions: ambient ?30°C at 60% RH 
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10 Reliability  
10.1 Qualification Test Policy  
InvenSense’s products complete a Qualification Test Plan before being released to production. The Qualification Test 
Plan for the ITG-3205 gyroscope followed the JEDEC 47G.01, “Stress-Test-Driven Qualification of Integrated 
Circuits,” with the individual tests described below.  
10.2 Qualification Test Plan 
Accelerated Life Tests 
TEST 
Method/Condition Lot
Quantity
Sample 
/ Lot 
Acc / 
Reject 
Criteria 
High Temperature 
Operating Life (HTOL/LFR) 
JEDEC JESD22-A108C, Dynamic, 3.63V biased,  Tj>125°C 
[read-points 168, 500, 1000 hours] 
3 77 (0/1) 
Steady-State Temperature 
Humidity Bias Life (1)
JEDEC JESD22-A101C, 85°C/85%RH 
[read-points 168, 500 hours], Information Only 1000 hours] 
3 77 (0/1) 
High Temperature Storage 
Life
JEDEC JESD22-A103C, Cond. A, 125°C Non-Bias Bake 
[read-points 168, 500, 1000 hours] 
3
77 (0/1) 
Device Component Level Tests 
TEST 
Method/Condition Lot
Quantity
Sample 
/ Lot 
Acc / 
Reject 
Criteria 
ESD-HBM JEDEC JESD22-A114F, Class 2 (1500V) 1 3 (0/1) 
ESD-MM JEDEC JESD22-A115-A, Class B (200V) 1 3 (0/1) 
Latch Up JEDEC JESD78B Level  2, 125C, ± 60mA 1 6 (0/1) 
Mechanical Shock 
JEDEC JESD22-B104C, Mil-Std-883, method 2002, Cond. D, 
10,000g’s, 0.3ms,  ±X,Y,Z – 6 directions, 5 times/direction  
3 5 (0/1)
Vibration 
JEDEC JESD22-B103B, Variable Frequency (random),  
Cond. B, 5-500Hz, X,Y,Z – 4 times/direction  
3 5 (0/1) 
Temperature Cycling (1)
JEDEC JESD22-A104D Condition N, -40°C to +85°C,  
Soak Mode 2, 100 cycles 
3 77 (0/1) 
Board Level Tests 
TEST Method/Condition/ 
Lot
Quantity
Sample 
/ Lot 
Acc / 
Reject 
Criteria 
Board Mechanical Shock JEDEC JESD22-B104C,Mil-Std-883, method 2002, Cond. D, 
10,000g’s, 0.3ms,  +-X,Y,Z – 6 directions, 5 times/direction  
1 5
(0/1)
Board T/C 
JEDEC JESD22-A104D Condition N, -40°C to +85°C,  
Soak Mode 2, 100 cycles  
1 40 (0/1) 
(1) – Tests are preceded by MSL3 Preconditioning in accordance with JEDEC JESD22-A113 
11 Environmental Compliance 
The ITG-3205 is RoHS and Green compliant. Further information on compliance is available separately in report HS-
ITG-3205A. 
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equipment, disaster prevention and crime prevention equipment.  
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FEATURES 
Ultralow power: as low as 23 µA in measurement mode and 
0.1 µA in standby mode at VS = 2.5 V (typical) 
Power consumption scales automatically with bandwidth 
User-selectable resolution 
Fixed 10-bit resolution 
Full resolution, where resolution increases with g range, 
up to 13-bit resolution at ±16 g (maintaining 4 mg/LSB 
scale factor in all g ranges) 
Patent pending, embedded memory management system 
with FIFO technology minimizes host processor load 
Single tap/double tap detection 
Activity/inactivity monitoring 
Free-fall detection 
Supply voltage range: 2.0 V to 3.6 V 
I/O voltage range: 1.7 V to VS 
SPI (3- and 4-wire) and I2C digital interfaces 
Flexible interrupt modes mappable to either interrupt pin 
Measurement ranges selectable via serial command 
Bandwidth selectable via serial command 
Wide temperature range (−40°C to +85°C) 
10,000 g shock survival 
Pb free/RoHS compliant 
Small and thin: 3 mm × 5 mm × 1 mm LGA package 
APPLICATIONS 
Handsets 
Medical instrumentation 
Gaming and pointing devices 
Industrial instrumentation 
Personal navigation devices 
Hard disk drive (HDD) protection 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The ADXL345 is a small, thin, ultralow power, 3-axis accelerometer 
with high resolution (13-bit) measurement at up to ±16 g. Digital 
output data is formatted as 16-bit twos complement and is acces-
sible through either a SPI (3- or 4-wire) or I2C digital interface.  
The ADXL345 is well suited for mobile device applications. It 
measures the static acceleration of gravity in tilt-sensing appli-
cations, as well as dynamic acceleration resulting from motion 
or shock. Its high resolution (3.9 mg/LSB) enables measurement 
of inclination changes less than 1.0°.  
Several special sensing functions are provided. Activity and 
inactivity sensing detect the presence or lack of motion by 
comparing the acceleration on any axis with user-set thresholds. 
Tap sensing detects single and double taps in any direction. Free-
fall sensing detects if the device is falling. These functions can 
be mapped individually to either of two interrupt output pins.  
An integrated, patent pending memory management system with a 
32-level first in, first out (FIFO) buffer can be used to store data to 
minimize host processor activity and lower overall system power 
consumption.  
Low power modes enable intelligent motion-based power 
management with threshold sensing and active acceleration 
measurement at extremely low power dissipation. 
The ADXL345 is supplied in a small, thin, 3 mm × 5 mm × 1 mm, 
14-lead, plastic package.  
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SPECIFICATIONS 
TA = 25°C, VS = 2.5 V, VDD I/O = 1.8 V, acceleration = 0 g, CS = 10 µF tantalum, CI/O = 0.1 µF, output data rate (ODR) = 800 Hz, unless 
otherwise noted. All minimum and maximum specifications are guaranteed. Typical specifications are not guaranteed.  
Table 1.  
Parameter Test Conditions Min Typ1 Max Unit 
SENSOR INPUT Each axis     
Measurement Range User selectable  ±2, ±4, ±8, ±16  g 
Nonlinearity Percentage of full scale  ±0.5  % 
Inter-Axis Alignment Error    ±0.1  Degrees 
Cross-Axis Sensitivity2   ±1  % 
OUTPUT RESOLUTION Each axis     
All g Ranges 10-bit resolution  10  Bits 
±2 g Range Full resolution  10  Bits 
±4 g Range Full resolution  11  Bits 
±8 g Range Full resolution  12  Bits 
±16 g Range Full resolution  13  Bits 
SENSITIVITY  Each axis     
Sensitivity at XOUT, YOUT, ZOUT  All g-ranges, full resolution 230 256 282 LSB/g 
 ±2 g, 10-bit resolution 230 256 282 LSB/g 
 ±4 g, 10-bit resolution 115 128 141 LSB/g 
 ±8 g, 10-bit resolution 57 64 71 LSB/g 
 ±16 g, 10-bit resolution 29 32 35 LSB/g 
Sensitivity Deviation from Ideal All g-ranges  ±1.0  % 
Scale Factor at XOUT, YOUT, ZOUT  All g-ranges, full resolution 3.5 3.9 4.3 mg/LSB 
 ±2 g, 10-bit resolution 3.5 3.9 4.3 mg/LSB 
 ±4 g, 10-bit resolution 7.1 7.8 8.7 mg/LSB 
 ±8 g, 10-bit resolution 14.1 15.6 17.5 mg/LSB 
 ±16 g, 10-bit resolution 28.6 31.2 34.5 mg/LSB 
Sensitivity Change Due to Temperature   ±0.01  %/°C 
0 g OFFSET Each axis     
0 g Output for XOUT, YOUT  −150 0 +150 mg 
0 g Output for ZOUT  −250 0 +250 mg 
0 g Output Deviation from Ideal, XOUT, YOUT   ±35  mg 
0 g Output Deviation from Ideal, ZOUT   ±40  mg 
0 g Offset vs. Temperature for X-, Y-Axes   ±0.4  mg/°C 
0 g Offset vs. Temperature for Z-Axis   ±1.2   mg/°C 
NOISE      
X-, Y-Axes ODR = 100 Hz for ±2 g, 10-bit resolution or 
all g-ranges, full resolution 
 0.75  LSB rms 
Z-Axis ODR = 100 Hz for ±2 g, 10-bit resolution or  
all g-ranges, full resolution 
 1.1  LSB rms 
OUTPUT DATA RATE AND BANDWIDTH User selectable     
Output Data Rate (ODR)3, 4 , 5  0.1  3200 Hz 
SELF-TEST6      
Output Change in X-Axis  0.20  2.10  g 
Output Change in Y-Axis  −2.10   −0.20  g 
Output Change in Z-Axis  0.30  3.40  g 
POWER SUPPLY      
Operating Voltage Range (VS)  2.0 2.5 3.6 V 
Interface Voltage Range (VDD I/O)  1.7 1.8 VS V 
Supply Current  ODR ≥ 100 Hz  140   µA 
 ODR < 10 Hz  30   µA 
Standby Mode Leakage Current   0.1  µA 
Turn-On and Wake-Up Time7 ODR = 3200 Hz  1.4  ms 
   ADXL345
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Parameter Test Conditions Min Typ1 Max Unit 
TEMPERATURE      
Operating Temperature Range  −40  +85 °C 
WEIGHT      
Device Weight   30  mg 
 
1 The typical specifications shown are for at least 68% of the population of parts and are based on the worst case of mean ±1 σ, except for 0 g output and sensitivity, 
which represents the target value. For 0 g offset and sensitivity, the deviation from the ideal describes the worst case of mean ±1 σ. 
2 Cross-axis sensitivity is defined as coupling between any two axes. 
3 Bandwidth is the −3 dB frequency and is half the output data rate, bandwidth = ODR/2. 
4 The output format for the 3200 Hz and 1600 Hz ODRs is different than the output format for the remaining ODRs. This difference is described in the Data Formatting of 
Upper Data Rates section. 
5 Output data rates below 6.25 Hz exhibit additional offset shift with increased temperature, depending on selected output data rate. Refer to the Offset Performance at 
Lowest Data Rates section for details. 
6 Self-test change is defined as the output (g) when the SELF_TEST bit = 1 (in the DATA_FORMAT register, Address 0x31) minus the output (g) when the SELF_TEST bit = 
0. Due to device filtering, the output reaches its final value after 4 × τ when enabling or disabling self-test, where τ = 1/(data rate). The part must be in normal power 
operation (LOW_POWER bit = 0 in the BW_RATE register, Address 0x2C) for self-test to operate correctly. 
7 Turn-on and wake-up times are determined by the user-defined bandwidth. At a 100 Hz data rate, the turn-on and wake-up times are each approximately 11.1 ms. For 
other data rates, the turn-on and wake-up times are each approximately τ + 1.1 in milliseconds, where τ = 1/(data rate). 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Table 2.  
Parameter Rating 
Acceleration  
Any Axis, Unpowered 10,000 g 
Any Axis, Powered 10,000 g 
VS −0.3 V to +3.9 V 
VDD I/O −0.3 V to +3.9 V 
Digital Pins −0.3 V to VDD I/O + 0.3 V or 3.9 V, 
whichever is less 
All Other Pins −0.3 V to +3.9 V 
Output Short-Circuit Duration  
(Any Pin to Ground) 
Indefinite 
Temperature Range  
Powered −40°C to +105°C 
Storage −40°C to +105°C 
Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings 
may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress 
rating only; functional operation of the device at these or any 
other conditions above those indicated in the operational 
section of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect 
device reliability. 
THERMAL RESISTANCE 
Table 3. Package Characteristics 
Package Type θJA θJC Device Weight 
14-Terminal LGA 150°C/W 85°C/W 30 mg 
 
PACKAGE INFORMATION 
The information in Figure 2 and Table 4 provide details about 
the package branding for the ADXL345. For a complete listing 
of product availability, see the Ordering Guide section. 
0
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Figure 2. Product Information on Package (Top View)  
 
Table 4. Package Branding Information 
Branding Key Field Description 
345B Part identifier for ADXL345 
# RoHS-compliant designation 
yww Date code 
vvvv Factory lot code 
CNTY Country of origin 
 
ESD CAUTION 
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PIN CONFIGURATION AND FUNCTION DESCRIPTIONS 
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Figure 3. Pin Configuration (Top View) 
 
Table 5. Pin Function Descriptions 
Pin No. Mnemonic Description 
1 VDD I/O Digital Interface Supply Voltage. 
2 GND This pin must be connected to ground. 
3 RESERVED Reserved. This pin must be connected to VS or left open. 
4 GND This pin must be connected to ground. 
5 GND This pin must be connected to ground. 
6 VS Supply Voltage. 
7 CS Chip Select. 
8 INT1 Interrupt 1 Output. 
9 INT2 Interrupt 2 Output. 
10 NC Not Internally Connected. 
11 RESERVED Reserved. This pin must be connected to ground or left open. 
12 SDO/ALT ADDRESS Serial Data Output (SPI 4-Wire)/Alternate I2C Address Select (I2C). 
13 SDA/SDI/SDIO Serial Data (I2C)/Serial Data Input (SPI 4-Wire)/Serial Data Input and Output (SPI 3-Wire). 
14 SCL/SCLK Serial Communications Clock. SCL is the clock for I2C, and SCLK is the clock for SPI. 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
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Figure 4. X-Axis Zero g Offset at 25°C, VS = 2.5 V Figure 7. X-Axis Zero g Offset at 25°C, VS = 3.3 V 
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Figure 8. Y-Axis Zero g Offset at 25°C, VS = 3.3 V Figure 5. Y-Axis Zero g Offset at 25°C, VS = 2.5 V 
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Figure 6. Z-Axis Zero g Offset at 25°C, VS = 2.5 V Figure 9. Z-Axis Zero g Offset at 25°C, VS = 3.3 V 
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Figure 10. X-Axis Zero g Offset Temperature Coefficient, VS = 2.5 V 
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Figure 11. Y-Axis Zero g Offset Temperature Coefficient, VS = 2.5 V 
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Figure 12. Z-Axis Zero g Offset Temperature Coefficient, VS = 2.5 V 
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Figure 13. X-Axis Zero g Offset vs. Temperature— 
Eight Parts Soldered to PCB, VS = 2.5 V 
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Figure 14. Y-Axis Zero g Offset vs. Temperature— 
Eight Parts Soldered to PCB, VS = 2.5 V 
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Figure 15. Z-Axis Zero g Offset vs. Temperature— 
Eight Parts Soldered to PCB, VS = 2.5 V 
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Figure 16. X-Axis Sensitivity at 25°C, VS = 2.5 V, Full Resolution 
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Figure 17. Y-Axis Sensitivity at 25°C, VS = 2.5 V, Full Resolution 
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Figure 18. Z-Axis Sensitivity at 25°C, VS = 2.5 V, Full Resolution 
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Figure 19. X-Axis Sensitivity Temperature Coefficient, VS = 2.5 V 
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Figure 20. Y-Axis Sensitivity Temperature Coefficient, VS = 2.5 V 
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Figure 21. Z-Axis Sensitivity Temperature Coefficient, VS = 2.5 V 
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Figure 22. X-Axis Sensitivity vs. Temperature— 
Eight Parts Soldered to PCB, VS = 2.5 V, Full Resolution 
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Figure 23. Y-Axis Sensitivity vs. Temperature— 
Eight Parts Soldered to PCB, VS = 2.5 V, Full Resolution 
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Figure 24. Z-Axis Sensitivity vs. Temperature— 
Eight Parts Soldered to PCB, VS = 2.5 V, Full Resolution 
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Figure 25. X-Axis Sensitivity vs. Temperature— 
Eight Parts Soldered to PCB, VS = 3.3 V, Full Resolution 
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Figure 26. Y-Axis Sensitivity vs. Temperature— 
Eight Parts Soldered to PCB, VS = 3.3 V, Full Resolution 
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Figure 27. Z-Axis Sensitivity vs. Temperature— 
Eight Parts Soldered to PCB, VS = 3.3 V, Full Resolution 
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Figure 31. Current Consumption at 25°C, 100 Hz Output Data Rate, VS = 2.5 V 
 
Figure 28. X-Axis Self-Test Response at 25°C, VS = 2.5 V 
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Figure 29. Y-Axis Self-Test Response at 25°C, VS = 2.5 V 
 
Figure 32. Current Consumption vs. Output Data Rate at 25°C—10 Parts,  
VS = 2.5 V 
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Figure 33. Supply Current vs. Supply Voltage, VS at 25°C Figure 30. Z-Axis Self-Test Response at 25°C, VS = 2.5 V 
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THEORY OF OPERATION 
The ADXL345 is a complete 3-axis acceleration measurement 
system with a selectable measurement range of ±2 g, ±4 g, ±8 g, 
or ±16 g. It measures both dynamic acceleration resulting from 
motion or shock and static acceleration, such as gravity, that 
allows the device to be used as a tilt sensor.  
The sensor is a polysilicon surface-micromachined structure 
built on top of a silicon wafer. Polysilicon springs suspend the 
structure over the surface of the wafer and provide a resistance 
against forces due to applied acceleration.  
Deflection of the structure is measured using differential capacitors 
that consist of independent fixed plates and plates attached to the 
moving mass. Acceleration deflects the proof mass and unbalances 
the differential capacitor, resulting in a sensor output whose ampli-
tude is proportional to acceleration. Phase-sensitive demodulation 
is used to determine the magnitude and polarity of the acceleration. 
POWER SEQUENCING 
Power can be applied to VS or VDD I/O in any sequence without 
damaging the ADXL345. All possible power-on modes are 
summarized in Table 6. The interface voltage level is set with 
the interface supply voltage, VDD I/O, which must be present to 
ensure that the ADXL345 does not create a conflict on the 
communication bus. For single-supply operation, VDD I/O can be 
the same as the main supply, VS. In a dual-supply application, 
however, VDD I/O can differ from VS to accommodate the desired 
interface voltage, as long as VS is greater than or equal to VDD I/O.  
After VS is applied, the device enters standby mode, where power 
consumption is minimized and the device waits for VDD I/O to be 
applied and for the command to enter measurement mode to be 
received. (This command can be initiated by setting the measure 
bit (Bit D3) in the POWER_CTL register (Address 0x2D).) In 
addition, while the device is in standby mode, any register can be 
written to or read from to configure the part. It is recommended 
to configure the device in standby mode and then to enable 
measurement mode. Clearing the measure bit returns the  
device to the standby mode. 
 
 
Table 6. Power Sequencing 
Condition VS VDD I/O Description 
Power Off Off Off The device is completely off, but there is a potential for a communication bus conflict. 
Bus Disabled On Off The device is on in standby mode, but communication is unavailable and creates a conflict on  
the communication bus. The duration of this state should be minimized during power-up to  
prevent a conflict. 
Bus Enabled Off On No functions are available, but the device does not create a conflict on the communication bus. 
Standby or Measurement On On At power-up, the device is in standby mode, awaiting a command to enter measurement  
mode, and all sensor functions are off. After the device is instructed to enter measurement  
mode, all sensor functions are available. 
ADXL345  
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POWER SAVINGS 
Power Modes 
The ADXL345 automatically modulates its power consumption  
in proportion to its output data rate, as outlined in Table 7. If 
additional power savings is desired, a lower power mode is 
available. In this mode, the internal sampling rate is reduced, 
allowing for power savings in the 12.5 Hz to 400 Hz data rate 
range at the expense of slightly greater noise. To enter low power 
mode, set the LOW_POWER bit (Bit 4) in the BW_RATE register 
(Address 0x2C). The current consumption in low power mode 
is shown in Table 8 for cases where there is an advantage to 
using low power mode. Use of low power mode for a data rate 
not shown in Table 8 does not provide any advantage over the same 
data rate in normal power mode. Therefore, it is recommended 
that only data rates shown in Table 8 are used in low power mode. 
The current consumption values shown in Table 7 and Table 8 
are for a VS of 2.5 V. 
Table 7. Typical Current Consumption vs. Data Rate 
(TA = 25°C, VS = 2.5 V, VDD I/O = 1.8 V) 
Output Data  
Rate (Hz) Bandwidth (Hz) Rate Code IDD (µA) 
3200 1600 1111 140  
1600 800 1110 90 
800 400 1101 140 
400 200 1100 140 
200 100 1011 140 
100 50 1010 140 
50 25 1001 90 
25 12.5 1000 60 
12.5 6.25 0111 50 
6.25 3.13 0110 45 
3.13 1.56 0101 40 
1.56 0.78 0100 34 
0.78 0.39 0011 23 
0.39 0.20 0010 23 
0.20 0.10 0001 23 
0.10 0.05 0000 23 
Table 8. Typical Current Consumption vs. Data Rate,  
Low Power Mode (TA = 25°C, VS = 2.5 V, VDD I/O = 1.8 V) 
Output Data  
Rate (Hz) Bandwidth (Hz) Rate Code IDD (µA) 
400 200 1100 90 
200 100 1011 60 
100 50 1010 50 
50 25 1001 45 
25 12.5 1000 40 
12.5 6.25 0111 34 
Auto Sleep Mode 
Additional power can be saved if the ADXL345 automatically 
switches to sleep mode during periods of inactivity. To enable 
this feature, set the THRESH_INACT register (Address 0x25) 
and the TIME_INACT register (Address 0x26) each to a value 
that signifies inactivity (the appropriate value depends on the 
application), and then set the AUTO_SLEEP bit (Bit D4) and the 
link bit (Bit D5) in the POWER_CTL register (Address 0x2D). 
Current consumption at the sub-12.5 Hz data rates that are  
used in this mode is typically 23 µA for a VS of 2.5 V.  
Standby Mode 
For even lower power operation, standby mode can be used. In 
standby mode, current consumption is reduced to 0.1 µA (typical). 
In this mode, no measurements are made. Standby mode is 
entered by clearing the measure bit (Bit D3) in the POWER_CTL 
register (Address 0x2D). Placing the device into standby mode 
preserves the contents of FIFO. 
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SERIAL COMMUNICATIONS 
I2C and SPI digital communications are available. In both cases, 
the ADXL345 operates as a slave. I2C mode is enabled if the CS 
pin is tied high to VDD I/O. The CS pin should always be tied high 
to VDD I/O or be driven by an external controller because there is 
no default mode if the CS pin is left unconnected. Therefore, not 
taking these precautions may result in an inability to communicate 
with the part. In SPI mode, the CS pin is controlled by the bus 
master. In both SPI and I2C modes of operation, data transmitted 
from the ADXL345 to the master device should be ignored 
during writes to the ADXL345. 
SPI 
For SPI, either 3- or 4-wire configuration is possible, as shown in 
the connection diagrams in Figure 34 and Figure 35. Clearing the 
SPI bit (Bit D6) in the DATA_FORMAT register (Address 0x31) 
selects 4-wire mode, whereas setting the SPI bit selects 3-wire 
mode. The maximum SPI clock speed is 5 MHz with 100 pF 
maximum loading, and the timing scheme follows clock polarity 
(CPOL) = 1 and clock phase (CPHA) = 1. If power is applied to 
the ADXL345 before the clock polarity and phase of the host 
processor are configured, the CS pin should be brought high 
before changing the clock polarity and phase. When using 3-wire 
SPI, it is recommended that the SDO pin be either pulled up to 
VDD I/O or pulled down to GND via a 10 kΩ resistor. 
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Figure 34. 3-Wire SPI Connection Diagram  
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Figure 35. 4-Wire SPI Connection Diagram  
CS is the serial port enable line and is controlled by the SPI 
master. This line must go low at the start of a transmission and 
high at the end of a transmission, as shown in . SCLK 
is the serial port clock and is supplied by the SPI master. SCLK 
should idle high during a period of no transmission. SDI and 
SDO are the serial data input and output, respectively. Data is 
updated on the falling edge of SCLK and should be sampled on 
the rising edge of SCLK. 
Figure 37
To read or write multiple bytes in a single transmission, the 
multiple-byte bit, located after the R/W bit in the first byte transfer 
(MB in  to ), must be set. After the register 
addressing and the first byte of data, each subsequent set of 
clock pulses (eight clock pulses) causes the ADXL345 to point 
to the next register for a read or write. This shifting continues 
until the clock pulses cease and 
Figure 37 Figure 39
CS is deasserted. To perform reads or 
writes on different, nonsequential registers, CS must be deasserted 
between transmissions and the new register must be addressed 
separately. 
The timing diagram for 3-wire SPI reads or writes is shown  
in Figure 39. The 4-wire equivalents for SPI writes and reads  
are shown in Figure 37 and Figure 38, respectively. For correct 
operation of the part, the logic thresholds and timing parameters 
in Table 9 and Table 10 must be met at all times. 
Use of the 3200 Hz and 1600 Hz output data rates is only 
recommended with SPI communication rates greater than or 
equal to 2 MHz. The 800 Hz output data rate is recommended 
only for communication speeds greater than or equal to 400 kHz, 
and the remaining data rates scale proportionally. For example, 
the minimum recommended communication speed for a 200 Hz 
output data rate is 100 kHz. Operation at an output data rate 
above the recommended maximum may result in undesirable 
effects on the acceleration data, including missing samples or 
additional noise. 
Preventing Bus Traffic Errors 
The ADXL346 CS pin is used both for initiating SPI 
transactions, and for enabling I2C mode. When the ADXL346 is 
used on a SPI bus with multiple devices, its CS pin is held high 
while the master communicates with the other devices. There 
may be conditions where a SPI command transmitted to 
another device looks like a valid I2C command. In this case, the 
ADXL346 would interpret this as an attempt to communicate in 
I2C mode, and could interfere with other bus traffic. Unless bus 
traffic can be adequately controlled to assure such a condition 
never occurs, it is recommended to add a logic gate in front of 
the SDI pin as shown in . This OR gate will hold the 
SDA line high when 
Figure 36
CS is high to prevent SPI bus traffic at the 
ADXL346 from appearing as an I2C start command. 
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Figure 36. Recommended SPI Connection Diagram when Using Multiple SPI 
Devices on a Single Bus 
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Figure 37. SPI 4-Wire Write  
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Figure 38. SPI 4-Wire Read 
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Figure 39. SPI 3-Wire Read/Write 
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Table 9. SPI Digital Input/Output  
  Limit1  
Parameter Test Conditions Min Max Unit 
Digital Input     
Low Level Input Voltage (VIL)   0.3 × VDD I/O V 
High Level Input Voltage (VIH)  0.7 × VDD I/O  V 
Low Level Input Current (IIL) VIN = VDD I/O  0.1 µA 
High Level Input Current (IIH) VIN = 0 V −0.1  µA 
Digital Output     
Low Level Output Voltage (VOL) IOL = 10 mA  0.2 × VDD I/O V 
High Level Output Voltage (VOH) IOH = −4 mA 0.8 × VDD I/O  V 
Low Level Output Current (IOL) VOL = VOL, max 10  mA 
High Level Output Current (IOH) VOH = VOH, min  −4 mA 
Pin Capacitance fIN = 1 MHz, VIN = 2.5 V  8 pF 
 
1 Limits based on characterization results, not production tested. 
 
 
Table 10. SPI Timing (TA = 25°C, VS = 2.5 V, VDD I/O = 1.8 V)1 
 Limit2, 3   
Parameter Min Max Unit  Description  
fSCLK   5 MHz  SPI clock frequency  
tSCLK  200   ns  1/(SPI clock frequency) mark-space ratio for the SCLK input is 40/60 to 60/40  
tDELAY  5   ns  CS falling edge to SCLK falling edge  
tQUIET  5   ns  SCLK rising edge to CS rising edge  
tDIS   10 ns  CS rising edge to SDO disabled 
tCS,DIS  150  ns  CS deassertion between SPI communications  
tS  0.3 × tSCLK   ns  SCLK low pulse width (space)  
tM  0.3 × tSCLK   ns  SCLK high pulse width (mark)  
tSETUP  5   ns  SDI valid before SCLK rising edge  
tHOLD  5   ns  SDI valid after SCLK rising edge  
tSDO   40  ns  SCLK falling edge to SDO/SDIO output transition  
tR4  20 ns SDO/SDIO output high to output low transition 
tF4  20 ns SDO/SDIO output low to output high transition 
 
1 The CS, SCLK, SDI, and SDO pins are not internally pulled up or down; they must be driven for proper operation. 
2 Limits based on characterization results, characterized with fSCLK = 5 MHz and bus load capacitance of 100 pF; not production tested. 
3 The timing values are measured corresponding to the input thresholds (VIL and VIH) given in Table 9. 
4 Output rise and fall times measured with capacitive load of 150 pF. 
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I2C 
With CS tied high to VDD I/O, the ADXL345 is in I2C mode, 
requiring a simple 2-wire connection, as shown in . 
The ADXL345 conforms to the UM10204 I2C-Bus Specification 
and User Manual, Rev. 03—19 June 2007, available from NXP 
Semiconductor. It supports standard (100 kHz) and fast (400 kHz) 
data transfer modes if the bus parameters given in   
and  are met. Single- or multiple-byte reads/writes are 
supported, as shown in . With the ALT ADDRESS pin 
high, the 7-bit I2C address for the device is 0x1D, followed by 
the R/
Figure 40
Table 11
Table 12
Figure 41
W bit. This translates to 0x3A for a write and 0x3B for a 
read. An alternate I2C address of 0x53 (followed by the R/W bit) 
can be chosen by grounding the ALT ADDRESS pin (Pin 12). 
This translates to 0xA6 for a write and 0xA7 for a read.  
There are no internal pull-up or pull-down resistors for any 
unused pins; therefore, there is no known state or default state 
for the CS or ALT ADDRESS pin if left floating or unconnected. 
It is required that the CS pin be connected to VDD I/O and that 
the ALT ADDRESS pin be connected to either VDD I/O or GND 
when using I2C. 
Due to communication speed limitations, the maximum output 
data rate when using 400 kHz I2C is 800 Hz and scales linearly 
with a change in the I2C communication speed. For example, 
using I2C at 100 kHz would limit the maximum ODR to 200 Hz. 
Operation at an output data rate above the recommended maxi-
mum may result in undesirable effect on the acceleration data, 
including missing samples or additional noise. 
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Figure 40. I2C Connection Diagram (Address 0x53)  
If other devices are connected to the same I2C bus, the nominal 
operating voltage level of these other devices cannot exceed VDD I/O 
by more than 0.3 V. External pull-up resistors, RP, are necessary for 
proper I2C operation. Refer to the UM10204 I2C-Bus Specification 
and User Manual, Rev. 03—19 June 2007, when selecting pull-up 
resistor values to ensure proper operation. 
 
Table 11. I2C Digital Input/Output 
  Limit1  
Parameter Test Conditions Min Max Unit 
Digital Input     
Low Level Input Voltage (VIL)   0.3 × VDD I/O V 
High Level Input Voltage (VIH)  0.7 × VDD I/O  V 
Low Level Input Current (IIL) VIN = VDD I/O  0.1 µA 
High Level Input Current (IIH) VIN = 0 V −0.1  µA 
Digital Output     
Low Level Output Voltage (VOL) VDD I/O < 2 V, IOL = 3 mA  0.2 × VDD I/O V 
 VDD I/O ≥ 2 V, IOL = 3 mA  400 mV 
Low Level Output Current (IOL) VOL = VOL, max 3  mA 
Pin Capacitance fIN = 1 MHz, VIN = 2.5 V  8 pF 
 
1 Limits based on characterization results; not production tested. 
 
NOTES
1. THIS START IS EITHER A RESTART OR A STOP FOLLOWED BY A START.
2. THE SHADED AREAS REPRESENT WHEN THE DEVICE IS LISTENING.
MASTER START SLAVE ADDRESS + WRITE REGISTER ADDRESS
SLAVE ACK ACK ACK
MASTER START SLAVE ADDRESS + WRITE REGISTER ADDRESS
SLAVE ACK ACK ACK ACK
MASTER START SLAVE ADDRESS + WRITE REGISTER ADDRESS STOP
SLAVE ACK ACK
MASTER START
START1
START1SLAVE ADDRESS + WRITE REGISTER ADDRESS NACK STOP
SLAVE ACK ACK DATA
STOP
ACK
SINGLE-BYTE WRITE
MULTIPLE-BYTE WRITE
DATA
DATA
MULTIPLE-BYTE READ
SLAVE ADDRESS + READ
SLAVE ADDRESS + READ
ACK
DATA
DATA
DATA
STOP
NACK
ACK
SINGLE-BYTE READ
0
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Figure 41. I2C Device Addressing 
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Table 12. I2C Timing (TA = 25°C, VS = 2.5 V, VDD I/O = 1.8 V) 
 Limit1, 2   
Parameter Min Max Unit Description 
fSCL   400 kHz  SCL clock frequency 
t1 2.5  µs  SCL cycle time 
t2 0.6  µs  tHIGH, SCL high time 
t3 1.3  µs  tLOW, SCL low time 
t4 0.6  µs  tHD, STA, start/repeated start condition hold time 
t5 100   ns  tSU, DAT, data setup time 
t63, 4 , 5 , 6 0 0.9  µs  tHD, DAT, data hold time 
t7 0.6  µs  tSU, STA, setup time for repeated start 
t8 0.6  µs  tSU, STO, stop condition setup time 
t9 1.3  µs  tBUF, bus-free time between a stop condition and a start condition 
t10  300 ns  tR, rise time of both SCL and SDA when receiving 
 0  ns  tR, rise time of both SCL and SDA when receiving or transmitting 
t11  300 ns  tF, fall time of SDA when receiving 
  250 ns  tF, fall time of both SCL and SDA when transmitting 
Cb  400 pF  Capacitive load for each bus line 
 
1 Limits based on characterization results, with fSCL = 400 kHz and a 3 mA sink current; not production tested.  
2 All values referred to the VIH and the VIL levels given in Table 11. 
3 t6 is the data hold time that is measured from the falling edge of SCL. It applies to data in transmission and acknowledge. 
4 A transmitting device must internally provide an output hold time of at least 300 ns for the SDA signal (with respect to VIH(min) of the SCL signal) to bridge the 
undefined region of the falling edge of SCL. 
5 The maximum t6 value must be met only if the device does not stretch the low period (t3) of the SCL signal. 
6 The maximum value for t6 is a function of the clock low time (t3), the clock rise time (t10), and the minimum data setup time (t5(min)). This value is calculated as  
t6(max) = t3 − t10 − t5(min). 
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Figure 42. I2C Timing Diagram 
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INTERRUPTS 
The ADXL345 provides two output pins for driving interrupts: 
INT1 and INT2. Both interrupt pins are push-pull, low impedance 
pins with output specifications shown in Table 13. The default 
configuration of the interrupt pins is active high. This can be 
changed to active low by setting the INT_INVERT bit in the 
DATA_FORMAT (Address 0x31) register. All functions can  
be used simultaneously, with the only limiting feature being  
that some functions may need to share interrupt pins.  
Interrupts are enabled by setting the appropriate bit in the 
INT_ENABLE register (Address 0x2E) and are mapped to 
either the INT1 pin or the INT2 pin based on the contents  
of the INT_MAP register (Address 0x2F). When initially 
configuring the interrupt pins, it is recommended that the 
functions and interrupt mapping be done before enabling the 
interrupts. When changing the configuration of an interrupt, it 
is recommended that the interrupt be disabled first, by clearing 
the bit corresponding to that function in the INT_ENABLE 
register, and then the function be reconfigured before enabling 
the interrupt again. Configuration of the functions while the 
interrupts are disabled helps to prevent the accidental generation 
of an interrupt before desired.  
The interrupt functions are latched and cleared by either reading the 
data registers (Address 0x32 to Address 0x37) until the interrupt 
condition is no longer valid for the data-related interrupts or by 
reading the INT_SOURCE register (Address 0x30) for the 
remaining interrupts. This section describes the interrupts  
that can be set in the INT_ENABLE register and monitored  
in the INT_SOURCE register. 
DATA_READY 
The DATA_READY bit is set when new data is available and is 
cleared when no new data is available. 
SINGLE_TAP 
The SINGLE_TAP bit is set when a single acceleration event 
that is greater than the value in the THRESH_TAP register 
(Address 0x1D) occurs for less time than is specified in the 
DUR register (Address 0x21). 
DOUBLE_TAP 
The DOUBLE_TAP bit is set when two acceleration events  
that are greater than the value in the THRESH_TAP register 
(Address 0x1D) occur for less time than is specified in the DUR 
register (Address 0x21), with the second tap starting after the 
time specified by the latent register (Address 0x22) but within 
the time specified in the window register (Address 0x23). See 
the Tap Detection section for more details. 
Activity 
The activity bit is set when acceleration greater than the value stored 
in the THRESH_ACT register (Address 0x24) is experienced on 
any participating axis, set by the ACT_INACT_CTL register 
(Address 0x27). 
Inactivity 
The inactivity bit is set when acceleration of less than the 
value stored in the THRESH_INACT register (Address 0x25) is 
experienced for more time than is specified in the TIME_INACT 
register (Address 0x26) on all participating axes, as set by the 
ACT_INACT_CTL register (Address 0x27). The maximum value 
for TIME_INACT is 255 sec. 
FREE_FALL 
The FREE_FALL bit is set when acceleration of less than the 
value stored in the THRESH_FF register (Address 0x28) is 
experienced for more time than is specified in the TIME_FF 
register (Address 0x29) on all axes (logical AND). The FREE_FALL 
interrupt differs from the inactivity interrupt as follows: all axes 
always participate and are logically AND’ed, the timer period is 
much smaller (1.28 sec maximum), and the mode of operation is 
always dc-coupled. 
Watermark 
The watermark bit is set when the number of samples in FIFO 
equals the value stored in the samples bits (Register FIFO_CTL, 
Address 0x38). The watermark bit is cleared automatically when 
FIFO is read, and the content returns to a value below the value 
stored in the samples bits. 
 
Table 13. Interrupt Pin Digital Output 
  Limit1  
Parameter Test Conditions Min Max Unit 
Digital Output     
Low Level Output Voltage (VOL) IOL = 300 µA  0.2 × VDD I/O V 
High Level Output Voltage (VOH) IOH = −150 µA 0.8 × VDD I/O  V 
Low Level Output Current (IOL) VOL = VOL, max 300  µA 
High Level Output Current (IOH) VOH = VOH, min  −150 µA 
Pin Capacitance fIN = 1 MHz, VIN = 2.5 V  8 pF 
Rise/Fall Time     
Rise Time (tR)2 CLOAD = 150 pF  210 ns 
Fall Time (tF)3 CLOAD = 150 pF  150 ns 
 
1 Limits based on characterization results, not production tested. 
2 Rise time is measured as the transition time from VOL, max to VOH, min of the interrupt pin. 
3 Fall time is measured as the transition time from VOH, min to VOL, max of the interrupt pin. 
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Overrun 
The overrun bit is set when new data replaces unread data. The 
precise operation of the overrun function depends on the FIFO 
mode. In bypass mode, the overrun bit is set when new data replaces 
unread data in the DATAX, DATAY, and DATAZ registers (Address 
0x32 to Address 0x37). In all other modes, the overrun bit is set 
when FIFO is filled. The overrun bit is automatically cleared when 
the contents of FIFO are read. 
FIFO 
The ADXL345 contains patent pending technology for an 
embedded memory management system with 32-level FIFO 
that can be used to minimize host processor burden. This buffer 
has four modes: bypass, FIFO, stream, and trigger (see FIFO 
Modes). Each mode is selected by the settings of the 
FIFO_MODE bits (Bits[D7:D6]) in the FIFO_CTL register 
(Address 0x38).  
Bypass Mode 
In bypass mode, FIFO is not operational and, therefore, 
remains empty. 
FIFO Mode 
In FIFO mode, data from measurements of the x-, y-, and z-axes 
are stored in FIFO. When the number of samples in FIFO equals  
the level specified in the samples bits of the FIFO_CTL register 
(Address 0x38), the watermark interrupt is set. FIFO continues 
accumulating samples until it is full (32 samples from measurements 
of the x-, y-, and z-axes) and then stops collecting data. After FIFO 
stops collecting data, the device continues to operate; therefore, 
features such as tap detection can be used after FIFO is full. The 
watermark interrupt continues to occur until the number of 
samples in FIFO is less than the value stored in the samples bits 
of the FIFO_CTL register. 
Stream Mode 
In stream mode, data from measurements of the x-, y-, and z-
axes are stored in FIFO. When the number of samples in FIFO 
equals the level specified in the samples bits of the FIFO_CTL 
register (Address 0x38), the watermark interrupt is set. FIFO 
continues accumulating samples and holds the latest 32 samples 
from measurements of the x-, y-, and z-axes, discarding older 
data as new data arrives. The watermark interrupt continues 
occurring until the number of samples in FIFO is less than the 
value stored in the samples bits of the FIFO_CTL register. 
Trigger Mode 
In trigger mode, FIFO accumulates samples, holding the latest 
32 samples from measurements of the x-, y-, and z-axes. After  
a trigger event occurs and an interrupt is sent to the INT1 or  
INT2 pin (determined by the trigger bit in the FIFO_CTL register), 
FIFO keeps the last n samples (where n is the value specified by 
the samples bits in the FIFO_CTL register) and then operates in 
FIFO mode, collecting new samples only when FIFO is not full. 
A delay of at least 5 µs should be present between the trigger event 
occurring and the start of reading data from the FIFO to allow 
the FIFO to discard and retain the necessary samples. Additional 
trigger events cannot be recognized until the trigger mode is 
reset. To reset the trigger mode, set the device to bypass mode 
and then set the device back to trigger mode. Note that the FIFO 
data should be read first because placing the device into bypass 
mode clears FIFO. 
Retrieving Data from FIFO 
The FIFO data is read through the DATAX, DATAY, and DATAZ 
registers (Address 0x32 to Address 0x37). When the FIFO is in 
FIFO, stream, or trigger mode, reads to the DATAX, DATAY, 
and DATAZ registers read data stored in the FIFO. Each time 
data is read from the FIFO, the oldest x-, y-, and z-axes data are 
placed into the DATAX, DATAY and DATAZ registers.  
If a single-byte read operation is performed, the remaining 
bytes of data for the current FIFO sample are lost. Therefore, all 
axes of interest should be read in a burst (or multiple-byte) read 
operation. To ensure that the FIFO has completely popped (that 
is, that new data has completely moved into the DATAX, DATAY, 
and DATAZ registers), there must be at least 5 µs between the 
end of reading the data registers and the start of a new read of 
the FIFO or a read of the FIFO_STATUS register (Address 0x39). 
The end of reading a data register is signified by the transition 
from Register 0x37 to Register 0x38 or by the CS pin going high. 
For SPI operation at 1.6 MHz or less, the register addressing 
portion of the transmission is a sufficient delay to ensure that 
the FIFO has completely popped. For SPI operation greater than 
1.6 MHz, it is necessary to deassert the CS pin to ensure a total 
delay of 5 µs; otherwise, the delay is not sufficient. The total delay 
necessary for 5 MHz operation is at most 3.4 µs. This is not a 
concern when using I2C mode because the communication rate is 
low enough to ensure a sufficient delay between FIFO reads. 
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SELF-TEST Table 14. Self-Test Output Scale Factors for Different Supply 
Voltages, VS  
Supply Voltage, VS (V) X-Axis, Y-Axis 
The ADXL345 incorporates a self-test feature that effectively 
tests its mechanical and electronic systems simultaneously. 
When the self-test function is enabled (via the SELF_TEST bit  
in the DATA_FORMAT register, Address 0x31), an electrostatic 
force is exerted on the mechanical sensor. This electrostatic force 
moves the mechanical sensing element in the same manner as 
acceleration, and it is additive to the acceleration experienced 
by the device. This added electrostatic force results in an output 
change in the x-, y-, and z-axes. Because the electrostatic force 
is proportional to VS2, the output change varies with VS. This 
effect is shown in Figure 43. The scale factors shown in Table 14 
can be used to adjust the expected self-test output limits for 
different supply voltages, VS. The self-test feature of the ADXL345 
also exhibits a bimodal behavior. However, the limits shown in 
Table 1 and Table 15 to Table 18 are valid for both potential self-
test values due to bimodality. Use of the self-test feature at data 
rates less than 100 Hz or at 1600 Hz may yield values outside 
these limits. Therefore, the part must be in normal power operation 
(LOW_POWER bit = 0 in BW_RATE register, Address 0x2C) 
and be placed into a data rate of 100 Hz through 800 Hz or 3200 Hz 
for the self-test function to operate correctly. 
Z-Axis 
2.00 0.64 0.8 
2.50 1.00 1.00 
3.30 1.77 1.47 
3.60 2.11 1.69 
Table 15. Self-Test Output in LSB for ±2 g, 10-Bit or Full 
Resolution (TA = 25°C, VS = 2.5 V, VDD I/O = 1.8 V) 
Axis Min Max Unit 
X 50 540 LSB 
Y −540 −540 LSB 
Z 75 875 LSB 
Table 16. Self-Test Output in LSB for ±4 g, 10-Bit Resolution 
(TA = 25°C, VS = 2.5 V, VDD I/O = 1.8 V) 
Axis Min Max Unit 
X 25 270 LSB 
Y −270 −25 LSB 
Z 38 438 LSB 
Table 17. Self-Test Output in LSB for ±8 g, 10-Bit Resolution 
(TA = 25°C, VS = 2.5 V, VDD I/O = 1.8 V) 
Axis Min Max 
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Unit 
X 12 135 LSB 
Y −135 −12 LSB 
Z 19 219 LSB 
Table 18. Self-Test Output in LSB for ±16 g, 10-Bit Resolution 
(TA = 25°C, VS = 2.5 V, VDD I/O = 1.8 V) 
Axis Min Max Unit 
X 6 67 LSB 
Y −67 −6 LSB 
Z 10 110 LSB 
 
Figure 43. Self-Test Output Change Limits vs. Supply Voltage  
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REGISTER MAP 
Table 19.  
Address     
Hex Dec Name Type Reset Value Description 
0x00 0 DEVID R 11100101 Device ID 
0x01 to 0x1C 1 to 28 Reserved   Reserved; do not access 
0x1D 29 THRESH_TAP R/W 00000000 Tap threshold 
0x1E 30 OFSX R/W 00000000 X-axis offset 
0x1F 31 OFSY R/W 00000000 Y-axis offset 
0x20 32 OFSZ R/W 00000000 Z-axis offset 
0x21 33 DUR R/W 00000000 Tap duration 
0x22 34 Latent R/W 00000000 Tap latency 
0x23 35 Window R/W 00000000 Tap window 
0x24 36 THRESH_ACT R/W 00000000 Activity threshold 
0x25 37 THRESH_INACT R/W 00000000 Inactivity threshold 
0x26 38 TIME_INACT R/W 00000000 Inactivity time 
0x27 39 ACT_INACT_CTL R/W 00000000 Axis enable control for activity and inactivity detection 
0x28 40 THRESH_FF R/W 00000000 Free-fall threshold 
0x29 41 TIME_FF R/W 00000000 Free-fall time 
0x2A 42 TAP_AXES R/W 00000000 Axis control for single tap/double tap 
0x2B 43 ACT_TAP_STATUS R 00000000 Source of single tap/double tap 
0x2C 44 BW_RATE R/W 00001010 Data rate and power mode control 
0x2D 45 POWER_CTL R/W 00000000 Power-saving features control 
0x2E 46 INT_ENABLE R/W 00000000 Interrupt enable control 
0x2F 47 INT_MAP R/W 00000000 Interrupt mapping control 
0x30 48 INT_SOURCE R 00000010 Source of interrupts 
0x31 49 DATA_FORMAT R/W 00000000 Data format control 
0x32 50 DATAX0 R 00000000 X-Axis Data 0 
0x33 51 DATAX1 R 00000000 X-Axis Data 1 
0x34 52 DATAY0 R 00000000 Y-Axis Data 0 
0x35 53 DATAY1 R 00000000 Y-Axis Data 1 
0x36 54 DATAZ0 R 00000000 Z-Axis Data 0 
0x37 55 DATAZ1 R 00000000 Z-Axis Data 1 
0x38 56 FIFO_CTL R/W 00000000 FIFO control 
0x39 57 FIFO_STATUS R 00000000 FIFO status 
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REGISTER DEFINITIONS 
Register 0x00—DEVID (Read Only) 
D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0 
1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
The DEVID register holds a fixed device ID code of 0xE5 (345 octal). 
Register 0x1D—THRESH_TAP (Read/Write) 
The THRESH_TAP register is eight bits and holds the threshold 
value for tap interrupts. The data format is unsigned, therefore, 
the magnitude of the tap event is compared with the value  
in THRESH_TAP for normal tap detection. The scale factor is 
62.5 mg/LSB (that is, 0xFF = 16 g). A value of 0 may result in 
undesirable behavior if single tap/double tap interrupts are 
enabled.  
Register 0x1E, Register 0x1F, Register 0x20—OFSX, 
OFSY, OFSZ (Read/Write) 
The OFSX, OFSY, and OFSZ registers are each eight bits and 
offer user-set offset adjustments in twos complement format 
with a scale factor of 15.6 mg/LSB (that is, 0x7F = 2 g). The 
value stored in the offset registers is automatically added to the 
acceleration data, and the resulting value is stored in the output 
data registers. For additional information regarding offset 
calibration and the use of the offset registers, refer to the Offset 
Calibration section. 
Register 0x21—DUR (Read/Write) 
The DUR register is eight bits and contains an unsigned time 
value representing the maximum time that an event must be 
above the THRESH_TAP threshold to qualify as a tap event. The 
scale factor is 625 µs/LSB. A value of 0 disables the single tap/ 
double tap functions. 
Register 0x22—Latent (Read/Write) 
The latent register is eight bits and contains an unsigned time 
value representing the wait time from the detection of a tap 
event to the start of the time window (defined by the window 
register) during which a possible second tap event can be detected. 
The scale factor is 1.25 ms/LSB. A value of 0 disables the double tap 
function. 
Register 0x23—Window (Read/Write) 
The window register is eight bits and contains an unsigned time 
value representing the amount of time after the expiration of the 
latency time (determined by the latent register) during which a 
second valid tap can begin. The scale factor is 1.25 ms/LSB. A 
value of 0 disables the double tap function. 
Register 0x24—THRESH_ACT (Read/Write) 
The THRESH_ACT register is eight bits and holds the threshold 
value for detecting activity. The data format is unsigned, so the 
magnitude of the activity event is compared with the value in 
the THRESH_ACT register. The scale factor is 62.5 mg/LSB.  
A value of 0 may result in undesirable behavior if the activity 
interrupt is enabled. 
Register 0x25—THRESH_INACT (Read/Write) 
The THRESH_INACT register is eight bits and holds the threshold 
value for detecting inactivity. The data format is unsigned, so 
the magnitude of the inactivity event is compared with the value 
in the THRESH_INACT register. The scale factor is 62.5 mg/LSB. 
A value of 0 may result in undesirable behavior if the inactivity 
interrupt is enabled. 
Register 0x26—TIME_INACT (Read/Write) 
The TIME_INACT register is eight bits and contains an unsigned 
time value representing the amount of time that acceleration 
must be less than the value in the THRESH_INACT register for 
inactivity to be declared. The scale factor is 1 sec/LSB. Unlike 
the other interrupt functions, which use unfiltered data (see the 
Threshold section), the inactivity function uses filtered output 
data. At least one output sample must be generated for the 
inactivity interrupt to be triggered. This results in the function 
appearing unresponsive if the TIME_INACT register is set to a 
value less than the time constant of the output data rate. A value 
of 0 results in an interrupt when the output data is less than the 
value in the THRESH_INACT register. 
Register 0x27—ACT_INACT_CTL (Read/Write) 
D7 D6 D5 D4 
ACT ac/dc  ACT_X enable  ACT_Y enable ACT_Z enable  
D3 D2 D1 D0 
INACT ac/dc INACT_X enable INACT_Y enable INACT_Z enable 
 
ACT AC/DC and INACT AC/DC Bits 
A setting of 0 selects dc-coupled operation, and a setting of 1 
enables ac-coupled operation. In dc-coupled operation, the 
current acceleration magnitude is compared directly with 
THRESH_ACT and THRESH_INACT to determine whether 
activity or inactivity is detected.  
In ac-coupled operation for activity detection, the acceleration 
value at the start of activity detection is taken as a reference 
value. New samples of acceleration are then compared to this 
reference value, and if the magnitude of the difference exceeds 
the THRESH_ACT value, the device triggers an activity interrupt.  
Similarly, in ac-coupled operation for inactivity detection, a 
reference value is used for comparison and is updated whenever 
the device exceeds the inactivity threshold. After the reference 
value is selected, the device compares the magnitude of the 
difference between the reference value and the current acceleration 
with THRESH_INACT. If the difference is less than the value in 
THRESH_INACT for the time in TIME_INACT, the device is 
considered inactive and the inactivity interrupt is triggered. 
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ACT_x Enable Bits and INACT_x Enable Bits 
A setting of 1 enables x-, y-, or z-axis participation in detecting 
activity or inactivity. A setting of 0 excludes the selected axis from 
participation. If all axes are excluded, the function is disabled. 
For activity detection, all participating axes are logically OR’ed, 
causing the activity function to trigger when any of the partici-
pating axes exceeds the threshold. For inactivity detection, all 
participating axes are logically AND’ed, causing the inactivity 
function to trigger only if all participating axes are below the 
threshold for the specified time. 
Register 0x28—THRESH_FF (Read/Write) 
The THRESH_FF register is eight bits and holds the threshold 
value, in unsigned format, for free-fall detection. The acceleration on 
all axes is compared with the value in THRESH_FF to determine if 
a free-fall event occurred. The scale factor is 62.5 mg/LSB. Note 
that a value of 0 mg may result in undesirable behavior if the free-
fall interrupt is enabled. Values between 300 mg and 600 mg 
(0x05 to 0x09) are recommended. 
Register 0x29—TIME_FF (Read/Write) 
The TIME_FF register is eight bits and stores an unsigned time 
value representing the minimum time that the value of all axes 
must be less than THRESH_FF to generate a free-fall interrupt. 
The scale factor is 5 ms/LSB. A value of 0 may result in undesirable 
behavior if the free-fall interrupt is enabled. Values between 100 ms 
and 350 ms (0x14 to 0x46) are recommended. 
Register 0x2A—TAP_AXES (Read/Write) 
D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0 
0 0 0 0 Suppress TAP_X 
enable 
TAP_Y 
enable 
TAP_Z 
enable 
 
Suppress Bit 
Setting the suppress bit suppresses double tap detection if 
acceleration greater than the value in THRESH_TAP is present 
between taps. See the Tap Detection section for more details. 
TAP_x Enable Bits 
A setting of 1 in the TAP_X enable, TAP_Y enable, or TAP_Z 
enable bit enables x-, y-, or z-axis participation in tap detection. 
A setting of 0 excludes the selected axis from participation in 
tap detection. 
Register 0x2B—ACT_TAP_STATUS (Read Only) 
D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0 
0 ACT_X 
source 
ACT_Y 
source 
ACT_Z 
source 
Asleep TAP_X 
source 
TAP_Y 
source 
TAP_Z 
source 
 
ACT_x Source and TAP_x Source Bits 
These bits indicate the first axis involved in a tap or activity 
event. A setting of 1 corresponds to involvement in the event, 
and a setting of 0 corresponds to no involvement. When new 
data is available, these bits are not cleared but are overwritten by 
the new data. The ACT_TAP_STATUS register should be read 
before clearing the interrupt. Disabling an axis from participation 
clears the corresponding source bit when the next activity or 
single tap/double tap event occurs. 
Asleep Bit 
A setting of 1 in the asleep bit indicates that the part is asleep, 
and a setting of 0 indicates that the part is not asleep. This bit 
toggles only if the device is configured for auto sleep. See the 
AUTO_SLEEP Bit section for more information on autosleep 
mode. 
Register 0x2C—BW_RATE (Read/Write) 
D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0 
0 0 0 LOW_POWER Rate 
 
LOW_POWER Bit 
A setting of 0 in the LOW_POWER bit selects normal operation, 
and a setting of 1 selects reduced power operation, which has 
somewhat higher noise (see the Power Modes section for details). 
Rate Bits 
These bits select the device bandwidth and output data rate (see 
Table 7 and Table 8 for details). The default value is 0x0A, which 
translates to a 100 Hz output data rate. An output data rate should 
be selected that is appropriate for the communication protocol 
and frequency selected. Selecting too high of an output data rate with 
a low communication speed results in samples being discarded. 
Register 0x2D—POWER_CTL (Read/Write) 
D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0 
0 0 Link AUTO_SLEEP Measure Sleep Wakeup 
 
Link Bit 
A setting of 1 in the link bit with both the activity and inactivity 
functions enabled delays the start of the activity function until 
inactivity is detected. After activity is detected, inactivity detection 
begins, preventing the detection of activity. This bit serially links 
the activity and inactivity functions. When this bit is set to 0, 
the inactivity and activity functions are concurrent. Additional 
information can be found in the Link Mode section. 
When clearing the link bit, it is recommended that the part be 
placed into standby mode and then set back to measurement 
mode with a subsequent write. This is done to ensure that the 
device is properly biased if sleep mode is manually disabled; 
otherwise, the first few samples of data after the link bit is cleared 
may have additional noise, especially if the device was asleep 
when the bit was cleared. 
AUTO_SLEEP Bit 
If the link bit is set, a setting of 1 in the AUTO_SLEEP bit enables 
the auto-sleep functionality. In this mode, the ADXL345 auto-
matically switches to sleep mode if the inactivity function is 
enabled and inactivity is detected (that is, when acceleration is 
below the THRESH_INACT value for at least the time indicated 
by TIME_INACT). If activity is also enabled, the ADXL345 
automatically wakes up from sleep after detecting activity and 
returns to operation at the output data rate set in the BW_RATE 
register. A setting of 0 in the AUTO_SLEEP bit disables automatic 
switching to sleep mode. See the description of the Sleep Bit in 
this section for more information on sleep mode. 
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If the link bit is not set, the AUTO_SLEEP feature is disabled 
and setting the AUTO_SLEEP bit does not have an impact on 
device operation. Refer to the Link Bit section or the Link Mode 
section for more information on utilization of the link feature. 
When clearing the AUTO_SLEEP bit, it is recommended that the 
part be placed into standby mode and then set back to measure-
ment mode with a subsequent write. This is done to ensure that 
the device is properly biased if sleep mode is manually disabled; 
otherwise, the first few samples of data after the AUTO_SLEEP 
bit is cleared may have additional noise, especially if the device 
was asleep when the bit was cleared. 
Measure Bit 
A setting of 0 in the measure bit places the part into standby mode, 
and a setting of 1 places the part into measurement mode. The 
ADXL345 powers up in standby mode with minimum power 
consumption.  
Sleep Bit 
A setting of 0 in the sleep bit puts the part into the normal mode 
of operation, and a setting of 1 places the part into sleep mode. 
Sleep mode suppresses DATA_READY, stops transmission of data 
to FIFO, and switches the sampling rate to one specified by the 
wakeup bits. In sleep mode, only the activity function can be used. 
When the DATA_READY interrupt is suppressed, the output 
data registers (Register 0x32 to Register 0x37) are still updated 
at the sampling rate set by the wakeup bits (D1:D0). 
When clearing the sleep bit, it is recommended that the part be 
placed into standby mode and then set back to measurement 
mode with a subsequent write. This is done to ensure that the 
device is properly biased if sleep mode is manually disabled; 
otherwise, the first few samples of data after the sleep bit is 
cleared may have additional noise, especially if the device was 
asleep when the bit was cleared. 
Wakeup Bits 
These bits control the frequency of readings in sleep mode as 
described in Table 20. 
Table 20. Frequency of Readings in Sleep Mode 
Setting  
D1 D0 Frequency (Hz) 
0 0 8 
0 1 4 
1 0 2 
1 1 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Register 0x2E—INT_ENABLE (Read/Write) 
D7 D6 D5 D4 
DATA_READY SINGLE_TAP DOUBLE_TAP Activity 
D3 D2 D1 D0 
Inactivity FREE_FALL Watermark Overrun 
 
Setting bits in this register to a value of 1 enables their respective 
functions to generate interrupts, whereas a value of 0 prevents 
the functions from generating interrupts. The DATA_READY, 
watermark, and overrun bits enable only the interrupt output; 
the functions are always enabled. It is recommended that interrupts 
be configured before enabling their outputs. 
Register 0x2F—INT_MAP (R/W) 
D7 D6 D5 D4 
DATA_READY SINGLE_TAP DOUBLE_TAP Activity 
D3 D2 D1 D0 
Inactivity FREE_FALL Watermark Overrun 
 
Any bits set to 0 in this register send their respective interrupts to 
the INT1 pin, whereas bits set to 1 send their respective interrupts 
to the INT2 pin. All selected interrupts for a given pin are OR’ed. 
Register 0x30—INT_SOURCE (Read Only) 
D7 D6 D5 D4 
DATA_READY SINGLE_TAP DOUBLE_TAP Activity 
D3 D2 D1 D0 
Inactivity FREE_FALL Watermark Overrun 
 
Bits set to 1 in this register indicate that their respective functions 
have triggered an event, whereas a value of 0 indicates that the 
corresponding event has not occurred. The DATA_READY, 
watermark, and overrun bits are always set if the corresponding 
events occur, regardless of the INT_ENABLE register settings, 
and are cleared by reading data from the DATAX, DATAY, and 
DATAZ registers. The DATA_READY and watermark bits may 
require multiple reads, as indicated in the FIFO mode descriptions 
in the FIFO section. Other bits, and the corresponding interrupts, 
are cleared by reading the INT_SOURCE register. 
Register 0x31—DATA_FORMAT (Read/Write) 
D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0 
SELF_TEST SPI INT_INVERT 0 FULL_RES Justify Range 
 
The DATA_FORMAT register controls the presentation of data 
to Register 0x32 through Register 0x37. All data, except that for 
the ±16 g range, must be clipped to avoid rollover.  
SELF_TEST Bit 
A setting of 1 in the SELF_TEST bit applies a self-test force to 
the sensor, causing a shift in the output data. A value of 0 disables 
the self-test force.  
SPI Bit 
A value of 1 in the SPI bit sets the device to 3-wire SPI mode, 
and a value of 0 sets the device to 4-wire SPI mode. 
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INT_INVERT Bit 
A value of 0 in the INT_INVERT bit sets the interrupts to active 
high, and a value of 1 sets the interrupts to active low. 
FULL_RES Bit 
When this bit is set to a value of 1, the device is in full resolution 
mode, where the output resolution increases with the g range 
set by the range bits to maintain a 4 mg/LSB scale factor. When 
the FULL_RES bit is set to 0, the device is in 10-bit mode, and 
the range bits determine the maximum g range and scale factor. 
Justify Bit 
A setting of 1 in the justify bit selects left-justified (MSB) mode, 
and a setting of 0 selects right-justified mode with sign extension.  
Range Bits 
These bits set the g range as described in Table 21. 
Table 21. g Range Setting 
Setting  
D1 D0 g Range 
0 0 ±2 g 
0 1 ±4 g 
1 0 ±8 g 
1 1 ±16 g 
 
Register 0x32 to Register 0x37—DATAX0, DATAX1, 
DATAY0, DATAY1, DATAZ0, DATAZ1 (Read Only) 
These six bytes (Register 0x32 to Register 0x37) are eight bits 
each and hold the output data for each axis. Register 0x32 and 
Register 0x33 hold the output data for the x-axis, Register 0x34 and 
Register 0x35 hold the output data for the y-axis, and Register 0x36 
and Register 0x37 hold the output data for the z-axis. The output 
data is twos complement, with DATAx0 as the least significant 
byte and DATAx1 as the most significant byte, where x represent X, 
Y, or Z. The DATA_FORMAT register (Address 0x31) controls 
the format of the data. It is recommended that a multiple-byte 
read of all registers be performed to prevent a change in data 
between reads of sequential registers. 
Register 0x38—FIFO_CTL (Read/Write) 
D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0 
FIFO_MODE Trigger Samples 
 
FIFO_MODE Bits 
These bits set the FIFO mode, as described in Table 22. 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 22. FIFO Modes 
Setting   
D7 D6 Mode Function 
0 0 Bypass FIFO is bypassed. 
0 1 FIFO FIFO collects up to 32 values and then 
stops collecting data, collecting new data 
only when FIFO is not full. 
1 0 Stream FIFO holds the last 32 data values. When 
FIFO is full, the oldest data is overwritten 
with newer data. 
1 1 Trigger When triggered by the trigger bit, FIFO 
holds the last data samples before the 
trigger event and then continues to collect 
data until full. New data is collected only 
when FIFO is not full. 
Trigger Bit 
A value of 0 in the trigger bit links the trigger event of trigger mode 
to INT1, and a value of 1 links the trigger event to INT2.  
Samples Bits 
The function of these bits depends on the FIFO mode selected 
(see Table 23). Entering a value of 0 in the samples bits 
immediately sets the watermark status bit in the INT_SOURCE 
register, regardless of which FIFO mode is selected. Undesirable 
operation may occur if a value of 0 is used for the samples bits 
when trigger mode is used. 
Table 23. Samples Bits Functions 
FIFO Mode Samples Bits Function 
Bypass None. 
FIFO Specifies how many FIFO entries are needed to 
trigger a watermark interrupt. 
Stream Specifies how many FIFO entries are needed to 
trigger a watermark interrupt. 
Trigger Specifies how many FIFO samples are retained in 
the FIFO buffer before a trigger event. 
0x39—FIFO_STATUS (Read Only) 
D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0 
FIFO_TRIG 0 Entries 
 
FIFO_TRIG Bit 
A 1 in the FIFO_TRIG bit corresponds to a trigger event occurring, 
and a 0 means that a FIFO trigger event has not occurred. 
Entries Bits 
These bits report how many data values are stored in FIFO. 
Access to collect the data from FIFO is provided through the 
DATAX, DATAY, and DATAZ registers. FIFO reads must be 
done in burst or multiple-byte mode because each FIFO level is 
cleared after any read (single- or multiple-byte) of FIFO. FIFO 
stores a maximum of 32 entries, which equates to a maximum 
of 33 entries available at any given time because an additional 
entry is available at the output filter of the device. 
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APPLICATIONS INFORMATION 
POWER SUPPLY DECOUPLING 
A 1 µF tantalum capacitor (CS) at VS and a 0.1 µF ceramic capacitor 
(CI/O) at VDD I/O placed close to the ADXL345 supply pins is 
recommended to adequately decouple the accelerometer from 
noise on the power supply. If additional decoupling is necessary, 
a resistor or ferrite bead, no larger than 100 Ω, in series with VS 
may be helpful. Additionally, increasing the bypass capacitance 
on VS to a 10 µF tantalum capacitor in parallel with a 0.1 µF 
ceramic capacitor may also improve noise.  
Care should be taken to ensure that the connection from the 
ADXL345 ground to the power supply ground has low impedance 
because noise transmitted through ground has an effect similar 
to noise transmitted through VS. It is recommended that VS and 
VDD I/O be separate supplies to minimize digital clocking noise 
on the VS supply. If this is not possible, additional filtering of 
the supplies, as previously mentioned, may be necessary. 
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Figure 44. Application Diagram  
MECHANICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR MOUNTING 
The ADXL345 should be mounted on the PCB in a location 
close to a hard mounting point of the PCB to the case. Mounting 
the ADXL345 at an unsupported PCB location, as shown in 
Figure 45, may result in large, apparent measurement errors  
due to undampened PCB vibration. Locating the accelerometer 
near a hard mounting point ensures that any PCB vibration at 
the accelerometer is above the accelerometer’s mechanical sensor 
resonant frequency and, therefore, effectively invisible to the 
accelerometer. Multiple mounting points, close to the sensor, 
and/or a thicker PCB also help to reduce the effect of system 
resonance on the performance of the sensor. 
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Figure 45. Incorrectly Placed Accelerometers 
TAP DETECTION 
The tap interrupt function is capable of detecting either single 
or double taps. The following parameters are shown in Figure 46 
for a valid single and valid double tap event:  
? The tap detection threshold is defined by the THRESH_TAP 
register (Address 0x1D). 
? The maximum tap duration time is defined by the DUR 
register (Address 0x21). 
? The tap latency time is defined by the latent register 
(Address 0x22) and is the waiting period from the end  
of the first tap until the start of the time window, when a 
second tap can be detected, which is determined by the 
value in the window register (Address 0x23). 
? The interval after the latency time (set by the latent register) is 
defined by the window register. Although a second tap must 
begin after the latency time has expired, it need not finish 
before the end of the time defined by the window register. 
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Figure 46. Tap Interrupt Function with Valid Single and Double Taps 
If only the single tap function is in use, the single tap interrupt 
is triggered when the acceleration goes below the threshold, as 
long as DUR has not been exceeded. If both single and double 
tap functions are in use, the single tap interrupt is triggered 
when the double tap event has been either validated or 
invalidated. 
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Several events can occur to invalidate the second tap of a double 
tap event. First, if the suppress bit in the TAP_AXES register 
(Address 0x2A) is set, any acceleration spike above the threshold 
during the latency time (set by the latent register) invalidates 
the double tap detection, as shown in Figure 47. 
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Figure 47. Double Tap Event Invalid Due to High g Event  
When the Suppress Bit Is Set 
A double tap event can also be invalidated if acceleration above 
the threshold is detected at the start of the time window for the 
second tap (set by the window register). This results in an invalid 
double tap at the start of this window, as shown in Figure 48. 
Additionally, a double tap event can be invalidated if an accel-
eration exceeds the time limit for taps (set by the DUR register), 
resulting in an invalid double tap at the end of the DUR time 
limit for the second tap event, also shown in Figure 48. 
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Figure 48. Tap Interrupt Function with Invalid Double Taps 
Single taps, double taps, or both can be detected by setting the 
respective bits in the INT_ENABLE register (Address 0x2E). 
Control over participation of each of the three axes in single tap/ 
double tap detection is exerted by setting the appropriate bits in 
the TAP_AXES register (Address 0x2A). For the double tap 
function to operate, both the latent and window registers must 
be set to a nonzero value. 
Every mechanical system has somewhat different single tap/ 
double tap responses based on the mechanical characteristics of 
the system. Therefore, some experimentation with values for the  
DUR, latent, window, and THRESH_TAP registers is required. 
In general, a good starting point is to set the DUR register to a 
value greater than 0x10 (10 ms), the latent register to a value greater 
than 0x10 (20 ms), the window register to a value greater than 
0x40 (80 ms), and the THRESH_TAP register to a value greater 
than 0x30 (3 g). Setting a very low value in the latent, window, or 
THRESH_TAP register may result in an unpredictable response 
due to the accelerometer picking up echoes of the tap inputs. 
After a tap interrupt has been received, the first axis to exceed 
the THRESH_TAP level is reported in the ACT_TAP_STATUS 
register (Address 0x2B). This register is never cleared but is 
overwritten with new data. 
THRESHOLD 
The lower output data rates are achieved by decimating a common 
sampling frequency inside the device. The activity, free-fall, and 
single tap/double tap detection functions without improved tap 
enabled are performed using undecimated data. Because the 
bandwidth of the output data varies with the data rate and is 
lower than the bandwidth of the undecimated data, the high 
frequency and high g data that is used to determine activity, 
free-fall, and single tap/double tap events may not be present  
if the output of the accelerometer is examined. This may result 
in functions triggering when acceleration data does not appear 
to meet the conditions set by the user for the corresponding 
function. 
LINK MODE 
The function of the link bit is to reduce the number of activity 
interrupts that the processor must service by setting the device 
to look for activity only after inactivity. For proper operation of 
this feature, the processor must still respond to the activity and 
inactivity interrupts by reading the INT_SOURCE register 
(Address 0x30) and, therefore, clearing the interrupts. If an activity 
interrupt is not cleared, the part cannot go into autosleep mode. 
The asleep bit in the ACT_TAP_STATUS register (Address 0x2B) 
indicates if the part is asleep. 
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SLEEP MODE VS. LOW POWER MODE 
In applications where a low data rate and low power consumption 
is desired (at the expense of noise performance), it is recommended 
that low power mode be used. The use of low power mode preserves 
the functionality of the DATA_READY interrupt and the FIFO 
for postprocessing of the acceleration data. Sleep mode, while 
offering a low data rate and power consumption, is not intended 
for data acquisition. 
However, when sleep mode is used in conjunction with the 
AUTO_SLEEP mode and the link mode, the part can automatically 
switch to a low power, low sampling rate mode when inactivity 
is detected. To prevent the generation of redundant inactivity 
interrupts, the inactivity interrupt is automatically disabled 
and activity is enabled. When the ADXL345 is in sleep mode, the 
host processor can also be placed into sleep mode or low power 
mode to save significant system power. When activity is detected, 
the accelerometer automatically switches back to the original 
data rate of the application and provides an activity interrupt 
that can be used to wake up the host processor. Similar to when 
inactivity occurs, detection of activity events is disabled and 
inactivity is enabled.  
OFFSET CALIBRATION 
Accelerometers are mechanical structures containing elements 
that are free to move. These moving parts can be very sensitive 
to mechanical stresses, much more so than solid-state electronics. 
The 0 g bias or offset is an important accelerometer metric because 
it defines the baseline for measuring acceleration. Additional 
stresses can be applied during assembly of a system containing 
an accelerometer. These stresses can come from, but are not 
limited to, component soldering, board stress during mounting, 
and application of any compounds on or over the component. If 
calibration is deemed necessary, it is recommended that calibration 
be performed after system assembly to compensate for these effects. 
A simple method of calibration is to measure the offset while 
assuming that the sensitivity of the ADXL345 is as specified in 
Table 1. The offset can then be automatically accounted for by 
using the built-in offset registers. This results in the data acquired 
from the DATA registers already compensating for any offset. 
In a no-turn or single-point calibration scheme, the part is oriented 
such that one axis, typically the z-axis, is in the 1 g field of gravity 
and the remaining axes, typically the x- and y-axis, are in a 0 g 
field. The output is then measured by taking the average of a 
series of samples. The number of samples averaged is a choice of 
the system designer, but a recommended starting point is 0.1 sec 
worth of data for data rates of 100 Hz or greater. This corresponds 
to 10 samples at the 100 Hz data rate. For data rates less than 
100 Hz, it is recommended that at least 10 samples be averaged 
together. These values are stored as X0g, Y0g, and Z+1g for the 0 g 
measurements on the x- and y-axis and the 1 g measurement on 
the z-axis, respectively.  
The values measured for X0g and Y0g correspond to the x- and y-axis 
offset, and compensation is done by subtracting those values from 
the output of the accelerometer to obtain the actual acceleration: 
XACTUAL = XMEAS − X0g 
YACTUAL = YMEAS − Y0g 
Because the z-axis measurement was done in a +1 g field, a no-turn 
or single-point calibration scheme assumes an ideal sensitivity, 
SZ for the z-axis. This is subtracted from Z+1g to attain the z-axis 
offset, which is then subtracted from future measured values to 
obtain the actual value: 
Z0g = Z+1g − SZ 
ZACTUAL = ZMEAS − Z0g 
The ADXL345 can automatically compensate the output for offset 
by using the offset registers (Register 0x1E, Register 0x1F, and 
Register 0x20). These registers contain an 8-bit, twos complement 
value that is automatically added to all measured acceleration 
values, and the result is then placed into the DATA registers. 
Because the value placed in an offset register is additive, a negative 
value is placed into the register to eliminate a positive offset and 
vice versa for a negative offset. The register has a scale factor of 
15.6 mg/LSB and is independent of the selected g-range. 
As an example, assume that the ADXL345 is placed into full-
resolution mode with a sensitivity of typically 256 LSB/g. The 
part is oriented such that the z-axis is in the field of gravity and 
x-, y-, and z-axis outputs are measured as +10 LSB, −13 LSB, 
and +9 LSB, respectively. Using the previous equations, X0g is 
+10 LSB, Y0g is −13 LSB, and Z0g is +9 LSB. Each LSB of output 
in full-resolution is 3.9 mg or one-quarter of an LSB of the 
offset register. Because the offset register is additive, the 0 g 
values are negated and rounded to the nearest LSB of the offset 
register: 
XOFFSET = −Round(10/4) = −3 LSB 
YOFFSET = −Round(−13/4) = 3 LSB 
ZOFFSET = −Round(9/4) = −2 LSB 
These values are programmed into the OFSX, OFSY, and OFXZ 
registers, respectively, as 0xFD, 0x03 and 0xFE. As with all 
registers in the ADXL345, the offset registers do not retain the 
value written into them when power is removed from the part. 
Power-cycling the ADXL345 returns the offset registers to their 
default value of 0x00. 
Because the no-turn or single-point calibration method assumes an 
ideal sensitivity in the z-axis, any error in the sensitivity results in 
offset error. For instance, if the actual sensitivity was 250 LSB/g 
in the previous example, the offset would be 15 LSB, not 9 LSB. 
To help minimize this error, an additional measurement point 
can be used with the z-axis in a 0 g field and the 0 g measurement 
can be used in the ZACTUAL equation. 
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USING SELF-TEST 
The self-test change is defined as the difference between the 
acceleration output of an axis with self-test enabled and the 
acceleration output of the same axis with self-test disabled (see 
Endnote 4 of Table 1). This definition assumes that the sensor 
does not move between these two measurements, because if the 
sensor moves, a non–self-test related shift corrupts the test. 
Proper configuration of the ADXL345 is also necessary for an 
accurate self-test measurement. The part should be set with a 
data rate of 100 Hz through 800 Hz, or 3200 Hz. This is done by 
ensuring that a value of 0x0A through 0x0D, or 0x0F is written 
into the rate bits (Bit D3 through Bit D0) in the BW_RATE 
register (Address 0x2C). The part also must be placed into 
normal power operation by ensuring the LOW_POWER bit in 
the BW_RATE register is cleared (LOW_POWER bit = 0) for 
accurate self-test measurements. It is recommended that the 
part be set to full-resolution, 16 g mode to ensure that there is 
sufficient dynamic range for the entire self-test shift. This is done 
by setting Bit D3 of the DATA_FORMAT register (Address 0x31) 
and writing a value of 0x03 to the range bits (Bit D1 and Bit D0) of 
the DATA_FORMAT register (Address 0x31). This results in a high 
dynamic range for measurement and a 3.9 mg/LSB scale factor. 
After the part is configured for accurate self-test measurement, 
several samples of x-, y-, and z-axis acceleration data should be 
retrieved from the sensor and averaged together. The number  
of samples averaged is a choice of the system designer, but a 
recommended starting point is 0.1 sec worth of data for data 
rates of 100 Hz or greater. This corresponds to 10 samples at  
the 100 Hz data rate. For data rates less than 100 Hz, it is 
recommended that at least 10 samples be averaged together. The 
averaged values should be stored and labeled appropriately as 
the self-test disabled data, that is, XST_OFF, YST_OFF, and ZST_OFF. 
Next, self-test should be enabled by setting Bit D7 (SELF_TEST) of 
the DATA_FORMAT register (Address 0x31). The output needs 
some time (about four samples) to settle after enabling self-test. 
After allowing the output to settle, several samples of the x-, y-, 
and z-axis acceleration data should be taken again and averaged. It 
is recommended that the same number of samples be taken for 
this average as was previously taken. These averaged values should 
again be stored and labeled appropriately as the value with self-
test enabled, that is, XST_ON, YST_ON, and ZST_ON. Self-test can then be 
disabled by clearing Bit D7 (SELF_TEST) of the DATA_FORMAT 
register (Address 0x31). 
With the stored values for self-test enabled and disabled, the 
self-test change is as follows: 
XST = XST_ON − XST_OFF 
YST = YST_ON − YST_OFF 
ZST = ZST_ON − ZST_OFF 
Because the measured output for each axis is expressed in LSBs, 
XST, YST, and ZST are also expressed in LSBs. These values can be 
converted to g’s of acceleration by multiplying each value by the 
3.9 mg/LSB scale factor, if configured for full-resolution mode. 
Additionally, Table 15 through Table 18 correspond to the self-test 
range converted to LSBs and can be compared with the measured 
self-test change when operating at a VS of 2.5 V. For other voltages, 
the minimum and maximum self-test output values should be 
adjusted based on (multiplied by) the scale factors shown in 
Table 14. If the part was placed into ±2 g, 10-bit or full-resolution 
mode, the values listed in Table 15 should be used. Although 
the fixed 10-bit mode or a range other than 16 g can be used, a 
different set of values, as indicated in Table 16 through Table 18, 
would need to be used. Using a range below 8 g may result in 
insufficient dynamic range and should be considered when 
selecting the range of operation for measuring self-test. 
If the self-test change is within the valid range, the test is considered 
successful. Generally, a part is considered to pass if the minimum 
magnitude of change is achieved. However, a part that changes 
by more than the maximum magnitude is not necessarily a failure. 
Another effective method for using the self-test to verify accel-
erometer functionality is to toggle the self test at a certain rate  
and then perform an FFT on the output. The FFT should have a 
corresponding tone at the frequency the self-test was toggled.  
Using an FFT like this removes the dependency of the test on 
supply voltage and on self-test magnitude, which can vary within  
a rather wide range. 
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DATA FORMATTING OF UPPER DATA RATES For a range of ±2 g, the LSB is Bit D6 of the DATAx0 register; 
for ±4 g, Bit D5 of the DATAx0 register; for ±8 g, Bit D4 of the 
DATAx0 register; and for ±16 g, Bit D3 of the DATAx0 register. 
This is shown in Figure 50. 
Formatting of output data at the 3200 Hz and 1600 Hz output 
data rates changes depending on the mode of operation (full-
resolution or fixed 10-bit) and the selected output range. 
The use of 3200 Hz and 1600 Hz output data rates for fixed 10-
bit operation in the ±4 g, ±8 g, and ±16 g output ranges 
provides an LSB that is valid and that changes according to the 
applied acceleration. Therefore, in these modes of operation, Bit 
D0 is not always 0 when output data is right justified and Bit D6 
is not always 0 when output data is left justified. Operation at 
any data rate of 800 Hz or lower also provides a valid LSB in all 
ranges and modes that changes according to the applied 
acceleration. 
When using the 3200 Hz or 1600 Hz output data rates in full-
resolution or ±2 g, 10-bit operation, the LSB of the output data-
word is always 0. When data is right justified, this corresponds 
to Bit D0 of the DATAx0 register, as shown in Figure 49. When 
data is left justified and the part is operating in ±2 g, 10-bit mode, 
the LSB of the output data-word is Bit D6 of the DATAx0 register. 
In full-resolution operation when data is left justified, the location 
of the LSB changes according to the selected output range.  
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Figure 49. Data Formatting of Full-Resolution and ±2 g, 10-Bit Modes of Operation When Output Data Is Right Justified 
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Figure 50. Data Formatting of Full-Resolution and ±2 g, 10-Bit Modes of Operation When Output Data Is Left Justified 
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NOISE PERFORMANCE 
The specification of noise shown in Table 1 corresponds to  
the typical noise performance of the ADXL345 in normal power 
operation with an output data rate of 100 Hz (LOW_POWER bit 
(D4) = 0, rate bits (D3:D0) = 0xA in the BW_RATE register, 
Address 0x2C). For normal power operation at data rates below 
100 Hz, the noise of the ADXL345 is equivalent to the noise at 
100 Hz ODR in LSBs. For data rates greater than 100 Hz, the 
noise increases roughly by a factor of √2 per doubling of the data 
rate. For example, at 400 Hz ODR, the noise on the x- and y-axes 
is typically less than 1.5 LSB rms, and the noise on the z-axis is 
typically less than 2.2 LSB rms. 
For low power operation (LOW_POWER bit (D4) = 1 in the 
BW_RATE register, Address 0x2C), the noise of the ADXL345 
is constant for all valid data rates shown in Table 8. This value is 
typically less than 1.8 LSB rms for the x- and y-axes and typically 
less than 2.6LSB rms for the z-axis.  
The trend of noise performance for both normal power and low 
power modes of operation of the ADXL345 is shown in Figure 51.  
Figure 52 shows the typical Allan deviation for the ADXL345. 
The 1/f corner of the device, as shown in this figure, is very low, 
allowing absolute resolution of approximately 100 µg (assuming 
that there is sufficient integration time). Figure 52 also shows 
that the noise density is 290 µg/√Hz for the x-axis and y-axis 
and 430 µg/√Hz for the z-axis. 
Figure 53 shows the typical noise performance trend of the 
ADXL345 over supply voltage. The performance is normalized 
to the tested and specified supply voltage, VS = 2.5 V. In general, 
noise decreases as supply voltage is increased. It should be noted, as 
shown in Figure 51, that the noise on the z-axis is typically higher 
than on the x-axis and y-axis; therefore, while they change roughly 
the same in percentage over supply voltage, the magnitude of change 
on the z-axis is greater than the magnitude of change on the  
x-axis and y-axis. 
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Figure 51. Noise  vs. Output Data Rate for Normal and Low Power Modes, 
Full-Resolution (256 LSB/g)  
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Figure 52. Root Allan Deviation  
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Figure 53. Normalized Noise vs. Supply Voltage, VS 
OPERATION AT VOLTAGES OTHER THAN 2.5 V 
The ADXL345 is tested and specified at a supply voltage of 
VS = 2.5 V; however, it can be powered with VS as high as 3.6 V 
or as low as 2.0 V. Some performance parameters change as the 
supply voltage changes: offset, sensitivity, noise, self-test, and 
supply current. 
Due to slight changes in the electrostatic forces as supply voltage 
is varied, the offset and sensitivity change slightly. When operating 
at a supply voltage of VS = 3.3 V, the x- and y-axis offset is typically 
25 mg higher than at Vs = 2.5 V operation. The z-axis is typically 
20 mg lower when operating at a supply voltage of 3.3 V than when 
operating at VS = 2.5 V. Sensitivity on the x- and y-axes typically 
shifts from a nominal 256 LSB/g (full-resolution or ±2 g, 10-bit 
operation) at VS = 2.5 V operation to 265 LSB/g when operating 
with a supply voltage of 3.3 V. The z-axis sensitivity is unaffected by 
a change in supply voltage and is the same at VS = 3.3 V operation 
as it is at VS = 2.5 V operation. Simple linear interpolation can be 
used to determine typical shifts in offset and sensitivity at other 
supply voltages. 
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Changes in noise performance, self-test response, and supply 
current are discussed elsewhere throughout the data sheet. For 
noise performance, the Noise Performance section should be 
reviewed. The Using Self-Test section discusses both the 
operation of self-test over voltage, a square relationship with 
supply voltage, as well as the conversion of the self-test response 
in g’s to LSBs. Finally, Figure 33 shows the impact of supply 
voltage on typical current consumption at a 100 Hz output data 
rate, with all other output data rates following the same trend. 
OFFSET PERFORMANCE AT LOWEST DATA RATES 
The ADXL345 offers a large number of output data rates and 
bandwidths, designed for a large range of applications. However, 
at the lowest data rates, described as those data rates below 6.25 Hz, 
the offset performance over temperature can vary significantly 
from the remaining data rates. Figure 54, Figure 55, and Figure 56 
show the typical offset performance of the ADXL345 over 
temperature for the data rates of 6.25 Hz and lower. All plots  
are normalized to the offset at 100 Hz output data rate; therefore,  
a nonzero value corresponds to additional offset shift due to 
temperature for that data rate. 
When using the lowest data rates, it is recommended that the 
operating temperature range of the device be limited to provide 
minimal offset shift across the operating temperature range. 
Due to variability between parts, it is also recommended that 
calibration over temperature be performed if any data rates 
below 6.25 Hz are in use. 
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Figure 54. Typical X-Axis Output vs. Temperature at Lower Data Rates, 
Normalized to 100 Hz Output Data Rate, VS = 2.5 V 
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Figure 55. Typical Y-Axis Output vs. Temperature at Lower Data Rates, 
Normalized to 100 Hz Output Data Rate, VS = 2.5 V 
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Figure 56. Typical Z-Axis Output vs. Temperature at Lower Data Rates, 
Normalized to 100 Hz Output Data Rate, VS = 2.5 V 
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AXES OF ACCELERATION SENSITIVITY 
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Figure 57. Axes of Acceleration Sensitivity (Corresponding Output Voltage Increases When Accelerated Along the Sensitive Axis) 
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Figure 58. Output Response vs. Orientation to Gravity 
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LAYOUT AND DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS 
Figure 59 shows the recommended printed wiring board land pattern. Figure 60?and Table 24 provide details about the recommended 
soldering profile.  
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Figure 59. Recommended Printed Wiring Board Land Pattern (Dimensions shown in millimeters) 
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Figure 60. Recommended Soldering Profile  
 
Table 24. Recommended Soldering Profile1, 2 
 Condition 
Profile Feature Sn63/Pb37 Pb-Free 
Average Ramp Rate from Liquid Temperature (TL) to Peak Temperature (TP) 3°C/sec maximum 3°C/sec maximum 
Preheat   
Minimum Temperature (TSMIN) 100°C 150°C 
Maximum Temperature (TSMAX) 150°C 200°C 
Time from TSMIN to TSMAX (tS) 60 sec to 120 sec 60 sec to 180 sec 
TSMAX to TL Ramp-Up Rate 3°C/sec maximum 3°C/sec maximum 
Liquid Temperature (TL)  183°C 217°C 
Time Maintained Above TL (tL) 60 sec to 150 sec 60 sec to 150 sec 
Peak Temperature (TP) 240 + 0/−5°C 260 + 0/−5°C 
Time of Actual TP − 5°C (tP) 10 sec to 30 sec 20 sec to 40 sec 
Ramp-Down Rate 6°C/sec maximum 6°C/sec maximum 
Time 25°C to Peak Temperature 6 minutes maximum 8 minutes maximum 
 
1 Based on JEDEC Standard J-STD-020D.1. 
2 For best results, the soldering profile should be in accordance with the recommendations of the manufacturer of the solder paste used. 
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OUTLINE DIMENSIONS 
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Figure 61. 14-Terminal Land Grid Array [LGA] 
(CC-14-1) 
Solder Terminations Finish Is Au over Ni 
Dimensions shown in millimeters 
 
ORDERING GUIDE 
Model1 
Measurement 
Range (g) 
Specified 
Voltage (V) Temperature Range Package Description 
Package 
Option 
ADXL345BCCZ ±2, ±4, ±8, ±16 2.5 −40°C to +85°C 14-Terminal Land Grid Array [LGA] CC-14-1 
ADXL345BCCZ-RL ±2, ±4, ±8, ±16 2.5 −40°C to +85°C 14-Terminal Land Grid Array [LGA] CC-14-1 
ADXL345BCCZ-RL7 ±2, ±4, ±8, ±16 2.5 −40°C to +85°C 14-Terminal Land Grid Array [LGA] CC-14-1 
EVAL-ADXL345Z    Evaluation Board  
EVAL-ADXL345Z-DB    Evaluation Board  
EVAL-ADXL345Z-M    Analog Devices Inertial Sensor Evaluation 
System, Includes ADXL345 Satellite 
 
EVAL-ADXL345Z-S    ADXL345 Satellite, Standalone  
 
1 Z = RoHS Compliant Part. 
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I2C refers to a communications protocol originally developed by Philips Semiconductors (now NXP Semiconductors). 
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Preliminary data
This is preliminary information on a new product now in development or undergoing evaluation. Details are subject to 
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L3G4200D
MEMS motion sensor:
ultra-stable three-axis digital output gyroscope
Features
■ Three selectable full scales (250/500/2000 
dps)
■ I2C/SPI digital output interface
■ 16 bit-rate value data output
■ 8-bit temperature data output
■ Two digital output lines (interrupt and data 
ready)
■ Integrated low- and high-pass filters with user-
selectable bandwidth
■ Ultra-stable over temperature and time
■ Wide supply voltage: 2.4 V to 3.6 V
■ Low voltage-compatible IOs (1.8 V)
■ Embedded power-down and sleep mode
■ Embedded temperature sensor
■ Embedded FIFO
■ High shock survivability
■ Extended operating temperature range (-40 °C 
to +85 °C)
■ ECOPACK® RoHS and “Green” compliant 
Applications
■ Gaming and virtual reality input devices
■ Motion control with MMI (man-machine 
interface)
■ GPS navigation systems
■ Appliances and robotics
Description
The L3G4200D is a low-power three-axis angular 
rate sensor able to provide unprecedented 
stablility of zero rate level and sensitivity over 
temperature and time. It includes a sensing 
element and an IC interface capable of providing 
the measured angular rate to the external world 
through a digital interface (I2C/SPI).
The sensing element is manufactured using a 
dedicated micro-machining process developed by 
STMicroelectronics to produce inertial sensors 
and actuators on silicon wafers.
The IC interface is manufactured using a CMOS 
process that allows a high level of integration to 
design a dedicated circuit which is trimmed to 
better match the sensing element characteristics.
The L3G4200D has a full scale of ±250/±500/ 
±2000 dps and is capable of measuring rates with 
a user-selectable bandwidth.
The L3G4200D is available in a plastic land grid 
array (LGA) package and can operate within a 
temperature range of -40 °C to +85 °C.
LGA-16 (4x4x1.1 mm)
Table 1. Device summary
Order code Temperature range (°C) Package Packing
L3G4200D -40 to +85 LGA-16 (4x4x1.1 mm) Tray
L3G4200DTR -40 to +85 LGA-16 (4x4x1.1 mm) Tape and reel
www.st.com
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1 Block diagram and pin description
Figure 1. Block diagram
The vibration of the structure is maintained by drive circuitry in a feedback loop. The sensing 
signal is filtered and appears as a digital signal at the output.
1.1 Pin description
Figure 2. Pin connection 
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Figure 3. L3G4200D external low-pass filter values (a)
Table 2. Pin description
Pin# Name Function
1 Vdd_IO Power supply for I/O pins
2
SCL
SPC
I2C serial clock (SCL)
SPI serial port clock (SPC)
3
SDA
SDI
SDO
I2C serial data (SDA)
SPI serial data input (SDI)
3-wire interface serial data output (SDO)
4
SDO
SA0
SPI serial data output (SDO)
I2C least significant bit of the device address (SA0)
5 CS
SPI enable
I2C/SPI mode selection (1:SPI idle mode / I2C communication 
enabled; 0: SPI communication mode / I2C disabled)
6 DRDY/INT2 Data ready/FIFO interrupt
7 INT1 Programmable interrupt
8 Reserved Connect to GND
9 Reserved Connect to GND
10 Reserved Connect to GND
11 Reserved Connect to GND
12 Reserved Connect to GND
13 GND 0 V supply
14 PLLFILT Phase-locked loop filter (see Figure 3)
15 Reserved Connect to Vdd
16 Vdd Power supply
a. Pin 14 PLLFILT maximum voltage level is equal to Vdd.
??
????
??????????????
?????????
???
???????????????
?????????
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Table 3. Filter values
Parameter Typical value
C1 10 nF
C2 470 nF
R2 10 kΩ
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2 Mechanical and electrical characteristics
2.1 Mechanical characteristics 
         
Table 4. Mechanical characteristics @ Vdd = 3.0 V, T = 25 °C, unless otherwise noted(1)
Symbol Parameter Test condition Min. Typ.(2) Max. Unit
FS Measurement range User-selectable
±250
dps±500
±2000
So Sensitivity
FS = 250 dps 8.75
mdps/digitFS = 500 dps 17.50
FS = 2000 dps 70
SoDr Sensitivity change vs. temperature From -40 °C to +85 °C ±2 %
DVoff Digital zero-rate level
FS = 250 dps ±10
dpsFS = 500 dps ±15
FS = 2000 dps ±75
OffDr Zero-rate level change 
vs. temperature(3)
FS = 250 dps ±0.03 dps/°C
FS = 2000 dps ±0.04 dps/°C
NL Non linearity(4) Best fit straight line 0.2 % FS
DST Self-test output change
FS = 250 dps 130
dpsFS = 500 dps 200
FS = 2000 dps 530
Rn Rate noise density BW = 50 Hz 0.03 dps/
sqrt(Hz)
ODR Digital output data rate 100/200/
400/800 Hz
Top Operating temperature 
range -40 +85 °C
1. The product is factory calibrated at 3.0 V. The operational power supply range is specified in Table 5.
2. Typical specifications are not guaranteed.
3. Min/max values have been estimated based on the measurements of the current gyros in production.
4. Guaranteed by design.
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2.2 Electrical characteristics
2.3 Temperature sensor characteristics 
Table 5. Electrical characteristics @ Vdd =3.0 V, T=25 °C, unless otherwise noted(1)
Symbol Parameter Test condition Min. Typ.(2) Max. Unit
Vdd Supply voltage 2.4 3.0 3.6 V
Vdd_IO I/O pins supply voltage(3) 1.71 Vdd+0.1 V
Idd Supply current 6.1 mA
IddSL Supply current
in sleep mode(4)
Selectable by digital 
interface 1.5 mA
IddPdn Supply current in power-down mode
Selectable by digital 
interface 5 µA
Top Operating temperature 
range -40 +85 °C
1. The product is factory calibrated at 3.0 V.
2. Typical specifications are not guaranteed.
3. It is possible to remove Vdd maintaining Vdd_IO without blocking the communication busses, in this condition the 
measurement chain is powered off.
4. Sleep mode introduces a faster turn-on time compared to power-down mode.
Table 6. Temp. sensor characteristics @ Vdd =3.0 V, T=25 °C, unless otherwise noted(1)
Symbol Parameter Test condition Min. Typ.(2) Max. Unit
TSDr
Temperature sensor 
output change vs. 
temperature
-1 °C/digit
TODR Temperature refresh rate 1 Hz
Top Operating temperature 
range -40 +85 °C
1. The product is factory calibrated at 3.0 V.
2. Typical specifications are not guaranteed.
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2.4 Communication interface characteristics
2.4.1 SPI - serial peripheral interface
Subject to general operating conditions for Vdd and Top.
Figure 4. SPI slave timing diagram(b)
Table 7. SPI slave timing values
Symbol Parameter
Value(1)
Unit
Min. Max.
tc(SPC) SPI clock cycle 100 ns
fc(SPC) SPI clock frequency 10 MHz
tsu(CS) CS setup time 5
ns
th(CS) CS hold time 8
tsu(SI) SDI input setup time 5
th(SI) SDI input hold time 15
tv(SO) SDO valid output time 50
th(SO) SDO output hold time 6
tdis(SO) SDO output disable time 50
1. Values are guaranteed at 10 MHz clock frequency for SPI with both 4 and 3 wires, based on characterization results; not 
tested in production.
b. Measurement points are done at 0.2·Vdd_IO and 0.8·Vdd_IO, for both input and output ports.
????
???
????
????
???????
?????? ??????
?????????????
??????
????????
???????
???????
???????? ????????
???????
????
????
????
????
???
???
???
???
?????????
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2.4.2 I2C - inter IC control interface
Subject to general operating conditions for Vdd and Top.
Figure 5. I2C slave timing diagram (c)
Table 8. I2C slave timing values
Symbol Parameter
I2C standard mode(1) I2C fast mode (1)
Unit
Min Max Min Max
f(SCL) SCL clock frequency 0 100 0 400 kHz
tw(SCLL) SCL clock low time 4.7 1.3
µs
tw(SCLH) SCL clock high time 4.0 0.6
tsu(SDA) SDA setup time 250 100 ns
th(SDA) SDA data hold time 0 3.45 0 0.9 µs
tr(SDA) tr(SCL) SDA and SCL rise time 1000 20 + 0.1Cb (2) 300
ns
tf(SDA) tf(SCL) SDA and SCL fall time 300 20 + 0.1Cb (2) 300
th(ST) START condition hold time 4 0.6
µs
tsu(SR)
Repeated START condition 
setup time 4.7 0.6
tsu(SP) STOP condition setup time 4 0.6
tw(SP:SR)
Bus free time between STOP 
and START condition 4.7 1.3
1. Data based on standard I2C protocol requirement; not tested in production.
2. Cb = total capacitance of one bus line, in pF.
c. Measurement points are done at 0.2·Vdd_IO and 0.8·Vdd_IO, for both ports.
????
????
???????
???????
????????
???????????????
???????
?????? ????????
???????
??????? ???????
?????????
??????
????????
??????
????
?????
?????????
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2.5 Absolute maximum ratings
Any stress above that listed as “Absolute maximum ratings” may cause permanent damage 
to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device under these 
conditions is not implied. Exposure to maximum rating conditions for extended periods may 
affect device reliability.
          
Table 9. Absolute maximum ratings
Symbol Ratings Maximum value Unit
Vdd Supply voltage -0.3 to 4.8 V
TSTG Storage temperature range -40 to +125 °C
Sg Acceleration g for 0.1 ms 10,000 g
ESD Electrostatic discharge protection 2 (HBM) kV
This is a mechanical shock sensitive device, improper handling can cause permanent 
damage to the part
This is an ESD sensitive device, improper handling can cause permanent damage to 
the part
L3G4200D Mechanical and electrical characteristics
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2.6 Terminology
2.6.1 Sensitivity
An angular rate gyroscope is a device that produces a positive-going digital output for 
counterclockwise rotation around the sensitive axis considered. Sensitivity describes the 
gain of the sensor and can be determined by applying a defined angular velocity to it. This 
value changes very little over temperature and time.
2.6.2 Zero-rate level
Zero-rate level describes the actual output signal if there is no angular rate present. The 
zero-rate level of precise MEMS sensors is, to some extent, a result of stress to the sensor 
and, therefore, the zero-rate level can slightly change after mounting the sensor onto a 
printed circuit board or after exposing it to extensive mechanical stress. This value changes 
very little over temperature and time.
2.6.3 Stability over temperature and time
Thanks to the unique single driving mass approach and optimized design, ST gyroscopes 
are able to guarantee a perfect match of the MEMS mechanical mass and the ASIC 
interface, and deliver unprecedented levels of stability over temperature and time.
With Zero rate level and sensitivity performances, up to ten times better than equivalent 
products now available on the market, L3G4200D allows the user to avoid any further 
compensation and calibration during production for faster time to market, easy application 
implementation, higher performances and cost saving.
2.7 Soldering information
The LGA package is compliant with the ECOPACK®, RoHS and “Green” standard. 
It is qualified for soldering heat resistance according to JEDEC J-STD-020.
Leave “pin 1 Indicator” unconnected during soldering.
Land pattern and soldering recommendations are available at www.st.com/.
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3 Main digital blocks
3.1 Block diagram
Figure 6. Block diagram
3.2 FIFO
The L3G4200D embeds a 32-slot, 16-bit data FIFO for each of the three output channels: 
yaw, pitch, and roll. This allows consistent power saving for the system, as the host 
processor does not need to continuously poll data from the sensor. Instead, it can wake up 
only when needed and burst the significant data out from the FIFO. This buffer can work in 
five different modes. Each mode is selected by the FIFO_MODE bits in the 
FIFO_CTRL_REG. Programmable watermark level, FIFO_empty or FIFO_Full events can 
be enabled to generate dedicated interrupts on the DRDY/INT2 pin (configured through 
CTRL_REG3), and event detection information is available in FIFO_SRC_REG. The 
watermark level can be configured to WTM4:0 in FIFO_CTRL_REG.
3.2.1 Bypass mode
In bypass mode, the FIFO is not operational and for this reason it remains empty. As 
illustrated in Figure 7, only the first address is used for each channel. The remaining FIFO 
slots are empty. When new data is available, the old data is overwritten.
??? ???? ???
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Figure 7. Bypass mode
3.2.2 FIFO mode
In FIFO mode, data from the yaw, pitch, and roll channels are stored in the FIFO. A 
watermark interrupt can be enabled (I2_WMK bit in CTRL_REG3), which is triggered when 
the FIFO is filled to the level specified in the WTM 4:0 bits of FIFO_CTRL_REG. The FIFO 
continues filling until it is full (32 slots of 16-bit data for yaw, pitch, and roll). When full, the 
FIFO stops collecting data from the input channels. To restart data collection, it is necessary 
to write FIFO_CTRL_REG back to bypass mode.
FIFO mode is represented in Figure 8.
Figure 8. FIFO mode
3.2.3 Stream mode
In stream mode, data from yaw, pitch, and roll measurements are stored in the FIFO. A 
watermark interrupt can be enabled and set as in FIFO mode. The FIFO continues filling 
until full (32 slots of 16-bit data for yaw, pitch, and roll). When full, the FIFO discards the 
? ? ? ? ??
? ? ?? ??
? ? ?? ??
? ?? ??? ???
? ???????
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?????????
? ? ? ? ??
? ? ?? ??
? ? ?? ??
? ?? ??? ???
? ???????
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older data as the new data arrives. Programmable watermark level events can be enabled to 
generate dedicated interrupts on the DRDY/INT2 pin (configured through CTRL_REG3).
Stream mode is represented in Figure 9.
Figure 9. Stream mode
3.2.4 Bypass-to-stream mode 
In bypass-to-stream mode, the FIFO starts operating in bypass mode, and once a trigger 
event occurs (related to INT1_CFG register events), the FIFO starts operating in stream 
mode (see Figure 10).
Figure 10. Bypass-to-stream mode
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3.2.5 Stream-to-FIFO mode
In stream-to-FIFO mode, data from yaw, pitch, and roll measurements are stored in the 
FIFO. A watermark interrupt can be enabled on pin DRDY/INT2, setting the I2_WTM bit in 
CTRL_REG3, which is triggered when the FIFO is filled to the level specified in the WTM4:0 
bits of FIFO_CTRL_REG. The FIFO continues filling until full (32 slots of 16-bit data for yaw, 
pitch, and roll). When full, the FIFO discards the older data as the new data arrives. Once a 
trigger event occurs (related to INT1_CFG register events), the FIFO starts operating in 
FIFO mode (see Figure 11).
Figure 11. Trigger stream mode
3.2.6 Retrieve data from FIFO
FIFO data is read through the OUT_X, OUT_Y and OUT_Z registers. When the FIFO is in 
stream, trigger or FIFO mode, a read operation to the OUT_X, OUT_Y or OUT_Z registers 
provides the data stored in the FIFO. Each time data is read from the FIFO, the oldest pitch, 
roll, and yaw data are placed in the OUT_X, OUT_Y and OUT_Z registers and both single 
read and read_burst (X,Y & Z with auto-incremental address) operations can be used. In 
read_burst mode, when data included in OUT_Z_H is read, the system again starts to read 
information from addr OUT_X_L.
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4 Application hints
Figure 12. L3G4200D electrical connections and external component values
Power supply decoupling capacitors (100 nF ceramic or polyester +10 µF) should be placed 
as near as possible to the device (common design practice).
If Vdd and Vdd_IO are not connected together, power supply decoupling capacitors 
(100 nF and 10 µF between Vdd and common ground, 100 nF between Vdd_IO and 
common ground) should be placed as near as possible to the device (common design 
practice).
The L3G4200D IC includes a PLL (phase locked loop) circuit to synchronize driving and 
sensing interfaces. Capacitors and resistors must be added at the PLLFILT pin (as shown in 
Figure 12) to implement a second-order low-pass filter. Table 10 summarizes the PLL low-
pass filter component values.
Table 10. PLL low-pass filter component values
Component Value
C1 10 nF ± 10 %
C2 470 nF ± 10 %
R2 10 kΩ ± 10 %
100 nF
10kOhm 470nF
Vdd GND
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R2 C2
GND
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5 Digital interfaces
The registers embedded in the L3G4200D may be accessed through both the I2C and SPI 
serial interfaces. The latter may be software-configured to operate either in 3-wire or 4-wire 
interface mode.
The serial interfaces are mapped onto the same pins. To select/exploit the I2C interface, the 
CS line must be tied high (i.e., connected to Vdd_IO).
5.1 I2C serial interface
The L3G4200D I2C is a bus slave. The I2C is employed to write data to registers whose 
content can also be read back.
The relevant I2C terminology is given in the table below.
         
There are two signals associated with the I2C bus: the serial clock line (SCL) and the serial 
data line (SDA). The latter is a bidirectional line used for sending and receiving the data 
to/from the interface. Both lines must be connected to Vdd_IO through an external pull-up 
resistor. When the bus is free both the lines are high.
The I2C interface is compliant with fast mode (400 kHz) I2C standards as well as with normal 
mode.
Table 11. Serial interface pin description
Pin name Pin description
CS
SPI enable
I2C/SPI mode selection (1:SPI idle mode / I2C communication enabled; 0: SPI 
communication mode / I2C disabled)
SCL/SPC I
2C serial clock (SCL)
SPI serial port clock (SPC)
SDA/SDI/SDO
I2C serial data (SDA)
SPI serial data input (SDI)
3-wire interface serial data output (SDO)
SDO SPI serial data output (SDO)
I2C least significant bit of the device address 
Table 12. I2C terminology
Term Description
Transmitter The device which sends data to the bus
Receiver The device which receives data from the bus
Master The device which initiates a transfer, generates clock signals and terminates a transfer
Slave The device addressed by the master
Digital interfaces L3G4200D
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5.1.1 I2C operation
The transaction on the bus is started through a START (ST) signal. A START condition is 
defined as a HIGH to LOW transition on the data line while the SCL line is held HIGH. After 
this has been transmitted by the master, the bus is considered busy. The next byte of data 
transmitted after the start condition contains the address of the slave in the first 7 bits and 
the eighth bit tells whether the master is receiving data from the slave or transmitting data to 
the slave. When an address is sent, each device in the system compares the first 7 bits after 
a start condition with its address. If they match, the device considers itself addressed by the 
master. 
The slave address (SAD) associated with the L3G4200D is 110100xb. The SDO pin can be 
used to modify the least significant bit (LSb) of the device address. If the SDO pin is 
connected to the voltage supply, LSb is ‘1’ (address 1101001b). Otherwise, if the SDO pin is 
connected to ground, the LSb value is ‘0’ (address 1101000b). This solution permits the 
connection and addressing of two different gyroscopes to the same I2C bus.
Data transfer with acknowledge is mandatory. The transmitter must release the SDA line 
during the acknowledge pulse. The receiver must then pull the data line LOW so that it 
remains stable low during the HIGH period of the acknowledge clock pulse. A receiver which 
has been addressed is obliged to generate an acknowledge after each byte of data 
received.
The I2C embedded in the L3G4200D behaves like a slave device, and the following protocol 
must be adhered to. After the START (ST) condition, a slave address is sent. Once a slave 
acknowledge (SAK) has been returned, an 8-bit sub-address is transmitted. The 7 LSb 
represent the actual register address while the MSB enables address auto-increment. If the 
MSb of the SUB field is 1, the SUB (register address) is automatically incremented to allow 
multiple data read/write.
The slave address is completed with a read/write bit. If the bit is ‘1’ (read), a REPEATED 
START (SR) condition must be issued after the two sub-address bytes; if the bit is ‘0’ (write) 
the master transmits to the slave with the direction unchanged. Table 13 describes how the 
SAD+read/write bit pattern is composed, listing all the possible configurations.
Table 13. SAD+read/write patterns
Command SAD[6:1] SAD[0] = SDO R/W SAD+R/W
Read 110100 0 1 11010001 (D1h)
Write 110100 0 0 11010000 (D0h)
Read 110100 1 1 11010011 (D3h)
Write 110100 1 0 11010010 (D2h)
Table 14. Transfer when master is writing one byte to slave
Master ST SAD + W SUB DATA SP
Slave SAK SAK SAK
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Data are transmitted in byte format (DATA). Each data transfer contains 8 bits. The number 
of bytes transferred per transfer is unlimited. Data is transferred with the most significant bit 
(MSb) first. If a receiver cannot receive another complete byte of data until it has performed 
some other function, it can hold the clock line SCL LOW to force the transmitter into a wait 
state. Data transfer only continues when the receiver is ready for another byte and releases 
the data line. If a slave receiver does not acknowledge the slave address (i.e., it is not able 
to receive because it is performing some real-time function) the data line must be left HIGH 
by the slave. The master can then abort the transfer. A LOW to HIGH transition on the SDA 
line while the SCL line is HIGH is defined as a STOP condition. Each data transfer must be 
terminated by the generation of a STOP (SP) condition.
In order to read multiple bytes, it is necessary to assert the most significant bit of the sub-
address field. In other words, SUB(7) must be equal to 1, while SUB(6-0) represents the 
address of the first register to be read.
In the presented communication format, MAK is “master acknowledge” and NMAK is “no 
master acknowledge”.
5.2 SPI bus interface
The SPI is a bus slave. The SPI allows writing and reading of the device registers. The serial 
interface interacts with the external world through 4 wires: CS, SPC, SDI, and SDO.
Table 15. Transfer when master is writing multiple bytes to slave
Master ST SAD + W SUB DATA DATA SP
Slave SAK SAK SAK SAK
Table 16. Transfer when master is receiving (reading) one byte of data from slave
Master ST SAD + W SUB SR SAD + R NMAK SP
Slave SAK SAK SAK DATA
Table 17. Transfer when master is receiving (reading) multiple bytes of data from slave
Master ST SAD+W SUB SR SAD+R MAK MAK NMAK SP
Slave SAK SAK SAK DATA DATA DATA
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Figure 13. Read and write protocol
CS is the serial port enable and is controlled by the SPI master. It goes low at the start of the 
transmission and returns to high at the end. SPC is the serial port clock and is controlled by 
the SPI master. It is stopped high when CS is high (no transmission). SDI and SDO are, 
respectively, the serial port data input and output. These lines are driven at the falling edge 
of SPC and should be captured at the rising edge of SPC.
Both the read register and write register commands are completed in 16 clock pulses, or in 
multiples of 8 in case of multiple read/write bytes. Bit duration is the time between two falling 
edges of SPC. The first bit (bit 0) starts at the first falling edge of SPC after the falling edge 
of CS while the last bit (bit 15, bit 23, etc.) starts at the last falling edge of SPC just before 
the rising edge of CS.
Bit 0: RW bit. When 0, the data DI(7:0) is written to the device. When 1, the data DO(7:0) 
from the device is read. In the latter case, the chip drives SDO at the start of bit 8.
Bit 1: MS bit. When 0, the address remains unchanged in multiple read/write commands. 
When 1, the address is auto-incremented in multiple read/write commands.
Bit 2-7: address AD(5:0). This is the address field of the indexed register.
Bit 8-15: data DI(7:0) (write mode). This is the data that is written to the device (MSb first).
Bit 8-15: data DO(7:0) (read mode). This is the data that is read from the device (MSb first).
In multiple read/write commands, further blocks of 8 clock periods are added. When the MS
bit is 0, the address used to read/write data remains the same for every block. When the MS
bit is 1, the address used to read/write data is incremented at every block.
The function and the behavior of SDI and SDO remain unchanged.
5.2.1 SPI read
Figure 14. SPI read protocol
CS
SPC
SDI
SDO
RW
AD5 AD4 AD3 AD2 AD1 AD0
DI7 DI6 DI5 DI4 DI3 DI2 DI1 DI0
DO7 DO6 DO5 DO4 DO3 DO2 DO1 DO0
MS
CS
SPC
SDI
SDO
RW
DO7 DO6 DO5 DO4 DO3 DO2 DO1 DO0
AD5 AD4 AD3 AD2 AD1 AD0MS
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The SPI read command is performed with 16 clock pulses. A multiple byte read command is 
performed by adding blocks of 8 clock pulses to the previous one.
Bit 0: READ bit. The value is 1.
Bit 1: MS bit. When 0, do not increment address; when 1, increment address in multiple 
reading.
Bit 2-7: address AD(5:0). This is the address field of the indexed register.
Bit 8-15: data DO(7:0) (read mode). This is the data that is read from the device (MSb first).
Bit 16-... : data DO(...-8). Further data in multiple byte reading.
Figure 15. Multiple byte SPI read protocol (2-byte example) 
5.2.2 SPI write
Figure 16. SPI write protocol
The SPI write command is performed with 16 clock pulses. A multiple byte write command is 
performed by adding blocks of 8 clock pulses to the previous one.
Bit 0: WRITE bit. The value is 0.
Bit 1: MS bit. When 0, do not increment address; when 1, increment address in multiple 
writing.
Bit 2 -7: address AD(5:0). This is the address field of the indexed register.
Bit 8-15: data DI(7:0) (write mode). This is the data that is written to the device (MSb first).
Bit 16-... : data DI(...-8). Further data in multiple byte writing.
CS
SPC
SDI
SDO
RW
DO7 DO6 DO5 DO4 DO3 DO2 DO1 DO0
AD5 AD4 AD3 AD2 AD1 AD0
DO15 DO14 DO13 DO12 DO11 DO10 DO9 DO8
MS
CS
SPC
SDI
RW DI7 DI6 DI5 DI4 DI3 DI2 DI1 DI0
AD5 AD4 AD3 AD2 AD1 AD0MS
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Figure 17. Multiple byte SPI write protocol (2-byte example)
5.2.3 SPI read in 3-wire mode
3-wire mode is entered by setting the SIM (SPI serial interface mode selection) bit to 1 in 
CTRL_REG2.
Figure 18. SPI read protocol in 3-wire mode 
The SPI read command is performed with 16 clock pulses:
Bit 0: READ bit. The value is 1.
Bit 1: MS bit. When 0, do not increment address; when 1, increment address in multiple 
reading.
Bit 2-7: address AD(5:0). This is the address field of the indexed register. 
Bit 8-15: data DO(7:0) (read mode). This is the data that is read from the device (MSb first).
The multiple read command is also available in 3-wire mode.
CS
SPC
SDI
RW
AD5 AD4 AD3 AD2 AD1 AD0
DI7 DI6 DI5 DI4 DI3 DI2 DI1 DI0 DI15 DI14 DI13 DI12 DI11 DI10 DI9 DI8
MS
CS
SPC
SDI/O
RW DO7 DO6 DO5 DO4 DO3 DO2 DO1 DO0
AD5 AD4 AD3 AD2 AD1 AD0MS
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6 Output register mapping
The table given below provides a listing of the 8 bit registers embedded in the device and 
the related addresses:
         
Table 18. Register address map
Name Type
Register address
Default Comment
Hex Binary
Reserved - 00-0E - -
WHO_AM_I r 0F 000 1111 11010011
Reserved - 10-1F - -
CTRL_REG1 rw 20 010 0000 00000111
CTRL_REG2 rw 21 010 0001 00000000
CTRL_REG3 rw 22 010 0010 00000000
CTRL_REG4 rw 23 010 0011 00000000
CTRL_REG5 rw 24 010 0100 00000000
REFERENCE rw 25 010 0101 00000000
OUT_TEMP r 26 010 0110 output
STATUS_REG r 27 010 0111 output
OUT_X_L r 28 010 1000 output
OUT_X_H r 29 010 1001 output
OUT_Y_L r 2A 010 1010 output
OUT_Y_H r 2B 010 1011 output
OUT_Z_L r 2C 010 1100 output
OUT_Z_H r 2D 010 1101 output
FIFO_CTRL_REG rw 2E 010 1110 00000000
FIFO_SRC_REG r 2F 010 1111 output
INT1_CFG rw 30 011 0000 00000000
INT1_SRC r 31 011 0001 output
INT1_TSH_XH rw 32 011 0010 00000000
INT1_TSH_XL rw 33 011 0011 00000000
INT1_TSH_YH rw 34 011 0100 00000000
INT1_TSH_YL rw 35 011 0101 00000000
INT1_TSH_ZH rw 36 011 0110 00000000
INT1_TSH_ZL rw 37 011 0111 00000000
INT1_DURATION rw 38 011 1000 00000000
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Registers marked as Reserved must not be changed. The writing to those registers may 
cause permanent damages to the device.
The content of the registers that are loaded at boot should not be changed. They contain the 
factory calibration values. Their content is automatically restored when the device is 
powered-up.
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7 Register description
The device contains a set of registers which are used to control its behavior and to retrieve 
acceleration data. The registers address, made of 7 bits, is used to identify them and to 
write the data through serial interface.
7.1 WHO_AM_I (0Fh)
Device identification register.
7.2 CTRL_REG1 (20h)
DR<1:0> is used to set ODR selection. BW <1:0> is used to set Bandwidth selection. 
In the following table are reported all frequency resulting in combination of DR / BW bits.
Table 19. WHO_AM_I register
1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
Table 20. CTRL_REG1 register
DR1 DR0 BW1 BW0 PD Zen Yen Xen
Table 21. CTRL_REG1 description
DR1-DR0 Output Data Rate selection. Refer to Table 22
BW1-BW0 Bandwidth selection. Refer to Table 22
PD
Power down mode enable. Default value: 0
(0: power down mode, 1: normal mode or sleep mode)
Zen Z axis enable. Default value: 1
(0: Z axis disabled; 1: Z axis enabled)
Yen Y axis enable. Default value: 1
(0: Y axis disabled; 1: Y axis enabled)
Xen X axis enable. Default value: 1 
(0: X axis disabled; 1: X axis enabled)
Table 22. DR and BW configuration setting
DR <1:0> BW <1:0> ODR [Hz] Cut-Off
00 00 100 12.5
00 01 100 25
00 10 100 25
00 11 100 25
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Combination of PD, Zen, Yen, Xen are used to set device in different modes (power down / 
normal / sleep mode) according with the following table.
7.3 CTRL_REG2 (21h)
01 00 200 12.5
01 01 200 25
01 10 200 50
01 11 200 70
10 00 400 20
10 01 400 25
10 10 400 50
10 11 400 110
11 00 800 30
11 01 800 35
11 10 800 50
11 11 800 110
Table 23. Power mode selection configuration
Mode PD Zen Yen Xen
Power down 0 - - -
Sleep 1 0 0 0
Normal 1 - - -
Table 22. DR and BW configuration setting (continued)
DR <1:0> BW <1:0> ODR [Hz] Cut-Off
Table 24. CTRL_REG2 register
0(1)
1. Value loaded at boot. This value must not be changed
0(1) HPM1 HPM1 HPCF3 HPCF2 HPCF1 HPCF0
Table 25. CTRL_REG2 description
HPM1-
HPM0
High Pass filter Mode Selection. Default value: 00
Refer to Table 26
HPCF3-
HPCF0
High Pass filter Cut Off frequency selection
Refer to Table 28
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7.4 CTRL_REG3 (22h)
Table 26. High pass filter mode configuration
HPM1 HPM0 High Pass filter Mode
0 0 Normal mode (reset reading HP_RESET_FILTER)
0 1 Reference signal for filtering
1 0 Normal mode
1 1 Autoreset on interrupt event
Table 27. High pass filter cut off frecuency configuration [Hz]
HPCF3 ODR= 100 Hz ODR= 200 Hz ODR= 400 Hz ODR= 800 Hz
0000 8 15 30 56
0001 4 8 15 30
0010 2 4 8 15
0011 1 2 4 8
0100 0.5 1 2 4
0101 0.2 0.5 1 2
0110 0.1 0.2 0.5 1
0111 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5
1000 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.2
1001 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.1
Table 28. CTRL_REG1 register
I1_Int1 I1_Boot H_Lactive PP_OD I2_DRDY I2_WTM I2_ORun I2_Empty
Table 29. CTRL_REG3 description
I1_Int1 Interrupt enable on INT1 pin. Default value 0. (0: Disable; 1: Enable)
I1_Boot Boot status available on INT1. Default value 0. (0: Disable; 1: Enable)
H_Lactive Interrupt active configuration on INT1. Default value 0. (0: High; 1:Low)
PP_OD Push- Pull / Open drain. Default value: 0. (0: Push- Pull; 1: Open drain)
I2_DRDY Date Ready on DRDY/INT2. Default value 0. (0: Disable; 1: Enable)
I2_WTM FIFO Watermark interrupt on DRDY/INT2. Default value: 0. (0: Disable; 1: Enable)
I2_ORun FIFO Overrun interrupt on DRDY/INT2 Default value: 0. (0: Disable; 1: Enable)
I2_Empty FIFO Empty interrupt on DRDY/INT2. Default value: 0. (0: Disable; 1: Enable)
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7.5 CTRL_REG4 (23h)
7.6 CTRL_REG5 (24h)
Table 30. CTRL_REG4 register
BDU BLE FS1 FS0 - ST1 ST0 SIM
Table 31. CTRL_REG4 description
BDU Block Data Update. Default value: 0
(0: continous update; 1: output registers not updated until MSB and LSB 
reading)
BLE Big/Little Endian Data Selection. Default value 0.
(0: Data LSB @ lower address; 1: Data MSB @ lower address)
FS1-FS0 Full Scale selection. Default value: 00
(00: 250 dps; 01: 500 dps; 10: 2000 dps; 11: 2000 dps)
ST1-ST0 Self Test Enable. Default value: 00 
(00: Self Test Disabled; Other: See Table )
SIM SPI Serial Interface Mode selection. Default value: 0 
(0: 4-wire interface; 1: 3-wire interface).
Table 32. Self test mode configuration
ST1 ST0 Self test mode
0 0 Normal mode
0 1 Self test 0 (+)(1)
1. DST sign (absolute value in Table 4)
1 0 --
1 1 Self test 1 (-)(1)
Table 33. CTRL_REG5 register
BOOT FIFO_EN -- HPen INT1_Sel1 INT1_Sel0 Out_Sel1 Out_Sel0
Table 34. CTRL_REG5 description
BOOT Reboot memory content. Default value: 0
(0: normal mode; 1: reboot memory content)
FIFO_EN FIFO enable. Default value: 0
(0: FIFO disable; 1: FIFO Enable)
HPen High Pass filter Enable. Default value: 0
(0: HPF disabled; 1: HPF enabled. See Figure 20)
INT1_Sel1-
INT1_Sel0
INT1 selection configuration. Default value: 0
(See Figure 20)
Out_Sel1-
Out_Sel1
Out selection configuration. Default value: 0
(See Figure 20
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Figure 19. INT1_Sel and Out_Sel configuration block diagram  
Table 35. Out_Sel configuration setting
Hpen OUT_SEL1 OUT_SEL0 Description
x 0 0 Data in DataReg and FIFO are non-high-pass-filtered
x 0 1 Data in DataReg and FIFO are high-pass-filtered
0 1 x Data in DataReg and FIFO are low-pass-filtered by LPF2
1 1 x Data in DataReg and FIFO are high-pass and low-pass-filtered by LPF2
Table 36. INT_SEL configuration setting
Hpen INT_SEL1 INT_SEL2 Description
x 0 0 Non-high-pass-filtered data are used for interrupt generation
x 0 1 High-pass-filtered data are used for interrupt generation
0 1 x Low-pass-filtered data are used for interrupt generation
1 1 x High-pass and low-pass-filtered data are 
used for interrupt generation
ADC LPF1 HPF
0
1
HPen
LPF2 10 11
01 
00 
Out_Sel <1:0>
DataReg
FIFO
32x16x3
00 
11
10 
01 
Interrupt
generator
INT1_Sel <1:0>
AM07949V2
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7.7 REFERENCE/DATACAPTURE (25h)
7.8 OUT_TEMP (26h)
7.9 STATUS_REG (27h)
Table 37. REFERENCE register
Ref7 Ref6 Ref5 Ref4 Ref3 Ref2 Ref1 Ref0
Table 38. REFERENCE register description
Ref 7-Ref0 Reference value for Interrupt generation. Default value: 0
Table 39. OUT_TEMP register
Temp7 Temp6 Temp5 Temp4 Temp3 Temp2 Temp1 Temp0
Table 40. OUT_TEMP register description
Temp7-Temp0 Temperature data.
Table 41. STATUS_REG register
ZYXOR ZOR YOR XOR ZYXDA ZDA YDA XDA
Table 42. STATUS_REG description
ZYXOR
X, Y, Z -axis data overrun. Default value: 0
(0: no overrun has occurred; 1: new data has overwritten the previous one before it was 
read)
ZOR Z axis data overrun. Default value: 0(0: no overrun has occurred; 1: a new data for the Z-axis has overwritten the previous one)
YOR Y axis data overrun. Default value: 0(0: no overrun has occurred; 1: a new data for the Y-axis has overwritten the previous one)
XOR X axis data overrun. Default value: 0(0: no overrun has occurred; 1: a new data for the X-axis has overwritten the previous one)
ZYXDA X, Y, Z -axis new data available. Default value: 0
(0: a new set of data is not yet available; 1: a new set of data is available)
ZDA Z axis new data available. Default value: 0
(0: a new data for the Z-axis is not yet available; 1: a new data for the Z-axis is available)
YDA Y axis new data available. Default value: 0
(0: a new data for the Y-axis is not yet available;1: a new data for the Y-axis is available)
XDA X axis new data available. Default value: 0
(0: a new data for the X-axis is not yet available; 1: a new data for the X-axis is available)
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7.10 OUT_X_L (28h), OUT_X_H (29h)
X-axis angular rate data. The value is expressed as two’s complement.
7.11 OUT_Y_L (2Ah), OUT_Y_H (2Bh)
Y-axis angular rate data. The value is expressed as two’s complement.
7.12 OUT_Z_L (2Ch), OUT_Z_H (2Dh)
Z-axis angular rate data. The value is expressed as two’s complement.
7.13 FIFO_CTRL_REG (2Eh)
7.14 FIFO_SRC_REG (2Fh)
Table 43. REFERENCE register
FM2 FM1 FM0 WTM4 WTM3 WTM2 WTM1 WTM0
Table 44. REFERENCE register description
FM2-FM0 FIFO mode selection. Default value: 00 (see Table )
WTM4-WTM0 FIFO threshold. Watermark level setting
Table 45. FIFO mode configuration
FM2 FM1 FM0 FIFO mode
0 0 0 Bypass mode
0 0 1 FIFO mode
0 1 0 Stream mode
0 1 1 Stream-to-FIFO mode
1 0 0 Bypass-to-Stream mode
Table 46. FIFO_SRC register
WTM OVRN EMPTY FSS4 FSS3 FSS2 FSS1 FSS0
Table 47. FIFO_SRC register description
WTM Watermark status. (0: FIFO filling is lower than WTM level; 1: FIFO filling is equal 
or higher than WTM level)
OVRN Overrun bit status. 
(0: FIFO is not completely filled; 1:FIFO is completely filled)
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7.15 INT1_CFG (30h)
Configuration register for Interrupt source.
7.16 INT1_SRC (31h)
EMPTY FIFO empty bit. 
( 0: FIFO not empty; 1: FIFO empty)
FSS4-FSS1 FIFO stored data level
Table 47. FIFO_SRC register description (continued)
Table 48. INT1_CFG register
AND/OR LIR ZHIE ZLIE YHIE YLIE XHIE XLIE
Table 49. INT1_CFG description
AND/OR AND/OR combination of Interrupt events. Default value: 0(0: OR combination of interrupt events 1: AND combination of interrupt events
LIR
Latch Interrupt Request. Default value: 0
(0: interrupt request not latched; 1: interrupt request latched)
Cleared by reading INT1_SRC reg. 
ZHIE
Enable interrupt generation on Z high event. Default value: 0
(0: disable interrupt request; 1: enable interrupt request on measured accel. value 
higher than preset threshold)
ZLIE
Enable interrupt generation on Z low event. Default value: 0
(0: disable interrupt request; 1: enable interrupt request on measured accel. value 
lower than preset threshold)
YHIE
Enable interrupt generation on Y high event. Default value: 0
(0: disable interrupt request; 1: enable interrupt request on measured accel. value 
higher than preset threshold)
YLIE
Enable interrupt generation on Y low event. Default value: 0
(0: disable interrupt request; 1: enable interrupt request on measured accel. value 
lower than preset threshold)
XHIE
Enable interrupt generation on X high event. Default value: 0 
(0: disable interrupt request; 1: enable interrupt request on measured accel. value 
higher than preset threshold)
XLIE
Enable interrupt generation on X low event. Default value: 0 
(0: disable interrupt request; 1: enable interrupt request on measured accel. value 
lower than preset threshold)
Table 50. INT1_SRC register
0 IA ZH ZL YH YL XH XL
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Interrupt source register. Read only register. 
Reading at this address clears INT1_SRC IA bit (and eventually the interrupt signal on INT1 
pin) and allows the refreshment of data in the INT1_SRC register if the latched option was 
chosen.
7.17 INT1_THS_XH (32h)
7.18 INT1_THS_XL (33h)
7.19 INT1_THS_YH (34h)
Table 51. INT1_SRC description
IA
Interrupt active. Default value: 0 
(0: no interrupt has been generated; 1: one or more interrupts have been generated)
ZH Z high. Default value: 0 (0: no interrupt, 1: Z High event has occurred)
ZL Z low. Default value: 0 (0: no interrupt; 1: Z Low event has occurred)
YH Y high. Default value: 0 (0: no interrupt, 1: Y High event has occurred)
YL Y low. Default value: 0 (0: no interrupt, 1: Y Low event has occurred)
XH X high. Default value: 0 (0: no interrupt, 1: X High event has occurred)
XL X low. Default value: 0 (0: no interrupt, 1: X Low event has occurred)
Table 52. INT1_THS_XH register
- THSX14 THSX13 THSX12 THSX11 THSX10 THSX9 THSX8
Table 53. INT1_THS_XH description
THSX14 - THSX9 Interrupt threshold. Default value: 0000 0000
Table 54. INT1_THS_XL register
THSX7 THSX6 THSX5 THSX4 THSX3 THSX2 THSX1 THSX0
Table 55. INT1_THS_XL description
THSX7 - THSX0 Interrupt threshold. Default value: 0000 0000
Table 56. INT1_THS_YH register
- THSY14 THSY13 THSY12 THSY11 THSY10 THSY9 THSY8
Table 57. INT1_THS_YH description
THSY14 - THSY9 Interrupt threshold. Default value: 0000 0000
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7.20 INT1_THS_YL (35h)
7.21 INT1_THS_ZH (36h)
7.22 INT1_THS_ZL (37h)
7.23 INT1_DURATION (38h)
D6 - D0 bits set the minimum duration of the Interrupt event to be recognized. Duration
steps and maximum values depend on the ODR chosen. 
WAIT bit has the following meaning: 
Wait =’0’: the interrupt falls immediately if signal crosses the selected threshold
Table 58. INT1_THS_YL register
THSR7 THSY6 THSY5 THSY4 THSY3 THSY2 THSY1 THSY0
Table 59. INT1_THS_YL description
THSY7 - THSY0 Interrupt threshold. Default value: 0000 0000
Table 60. INT1_THS_ZH register
- THSZ14 THSZ13 THSZ12 THSZ11 THSZ10 THSZ9 THSZ8
Table 61. INT1_THS_ZH description
THSZ14 - THSZ9 Interrupt threshold. Default value: 0000 0000
Table 62. INT1_THS_ZL register
THSZ7 THSZ6 THSZ5 THSZ4 THSZ3 THSZ2 THSZ1 THSZ0
Table 63. INT1_THS_ZL description
THSZ7 - THSZ0 Interrupt threshold. Default value: 0000 0000
Table 64. INT1_DURATION register
WAIT D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0
Table 65. INT1_DURATION description
WAIT WAIT enable. Default value: 0 (0: disable; 1: enable)
D6 - D0 Duration value. Default value: 000 0000
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Wait =’1’: if signal crosses the selected threshold, the interrupt falls only after the duration 
has counted number of samples at the selected data rate, written into the duration counter 
register.
Figure 20. Wait disabled
Figure 21. Wait enabled
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8 Package information
In order to meet environmental requirements, ST offers these devices in different grades of 
ECOPACK® packages, depending on their level of environmental compliance. ECOPACK®
specifications, grade definitions and product status are available at www.st.com. 
ECOPACK is an ST trademark.
Figure 22. LGA-16: mechanical data and package dimensions
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9 Revision history
Table 66. Document revision history
Date Revision Changes
01-Apr-2010 1 Initial release.
03-Sep-2010 2 Complete datasheet review.
22-Dec-2010 3 Inserted Section 6: Output register mapping and Section 7: Register 
description.
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